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Abstract

The Intelligent Network architecture is an extension of the existing telephone network architecture to provide centralised definition and control of services. This architecture allows enormous
flexibility in introduction of n e w services, and allows customers to
define and control their o w n services with a large degree of independence from network providers.
This thesis is concerned with systematic modelling and analysis
Intelligent Networks and Intelligent Network services.
There is a significant body of prior art on queueing network modelling of the signalling networks and switching equipment which
comprise Intelligent Networks. The first part of the dissertation
defines a scheme for systematically translating intelligent network
service definitions into parameters for such queueing network
models. A representation syntax for services is defined for this
purpose, and the steps required to translate a service to analysable form are defined with the aid of this syntax.
The second part of the dissertation extends existing queueing network analysis techniques to obtain certain performance measures
which are important in the analysis of Intelligent Networks, and
which are lacking in previous work. In particular, the calculation
of completion time distributions for entire call set-ups, as opposed
delays at individual devices, is calculated.
Telecommunications switches may use simple priority-based
approaches to preserve throughput under congestion conditions.
S u c h measures have previously been observed to cause oscillatory behaviour in voice switches, through a mechanism k n o w n as
i

"traffic synchronisation". Similar behaviour is observed in a seemingly straight-forward model of a signalling network supporting
Intelligent Network transactions. This is investigated fully in the
third part of this thesis. Traffic synchronisation in Intelligent Networks leads to connection establishment delays significantly
greater than those predicted by standard queueing analysis techniques. A n analysis technique quantifying these delays is developed and validated by comparison with simulations.
The trade-off between prevention of traffic synchronisation at normal loads and preserving throughput at overloads is also considered. A congestion avoidance technique which prevents traffic
synchronisation at little performance cost is described and analysed.
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1. Introduction

1.1 The Intelligent Network
The 'Intelligent Network' is an architecture for telephone and ISDN
networks. It has two basic attributes:
• It standardises the features which m a y be used to build telecommunication services.
• It centralises control and data for services.
These serve several purposes:
• To enable services to be defined without detailed knowledge of the
network.
• To speed and simplify introduction and modification of services.
• To permit customers to define and modify their o w n services.
The Intelligent Network is based on C o m m o n Channel Signalling
System N u m b e r 7 (SS7) [Modarressi 90]. The structure of the network architecture is illustrated in Figure 1.1. Switches with the
capability of accessing the Intelligent Network are called Service
Switching Points (SSPs). Not all end-office switches will be SSPs, and
those that are not will pass Intelligent Network call attempts to
SSPs.
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SCP

SCP: Service control point
SSP: Service switching point
Other Switches

SS7 connections
Bearer connections

Figure 1.1 Intelligent Network: basic structure

In a typical Intelligent Network call, an SSP will detect an Intelligent
Network trigger, which will typically be a particular dialled n u m b e r
or prefix. It will then send a query message over the S S 7 network to
the Service Control Point (SCP), which contains the data and control
information related to each service. Based on the database look-up
the S C P will send a response back to the S S P specifying the actions
to be taken. This will typically involve a call set-up, using the bearer
network (and possibly the S S 7 network) as normal.
More complex network and service structures are possible, and
these are discussed in Chapter 3.
Intelligent Network calls utilise the bearer network in a similar m a n ner to ordinary telephone or ISDN calls, and the normal analysis and
dimensioning methods for bearer networks are still applicable. Intelligent Network calls differ from ordinary telephone calls in their more
extensive use of the S S 7 signalling network. T h u s this thesis is concerned with modelling and performance analysis of Intelligent Network

devices, and of the signalling networks which

communication between them.

support
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It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the concepts and terminology of SS7. A good introduction m a y be found in [Modarressi 90].

1.2 Thesis Outline
This dissertation is divided into seven chapters, with six appendices.
Chapter 2 reviews previous work on analysis of Intelligent Networks
and S S 7 networks. This work is lacking in two major respects. None
of the papers describes the translation of Intelligent Network Services from the level at which they are developed to a form suitable for
analysis. Also, the analyses described in the literature are lacking in
several other respects, particularly with regard to generation of distribution information for delay means. These aspects are addressed
in the following two chapters.
Chapter 3 is concerned with systematically translating Intelligent
Network service descriptions into a form suitable for analysis, i.e.
parameters for a queueing network model. The chapter begins by
describing the ITU-T 1 Intelligent Network conceptual model. The
service definition methodology used by the ITU-T is then used as a
basis for defining a systematic method for translating services. Modelling of Intelligent Networks by networks of queues is addressed in
this chapter as well as Chapter 4.
Given that services may be translated into parameters for a queueing network model, Chapter 4 then addresses the analysis of such
models. M a n y of the analysis methods reviewed in Chapter 2 do not
consider completion times for service invocations, concentrating
instead on delays at individual queues. None of the methods consider the distribution of the call completion delays, as opposed to the
means. Such information is important as delay limits are typically
specified as m e a n s and 95th or 99th percentiles. Approximations for
1. The Telecommunications Standardization Sector of the International Telecommunications Union, formerly the CCITT. Note that the correct abbreviation is 'ITU-T and
not'ITU-TS'[ITU 94].
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deriving this information by analysis are investigated in Chapter 4.
Priority queues and multi-server queues are useful tools for Intelligent Network modelling, and analysis of such models are considered.
Simulation results for a particular Intelligent Network model in
Chapter 4 model display anomalous oscillatory behaviour, and this
is further investigated in Chapter 5. This behaviour is shown to be
due to a phenomenon k n o w n as traffic synchronisation, which m a y
occur in priority queueing networks with a particular structure. Previous work on this phenomenon is reviewed and expanded upon.
Based on this knowledge, the Intelligent Network model's structure
is re-examined to establish whether such oscillation is likely in practice. This having been done, attention is then turned to analytical
quantification of the oscillations.

Given that traffic synchronisation may occur in Intelligent Networks
Chapter 6 considers prevention of it. Traffic synchronisation m a y
arise as a result of scheduling or overload control mechanisms at
SSPs, and suitable design of these mechanisms is considered. Such
designs involve trade-offs between stability at normal loads and
maintenance of throughput at overload. However a simple scheme
with near-ideal performance is developed.
The nett result of the work described on Chapter 6 is to ensure that
traffic synchronisation does not occur in Intelligent Networks. Consequently, the major obstacle to the accuracy of queueing network
analysis of Intelligent Networks is removed. The analysis techniques
discussed in Chapter 4 meet most requirements, however there is
scope for further research and this is identified in Chapter 7. The
Conclusion also summarises the main findings of the thesis.
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1.3 Contributions
This section lists the contributions contained in this thesis. The section where the relevant work isfirstdiscussed is mentioned, as is
any relevant published work.
1. Recognition that Intelligent Network service descriptions at the
Distributed Functional Plane of the ITU-Ts Intelligent Network
Conceptual model constitute a suitable basis for performance
analysis. See Section 3.3. Early development of these ideas is contained in [Lawrence 91b].
2. Application of task control flow graphs, as described by C h u and
Leung [Chu 87, C h u 92] to service descriptions at the Distributed
Functional Plane. See Section 3.4 and [Lawrence 91a].
3. Definition of a syntax for textual representation of task control
flow graphs, with specific application to the Distributed Functional Plane. See Section 3.4 and Appendix A.
4. Definition of mechanisms to translate network non-specific service descriptions at the Distributed Functional Plane, into network-specific

descriptions. This

involves

introduction

of

information about the Physical Plane structure and signalling
network structure of a particular Intelligent Network, and involves
further application of task control flow graphs and extensions to
the task representation syntax. See Sections 3.5 and 3.6, and
Appendix B.l.
5. Extension of these mechanisms to translation from network-specific service definitions to service definitions in particular network
queueing models. See Section 3.7 and Appendix B.l.
6. Definition of an algorithm to implement the complete service
translation. See Section 3.9.
7. Extension of an existing approximation method for queue length
distributions [Whrtt 82a] to approximation of sojourn times (i.e.
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complete round-trip delays) in queueing networks. This is found
to be suitably accurate. See Section 4.3.
8. Development of an approximation for GI/G/m queues using
GI/G/1 queues, with parameters matched so that the departure
processes are approximately the same. This is found to be reasonably accurate in practice. See Section 4.3.
9. Identification that M / M / l

queueing network analysis m a y

severely over-estimate delays in Intelligent Network models, and
that GI/G/1 analyses offer little extra accuracy over M / G / l models. See Section 4.4.
10. Identification of anomalous oscillatory behaviour in reasonable
priority models of Intelligent Networks. This behaviour leads to
queueing delays significantly greater than those predicted by
M / G / l priority analyses. See Sections 4.6, 5.4, and 5.6, and
[Lawrence 93a, 93b].

11. Identification that oscillatory behaviour may occur in Intelligen
Network models by the mechanism k n o w n as traffic synchronisation. See Section 5.2 and [Lawrence 92b].
12. Discovery that traffic synchronisation m a y occur in certain
D / D / l priority models without any transient overload. See
Section 5.3 and [Lawrence 92b].
13. Identification that feedback delay autocorrelation is as significant
as delay variance in influencing the severity of traffic synchronisation. See Section 5.3 and [Lawrence 92b].

14. Invention of a statistical 'invariability' coefficient which take
account of both the variance and autocorrelation of a time series.
A strong correlation is observed between this coefficient and the
severity of traffic synchronisation. See Section 5.3.
15. Derivation of an expression for the autocorrelation coefficient at
lag 1 of the delays in an M / M / l queue. See Appendix D.
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16. Derivation of a n e w flow model based analysis of the oscillation
m o d e observed in simulations. This analysis is used to derive estimates for m e a n delays in traffic synchronised systems, which are
found to be accurate where oscillation is undisrupted by stochastic effects. See Section 5.5, Appendix E and [Lawrence 93a, 93b].
17. Discovery that spacing departures from low-priority service in a
priority queue/feedback system is unsuitable as a traffic synchronisation prevention mechanism, as it introduces delay penalties
at least as bad as traffic synchronisation itself. See Section 6.3
and [Lawrence 93c].
18. Identification

that relaxation

of priorities in

a

priority

queue/feedback system m a y lead to congestion collapse at overload, while preventing traffic synchronisation at normal loads.
See Section 6.3 and [Lawrence 93c].

19. Derivation of an expression for the ideal degree of priority rela
tion in an overloaded system, i.e. that which prevents both traffic
synchronisation

and

congestion

collapse. See

Section 6.3,

Appendix F and [Lawrence 93c].
20. Invention of a service discipline which prevents traffic synchronisation at normal loads while implementing the ideal degree of priority relaxation at overloads. This scheme involves 'switching off
priorities unless the priority queue length exceeds a certain
threshold. See Section 6.4.
21. Derivation of a design formula, and consequent design method,
for the threshold in the service discipline mentioned above. This
formula is found to give a near-ideal value for the threshold in
most cases, and is only marginally incorrect otherwise. See
Section 6.4.
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2. Intelligent Network
Performance Evaluation
Approaches

2.1 Outline
This chapter is concerned with the scope and limitations of previous
research on performance evaluation of Intelligent Networks. In
Section 2.2 w e draw on a variety of sources to identify the important
goals of Intelligent Network performance evaluation, and identify
useful metrics of network performance. In Section 2.3, the published
work on Intelligent Network performance is reviewed in light of these
goals and metrics. Based on this review, inadequacies in the previous work are identified in Section 2.4. That section also outlines the
m a n n e r in which these inadequacies are addressed in this thesis.

2.2 Performance Evaluation Goals and Metrics
2.2.1 Customer and Network Viewpoints
Customers and network providers have different but related viewpoints of the performance of networks such as Intelligent Networks.
Service users, i.e. callers, have an inherently service-oriented view of
network performance. W h a t is important to service users is whether
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service (as a whole) is available to them, whether their service
attempts fail due to network overload, and whether excessive delays
occur in service set-up. The latter is equivalent to network failure
from a customer's viewpoint, since excessive post-dialling delays
lead to connection abandonment [Roberts 79].
The viewpoint of service providers, i.e. those who provide services
using the networks' capabilities, is closely oriented to that of service
users. However where service users are concerned with extremes of
behaviour, i.e. loss and unusual delays, service providers are more
concerned with averages: m e a n throughputs, proportion of attempts
to fail and so forth.
Network providers must necessarily take a viewpoint of network performance which is both broader and more detailed than that of their
customers. The quality of service measures important to their customers, both service users and service providers, must also be
important to the network providers. However performance of an
ensemble of services must be considered as well as performance of
individual services. For example it m a y be possible to introduce a
service to meet certain performance criteria specified for it, while
introducing a significant detrimental effect on other services. Network providers must also be concerned with whether their networks
are adequately dimensioned, where they introduce bottlenecks, with
consequent loss or delay, and where they have excess capacity.
These considerations apply both w h e n networks are being designed,
and w h e n networks or service sets are being expanded.
Given these viewpoints of network performance, the goals of analysis
of Intelligent Networks are twofold:
1. To quantify the extremes and averages of performance of services
as seen by service users and service providers.
2. To quantify the adequacy of dimensioning of networks and devices
within them.
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These goals apply w h e n networks are being designed or extended,
w h e n n e w services are being introduced to existing networks, and
w h e n existing services are being managed.
Given these goals, suitable metrics of network performance may be
defined. These are described in the following subsections.

2.2.2 Delay
Connection establishment delay is an important measure of service
performance to both the service user and service subscriber, since
excessive delays lead to call abandonment by users, w h o m a y not
necessarily re-attempt the call [Roberts 79]. It is identified as being
an important measure of Intelligent Network service quality by m a n y
authors (for example see [Atoui 91, Chabernaud 92, Hoang 90,
Pierce 88, Richards 91], and all the papers reviewed in Section 2.3).
In two papers, Hoang identifies two distinct types of delay in the
"Service Completion Time," i. e. the period from completion of dialling to connection establishment [Hoang 88, 90]:
• A "Network/Caller Interaction" consists of a prompt from the network, followed by a response from the customer. The duration of a
network/caller interaction has little significance to a customer.
• "Idle Time" is of two types. "Initial Response Time" is the delay
prior to thefirstnetwork/caller interaction; if there is no network/caller interaction the initial response time is equal to the
service completiontime."Subsequent Response Time" is the delay
from completion of a network/caller interaction until the next network action perceived by the customer (either call completion or
commencement of a further network/caller interaction).
In order to maximise customer satisfaction with network performance, network operators must minimise the idle time experienced by
a customer. Hoang notes that service completion time is of secondary importance to idle time, as it contains network/caller interac-

3 0009 03132121 4
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tions which are non-idle time from a customer's point of view
[Hoang 90]. This distinction is implicitly recognised by the other
papers which w e consider in this chapter.
Delay targets for Intelligent Network services are discussed by Richards et al. [Richards 91]. They suggest that Intelligent Network services be grouped into a small number of classes based on complexity
(they suggest 3 classes), and that different delay objectives be used
for each class. The delay requirements for the simplest class would
correspond to those already specified for ordinary telephone service
by the ITU-T [CCITT 85, Rec. Q.514]. The ITU-T Recommendations
specify limits on the means and 95th percentiles for call set-up
delays for ordinary telephone services, so it is reasonable to expect
that limits on both means and 95th percentiles will be applied to
Intelligent Network services. This was identified by Chabernaud and
Goerlinger [Chabernaud 92].
Thus the m e a n and quantiles (i.e. percentiles) of the completion time
for services m a y be important metrics in Intelligent Network performance evaluation. Consequently the delay components at each
network element are also important to network providers since, for
example, excessive service completion times m a y be caused by a
congested network element.
2.2.3 Blocking
Blocking and loss probabilities for services are important measures
to service users and service providers. The ITU-T recognises that call
blocking should be kept to a m i n i m u m and is an important measure
of service quality for ordinary telephone service [CCITT 85. Recs.
G.180, E.540]. Applicability of similar measures to the Intelligent
Network is mentioned by Chabernaud & Goerlinger and by Scoggms
et al. [Chabernaud 92, Scoggins 91].
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T o a network provider, blocking of messages within a network (which
do not generally lead to call loss due to message re-transmission) is
also important as an indicator of inadequate dimensioning.
T h u s blocking of both signalling messages and calls are important
metrics for Intelligent Network performance evaluation at both the
network design and service design level. In addition, the importance
of such measures for network management purposes is mentioned
by Atoui [Atoui 91].

2.2.4 Utilisation of Network Elements
Measurement of delays and blocking probabilities at network elements have been mentioned above as useful measures of the adequacy of network dimensioning. The direct representation of
utilisation of network elements, i.e. the proportion of available
capacity used, is also important in this regard.

2.2.5 Throughput
Throughput of network elements is closely related to utilisation and
has been identified as useful performance measure [Atoui 91,
Mishra90].
Throughput of individual services is closely related to the throughput of the individual network elements and the blocking probability
experienced by the service. M a x i m u m throughput for a service is a
useful performance measure as, for example, it provides broad relative indications of the adequacy of various network configurations.

2.3 Performance Evaluation Approaches
2.3.1 Overview
In this section w e describe previous work on the modelling of Intelligent Network performance, and examine this work with reference to
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the performance evaluation metrics identified in Section 2.2. The
nature of the papers described in this section is summarised in
Table 2.1.
Table 2.1 Papers on intelligent Network Performance Evaluation

Network Analyses

•

M/M/l

Detailed

Simple

Minimal

Detailed

8
£

Simple

o
2

Minimal

Paper

•

Arai92

•

Bafutto 92

•

•

•

•

Bafutto 94

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

Giridharagopal 89 •

•

•

Homayoon 88

•

V

•

Jang 92

•

•

Kuhn93

•

•

Mishra 90

•

Sistla 91

•

Van Esbroeck 93

•

WiDman 90

•

.

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Detailed

Performance
Service
Evaluation
Models
Method

Simple

IN Device
Models

Other

SS7 Device
Models

M/G/l Priority

Bearer
Model?

•

•

•

•

Network Simulations
Scoggins 91
Yegenoglu 91

•
•

•

•t

•t

•

•

Service Analyses
Hoang 88

•

•

•

•

Kuong-Lau 88

•

•

•

•

f: See text

The papers in Table 2.1 are sub-divided into three groups based on
the scope and approach of the performance evaluation in the papers.
1. Network Analyses. This large group includes those papers which
approach the performance of a network as a whole by m e a n s of
queueing network analysis. T w o of the papers included in this
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group do not actually consider derivation of performance measures at queues, but describe schemes of composing performance
measures of services as a whole from performance measures of
individual queues [Sistla 91, Van Esbroeck 93].

2. Network Simulations. Included here are two papers which have similar aims to thefirstgroup, namely analysis of performance of
individual network elements and of services. However these
papers base their performance evaluation on simulation of network models rather than queueing analysis.
3. Service Analyses. The third group uses highly abstract models of
the network concerned, and attempts no performance evaluation
on the network itself. These papers are concerned with the performance of specific services involving complex human-network
interactions.
The modelling and analytical approaches of papers in Table 2.1 are
classified in several ways:
• Bearer Model. Most of the papers are concerned with the Intelligent
Network solely from the point of view of the signalling network. A
single paper which includes a model of the bearer network is indicated.
• SS7 Device Models. The level detail of the modelling of S S 7 up to the
T C A P layer is considered separately to application layer processing. A few papers m a k e little or no attempt at accurately modelling
SS7, though most approaches at least use simple models of the
link buffers at each link, as indicated. The simulation models and
a particular set of analyses use quite detailed models of processing at various layers of the S S 7 stack.
• Intelligent Network Device Models. Most papers use relatively simple
models of application-layer processing, e.g representing a service
control point by a single queue, or are focused away from modelling of Intelligent Network application layer processing. A few
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papers use quite detailed Intelligent Network application processing models, as indicated
• Performance Evaluation Method. Most of the queueing network analysis approaches are based on networks of M / M / l queues. A particular set of analyses uses M / G / l priority queue models, as
indicated. The remaining approaches, listed as "Other," are not
easily classifiable and are described in detail below.
• Service Models. The papers listed in Table 2.1 generally represent
services by sequences of messages in the models concerned. A
rough indication of the level of complexity of these service models
is given in thefinalcolumn of the table.
In the following sub-sections we consider the papers in detail.
Groups of papers each using very similar approaches are described,
followed by criticism of the approach used, with reference to the performance evaluation goals defined in Section 2.2.

2.3.2 Network Analyses
The papers described here are concerned with the analysis of models
of signalling networks supporting Intelligent Network applications.
(One paper [Willmann 90] describes detailed models of S S 7 at the
M T P 3 layer and above, but is not explicitly concerned wittTthe Intelligent Network. It is described in this section as it is a precursor to
several papers more concerned with the Intelligent Network
[Bafutto 92,94, K u h n 93].}
The papers in this section share a common methodology which may
be summarised as follows:
1. Decompose the service(s) under consideration to identify the network elements utilised.
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2. Based on the topology of the network and descriptions of the network elements, compose a model of the network of sufficient
detail for performance evaluation.

3. Calculate the load placed on the elements of the network model by
the services and any background load.
4. Calculate performance measures such as utilisation, delay and
blocking at each of the elements in the network model.
5. Assemble estimates of service performance based on the performance of the network elements.
In general, steps (1) and (2) are implicitly assumed to have been
done: the methods take precise models of networks and services as
inputs. Exceptions to this are the papers by K u h n et al.
[Bafutto 92,94, K u h n 93, Willman 90] in which step (2) is implemented fully: fairly detailed models for processing of the S S 7 stack
are composed systematically from descriptions of h o w the functions
are allocated in particular switches.

In all cases described here, the network elements are assumed to act
largely independently of each other: all arrivals are assumed to be
Poisson, and correlations between delays at network elements are
ignored.
M/M/1 Approaches: Outlines
T w o early papers [Giridharagopal 89, Homayoon 88] use a deliberately simple and restricted implementation of the method described
above, using M / M / l queueing models. In these models, switches
and signalling links are each modelled by single M / M / l queues
which are assumed to be operating at specified utilisations (40% for
signalling links, 7 0 % for switches). These assumptions lead directly
to m e a n delay estimates at the network elements, and allow simple
estimates of m e a n service completion times to be made. Quantiles or
other distribution information regarding delays are not considered1.
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A simple generic service model involving a single database look-up
per connection is used.
A more complete implementation of steps (3) and (5) is described in
[Mishra 90]. Mishra et al. use an analysis technique based on an
even simpler queueing network model than in the earlier papers. The
model ignores signalling links, assuming them to have infinite
capacity and zero delay, and switches are again modelled by single
M / M / l queues. However several different services with different
service requirements are considered as described above: from the
invocation rates of each service, the m e a n arrival rate and service
time at each queue in the network model is calculated. After the
resulting Jackson network is analysed, the delays at the network
elements are s u m m e d to give the m e a n delays for each service. The
analysis is carried out using the P A N A C E A queueing network analysis system [Ramakrishnan 82].
Arai et al. implement steps (3) to (5) in an analysis of Intelligent Network models with various configurations of Service Control Points
supporting Universal Personal Telecommunications (UPT) [Arai 92].
U P T personal location registration and U P T call services are modelled in a some detail. The signalling network is modelled very simply
in a similar manner to that used by Giridharagopal and Homayoon:
the outgoing signalling link buffers at both Service Switching Points
and Service Control Points are modelled by M / M / l queues. The signalling network is otherwise considered to be a lumped entity which
delivers messages with certain delays: STPs, in particular, are not
modelled. Each Service Switching Point is modelled as just a source
and a sink. Service Control Points are modelled by two M / M / l
queues: one for processing incoming requests and database lookups and one for sending outgoing messages. The SCPs m a y query
other SCPs if they do not hold the requested information. This hap-

1. Admittedly, delay quantiles at the network elements would be simple to calculat
given that the delay distribution at an M / M / l queue is exponential. However the
quantiles of delays for services completions are less trivial to calculate.
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pens with given probabilities, and provides the focus for performance evaluation in the paper. The network is analysed in a similar
manner to Mishra's method: the resulting Jackson network is analysed, and the delays at each network element and for each service
are calculated.
More detailed models of network elements, including STPs, are used
by Jang et al. [Jang 92], w h o model specific switches used in the
Korea Telecom network. Each "subsystem" in a switch is modelled
by a single queue, giving a Service Switching model using 10 queues,
for example. It is not clear whether the "subsystems" are hardware
or software systems, and it is not clear exactly h o w S S 7 processing
is modelled: for example, M T P layer 2 processing for both incoming
and outgoing messages on each link is modelled by a single queue,
but no link buffers appear to be modelled. The queueing analysis
technique is poorly described in the paper: Poisson arrivals and
service times are used but it is not clear whether finite or infinite
queues are modelled, and there is some suggestion that afinitecustomer population is modelled. Having m a d e the standard Markov
assumptions about arrivals and service times, the authors then indicate that analysis was performed using Operational Analysis, which
specifically avoids making Markov assumptions [Denning 78]. There
m a y have been a valid purpose in using operational analysis, since
one goal of this technique is tofitmodel parameters to measurements of existing equipment in a mathematically rigorous way. This
is not mentioned in the paper, however.
It is clear that Jang et al. use simple service models: a service
resented by a specified number of messages, and no information
about these messages is provided. Simulation results are also presented in the paper, and these appear to agree well with the analysis
results, although confidence intervals are not shown or mentioned.
Furthermore, no significance can be ascribed to these results, since
the nature and intent of the simulation model is not described in the
paper.
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M/M/1 Approaches: Performance Measures
The papers described above tend to concentrate on m e a n delays and
utilisations as major indicators of Intelligent Network performance.
These papers are either introductory or deliberately restricted in
scope, so it is not necessarily a failing of the papers that they did not
consider further performance measures. W e m a k e the following
observations:
• Delay quantiles are considered only by Homayoon and Giridharagopal [Giridharagopal 89, Homayoon 88], w h o report the
delay distribution from a deliberately simple model which
assumes that SSPs and SCPs run at specified loads; they carry
out no real performance evaluation. The only delay measure
reported by the rest of the papers is the m e a n delay.
• Although delays for queues are given, the systematic summation
of queue delays to give service delays is not described by any of
the papers. Jang et al. mention a 'mean response time' for their
network, which is the average time a customer spends in the network. This measure has little practical use since it does not distinguish between separate services.
• No results about message loss and call blocking are presented.
Infinite queue models, such as those used in the papers described
above, can indirectly produce information about blocking by identifying which queues are heavily loaded, and evaluating the queue
length distributions of these queues: it is reasonable to assume
that negligible loss will occur in a queue if the queue capacity is
greater than (say) the 99.9th percentile of the queue length distribution, for example. However none of the papers which describe
performance evaluation consider the quantiles of the queue
length distribution, which are necessary to m a k e such approximations.
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• Useful measures of utilisation of network elements may be
obtained from the analyses, but the accuracy of these is affected
at high loads by the lack of modelling offinitequeues. Similar
comments apply to throughputs.

More generally, it is questionable whether the models used are suffi
ciently detailed for the results to be meaningful: quite simple models
are used in most of the papers, and Poisson service times are k n o w n
to lead to inaccuracies in delay estimates. The latter point is considered in more detail in Chapter 4. None of the papers describe comparisons

of the analysis results with

measurements

from

simulations of more detailed models. (Since the papers are deliberately exploratory in scope, the lack of such comparisons is not necessarily a failing.)
M/G/1 Priority Analyses: Outline
A comprehensive tool for the analysis of signalling networks is
described in several papers by K u h n et al. [Bafutto 92,94, K u h n
93,Willman 90]. This scheme decomposes S S 7 into detailed submodels of MTP-3, SCCP, T C A P and ISUP. Each of these "Functional
Blocks" is modelled by a multi-priority M / G / l queueing system
where customers m a y be fed back with a different priority after service

completion. In the later implementations

of the tool

[Bafutto 92,94, K u h n 93], the Functional Blocks m a y be arbitrarily
distributed amongst a n u m b e r of processors, and messages can be
split creating several sub-units to be queued individually. Consequently, the implementation of a Functional Block by a multi-server
system m a y be analysed, as can implementation of multiple Functional Blocks by a single server. The analysis technique used is exact
given that the arrival process to each functional block is Poisson,
and w a s developed previously by several authors. (See [Bafutto 94]
for details. O n e of the papers concerned is referred to below
[Fontana 85].) The lower levels of M T P are not modelled in detail, but
standard parametric formulae supplied by the ITU-T are used.
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The analysis system appears to implement the performance evaluation steps listed above fairly comprehensively. The tool systematically decomposes services "...by routines working with the topology,
traffic matrix and routing strategy" [Bafutto 92, K u h n 93] 2 , but the
precise nature of this decomposition is not described. The output of
this decomposition is the m e a n traffic at each network element.
Blocking or loss is assumed not to occur, and external processes to
each server are assumed to be Poisson (though the arrival times of
the customers 'fed back' immediately, as described above, are accurately modelled [Fontana 85]). In other words, each server is treated
as if it acts independently of the rest of the network. Estimates for
the m e a n delay at each queue of each server are obtained by an iterative analysis, and consequently delay measures for each service are
composed by summing the individual queue delays. "As in the message flow phase, this is again done by routines working with the network topology and routing strategy" [Bafutto 92, Kiihn 93]. Again,
these routines are not described in the paper.
Although these papers model processing of S S 7 protocol layers in
great detail, the models of the intelligent Network elements are very
simple. The Service Switching Function in an SSP is modelled simply
as a source and sink for signalling messages, and the Service Control Function at an S C P appears to be modelled by 2 0 0 m s delay
independent of the offered traffic, though this is not absolutely clear.
M/G/1 Priority Analyses: Performance Measures
The M / G / l Priority analyses described above overcome several of
the objections to the simple M / M / l approaches described previously. In particular:
• Reasonably detailed models taking account of general service
times have been used.

2. Both papers contain the same sentence in the same context.
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• Delays for complete services are composed in an apparently systematic manner (although this is not described in the papers).

• The analysis results lie within confidence intervals of simula
results given in three of the papers [Bafutto 92, K u h n 93, Willm a n n 90]. The precise nature of the simulation model is not
described in the papers. However it appears that the simulation
uses a queueing model similar to that analysed, but with queue
arrival processes accurately modelled.
Otherwise the objections raised above for the simpler M / M / l
approaches still hold. Results from the analysis techniques used
"can only be computed in terms of m e a n values" [Willmann 90], so
delay quantiles are not calculated. (Delay distributions evaluated by
simulation are shown in one of the papers [Willmann 90].) The consequent reservations about modelling of utilisation, throughput, loss
and blocking, also hold here.
Other Analysis Approaches
Van Esbroeck and Put [Van Esbroeck 93] concentrate solely on the
implementation of the performance evaluation step (5), namely the
composition of measures of service performance from measures of
network element performance. Their paper uses a two-moment
approach to modelling the network element delays by assuming that
each delay m a y be represented as the s u m of a constant component
and an exponentially distributed component. Based on the assumption that the various network element delays are independently distributed, the delay distribution for a service is computed. The service
model considered in this paper was very simple, consisting of a message sent from an SSP to an S C P through an STP, and the subsequent response. It is not clear that this method will scale easily to
more complex services including, for example, conditional sending of
messages.
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A similar task response time model is briefly discussed in connection
with Intelligent Network services by Sistla and Gort [Sistla 91]. The
service response time models used in these papers are essentially
simplified versions of more complex models described by C h u et al.
[Chu 84, C h u 87, C h u 92].
Thus [Van Esbroeck 93] and [Sistla 91] essentially describe the systematic composition of service delays from queueing delays, which
has not been adequately described in the papers w e mention previously. Although both these approaches produce estimates of the first
two m o m e n t s of the service completiontimes,rather than m e a n and
distribution quantiles, estimates of the higher quantiles (e.g the 95th
percentile) can be m a d e byfittinga particular distribution to the two
m o m e n t s derived. This method can be quite accurate in practice,
and this is shown by example in Chapter 4 of this thesis.

2.3.3 Network Simulations
In this subsection w e consider two papers which take a systematic
simulation-based approach to performance evaluation of the Intelligent Network. Thefirstof these papers is somewhat unusual in that
it includes models of the bearer network as well as the signalling
network [Scoggins 91].
Outline
The simulator described by Scoggins et al. [Scoggins 91] emulates
most functions of S S 7 at the MTP-3 layer and above in some detail.
In particular, the Signalling Traffic Management and Signalling
Route Management functions of MTP-3 are ignored by all other
papers w e describe, but are considered in [Scoggins 91]. Signalling
Traffic Management which deals with re-transmissions and maintenance of message sequences w h e n links or signalling points fail, is
emulated in detail. Signalling Route Management, which deals with
congestion and availability notification between signalling points, is
emulated approximately—the status of all signalling points is availa-
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ble globally in the simulation, so the sending of notification messages is not emulated. The lower levels of M T P are represented using
approximate parametric models in a similar manner to the analyser
developed by K u h n et al.
The the bearer network is modelled as sets of trunks linking
switches. There is no mention of modelling of subscriber lines. The
simulator models trunk ports as tokens which must be available in
order for connections to succeed.
Switches appear to be modelled in a similar way: processing of an
incoming call or message is represented by allocating a token representing a portion of the switch's processing capacity for a certain
duration. It is not clear whether all of the switch's capacity is
reserved for the duration of the required processing, or only part of
the capacity. If switch capacity is unavailable, the requests m a y wait
in a queue. Thus it appears that a generic model for each switch
consisting of a single G/G/c queue is used, although this is by no
m e a n s clear.
Load control at each switch is based on the processing load, which is
presumably averaged over some duration. Three congestion states
are defined in addition to the non-congested state, with thresholds
at 7 8 % , 8 1 % , and 8 3 % of the processor capacity. These are referred
to as congestion levels one, two and three, respectively. At congestion level one and above, n e w jobs are refused entry to the processor
queue. At congestion level two, all jobs which have waited in the
switch queue for more than three minutes are dropped. At congestion level three, all jobs not currently in service are dropped. This
load control scheme is broadly similar to that used in Alcatel System
12 switches [Andries 93, Nyberg 92a]. However the System 12
scheme uses only two congestion states (in addition to the non-congested state), and the thresholds are adaptively set. Scoggins et al.
provide no justification of the parameters used in their congestion
control model. The three minute timeout at congestion level two
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seems particularly large, considering that connection establishments normally require a few seconds at most.
Scoggins et al. provide very little information about the level of detail
used in modelling Intelligent Network application layer processing.
The simulator collects several statistics for each network element:
n u m b e r of requests arrived, completed and blocked (and signalling
messages re-transmitted), utilisation, throughput and "average,
m a x i m u m and m i n i m u m queueing delay" [Scoggins 91]. There is no
mention of confidence intervals and no mention of collection of delay
distribution information.
T h e simulator seems not to collect statistics on service-by-service
performance. Global statistics are kept for the total n u m b e r of calls
completed and blocked, but these are apparently not sub-classified
for individual services.
A simpler simulation-based approach is used by Yegenoglu et al.
[Yegenoglu 91]. In this simulator the bearer network is ignored
except w h e n considering h o w the location of end-offices for call setups effects the signalling traffic matrix. The switch models are
generic, using separate processors to implement separate protocol
layers in a similar m a n n e r to [Scoggins 91]. In the version of the simulator described, no performance evaluation is actually performed
on the switches, which are assumed to introduce fixed delays and
have infinite capacity. Signalling link capacities and link buffers are
more accurately modelled. (However link errors and re-transmissions are ignored.) The extent to which the simulator emulates the
S S 7 protocols is unclear.
Statistics collection appears to be carried out to a similar level of
detail to that described in [Scoggins 91]. M e a n delays, blocking probabilities, arid utilisation of switches and signalling links are
recorded. Again there is no mention of either confidence intervals, or
collection of information regarding delay quantiles. It is stated that
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"call setup...delay statistics are gathered" [Yegenoglu 91], but there
is no indication as to what statistics are gathered (though it is reasonable to assume that only m e a n delays are calculated), or whether
these statistics are calculated on a service-by service basis.
Performance Evaluation
A s expected from simulation approaches, the papers reviewed above
consider events which are hard to include in analysis: namely call
blocking and message re-transmission. Consequently the simulations' estimates of utilisation and throughput are likely to be more
accurate than those obtained by the analyses described above,
although neither paper mentions that confidence intervals are generated.
Both simulations gather a disappointing amount of detail about
delays: delay quantiles and other distribution information are
ignored, and at least one of the papers does not generate delay statistics o n a service-by-service basis.

2.3.4 Service-Oriented Approaches
A completely different approach to investigation of Intelligent Network performance is considered in two papers [Hoang 88, KuongLau 88]. These papers treat the signalling and bearer networks as
abstract entities which perform useful work by transferring messages or establishing connections with consequent delays. However
no explicit modelling of the network or devices is carried out. Instead
these papers concentrate on modelling of service logic and examining the effects of interactions between the service and the end-user
or the network.
For example, in both the papers mentioned, an Automatic Callback
service is examined. In this service the network calls back a caller
(the 'calling party') w h e n the previously busy line ('called party') to
which a call w a s attempted becomes free, and subsequently re-tries
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the call. However during the interval in which the network calls back
the calling party, the called party m a y independently initiate or
receive another call. Consequently the calling party m a y falsely perceive that the service has failed to perform correctly. T h e main indicator of service quality is taken to be the probability of such an
unnecessarily call-back.
This service was simulated, with the network modelled abstractly by
various delays in the call set-up. Sensitivity investigations [Hoang
88, Kuong-Lau 88] showed that the most significant factors affecting
perceived performance were unrelated to the network-induced
delays. The perceived performance w a s most sensitive to the frequency at which the called party initiates or receives calls, the time
taken for the calling party to answer thering-backfrom the network,
and the length of the prompt message played to the calling party.
These papers show that composition of measures for delay and failure of entire services is not necessarily straight-forward: in cases
such as those considered here, detailed information about service
logic and customer behaviour is required in addition to a description
of delays at network elements. This is discussed further in
Section 3.10.2.

2.4 Deficiencies & Developments
2.4.1 Deficiencies of Previous work
In section Section 2.2 w e described several important performance
metrics for Intelligent Networks. In Section 2.3, previous work o n
Intelligent Network performance evaluation w a s reviewed in light of
these metrics. The following deficiencies were noted:
1. None of the papers evaluating performance of a network as a
whole considered quantiles of the delay distributions, or any distribution information other than the mean.
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2. The analyses based on negative exponential service times were
not systematically compared with simulation results, so it is not
clear whether the Markov servicetimeapproximation is valid.

3. Of the papers which considered performance of a network as a
whole, only those by Kiihn et al. [Bafutto 92,94, Kuhn 93, Willm a n 90] considered systematic summation of delay estimates for
services from delay estimates at queues. However Kuhn et al. did
not describe their method in any detail, so it is impossible to
judge its applicability. The methods suggested by Van Esbroeck
and Put, and by Sistla and Gort [Sistla 89, Van Esbroeck 93] seem
potentially useful, but were not applied in an actual analysis.
4. None of the analysis-based papers considered finite queues, call
blocking or message re-transmission.

5. None of the papers we have surveyed actually implemented st
(1) of the performance evaluation scheme outlined on page 16,
namely systematic analysis of services to identify the messages
which are sent to implement the service. All the papers outlined
above use simple services described in terms of sequences of messages through the network. It is not at all clear that such descriptions will be readily available for complex services, or that such
descriptions can easily be generated.
6. Each of the analysis-based approaches assumes that the arrival
stream to each queue is Poisson. This is equivalent to assuming
that each queue acts largely independently of the others, with
consequent assumptions that the delays at the various network
elements are uncorrelated. These approximations are based on
known results that superpositions of large numbers of independent point processes tend to Poisson [Albin 92]. However, justification of these assumptions in the particular models considered is
incomplete. In the few papers which do compare analysis results
with simulation results, almost no information about the simulation models is given, so it is unknown whether the Poisson arriv-
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als assumptions were adequately tested [Bafutto 92,94, Jang 92,
Willmann 90].

2.4.2 Developments in this Thesis
Each of the six deficiencies noted above is considered in the body of
this thesis:
1. Approximate analyses of delay distribution quantiles in various
queueing network analyses are described in detail in Chapter 4.
These are compared with simulation results. Memory-efficient
measurement of distribution quantiles in simulations is considered in Appendix C.
2. M / M / l queueing network analyses are compared with M / G / l
analyses, as well as GI/G/1 analyses and simulation results, in
Chapter 4.
3. Systematic generation of loads on queueing network models from
high-level service descriptions is considered in detail in
Chapter 3. The reverse step, generation of service performance
measures from performance measures of individual queues, follows from this and is briefly considered. A simple practical implementation of the latter is described in Chapter 4.
4. Analysis of Intelligent Network models with finite queues, and
hence loss and message re-transmission, poses some special difficulties which are discussed in Section 3.10.2. However this thesis
concentrates on topics other than modelling of blocking, as
described under (6) below. Blocking is considered again in the
"Further Work" section of Chapter 7.
5. Systematic translation of service descriptions into analysable
form is considered in Chapter 3. See (3) above.
6. A major part of the work in this dissertation is related to nonPoisson traffic in Intelligent Network models. Non-Poisson traffic
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due to non-exponential service times is considered in Chapter 4,
where M / G / l and GI/G/1 queueing analyses are compared. Also
in Chapter 4, comparisons between results of analyses and simulations of a priority queueing model produce surprising discrepancies. These are discovered to be due to spontaneous oscillations
in traffic due to a phenomenon k n o w n as traffic synchronisation.
The remainder of the body of the thesis concerns investigations of
several topics related to traffic synchronisation: the likelihood of
such oscillations occurring in real Intelligent Networks, the reasons w h y previous simulation work has not shown this effect,
quantification of the effects, and prevention of it.
Furthermore, recent empirical evidence shows that traffic in existing S S 7 networks displays strong and slowly decaying autocorrelation over a wide range of time scales, i.e. 'self-similar' nature
[Duffy 94]. This evidence is discussed in relation to queueing network analysis in Chapter 4. The results o n traffic synchronisation
are also consistent with this evidence, in that traffic synchronisation leads to autocorrelation on certain time scales. This is discussed further in Chapter 5.
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3. Analysis of Intelligent
Network Services

3.1 Outline
The intent of this chapter is to demonstrate the feasibility of analysing Intelligent Network services using a queueing network model of
the form introduced in the previous chapter. In other words, this
chapter tackles the problem of translating intelligent network service
descriptions into a form suitable for analysis, i.e. parameters for a
queueing network model.
Section 3.2 introduces the ITU Telecommunications Standardisation
Sector (ITU-T) Intelligent Network Conceptual Model. This model
provides a framework for describing Intelligent Network services with
varying degrees of reference to the structure of the networks supporting them.
Sections 3.3 to 3.8 outline the mechanism and requirements of
translating a service description from within the framework of the
Intelligent Network Conceptual Model to description of load in a
queueing model of an Intelligent Network.
In Section 3.9, a more formal description of an algorithm for performing such a translation is given. The chapter concludes in
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Section 3.10 with a discussion of the limitations of the algorithm
and possible extensions.

3.2 The Intelligent Network Conceptual Model
3.2.1 Outline
This section describes the ITU-Ts Intelligent Network Conceptual
Model. The Intelligent Network Conceptual Model provides a basis
for systematically defining and describing Intelligent Network services. The

model

is introduced

in

ITU-T

Recommendation

I.312/Q.1201 and is illustrated in Figure 3.1.
General aspects of the intelligent network architectures are covered
in the Q.120x-series of ITU-T Recommendations [ITU-T93a, Recs
Q. 1201-1208]. The ITU-Ts standardisation work is based around
Capability Sets (CS) which are sets of Intelligent Network functions
and services defined at particular stages in standardisation. Definition of Capability Set-1 functionality and protocols is nearly complete at the time of writing. Capability Set-1 definitions are covered
in the Q.121x-series [ITU-T93a, Recs Q.1211-1218; ITU-T93b, Rec.
Q.1219].
In the following sub-sections, the four layers of the Intelligent Network Conceptual Model are described. Particular attention is paid to
the Distributed Functional Plane of the model because of its relevance to service modelling.
The standardisation approaches used by the ITU-T and Bellcore's
Advanced Intelligent Network (AIN) architecture are fundamentally
similar. Authors from Bellcore have stated with respect to Intelligent
Network definition that "The methodologies used by CCITT [i.e. ITUT] and Bellcore are aligned" [Garrahan 93]. In particular ITU-T and
AIN models of the Distributed Functional Plane and Physical plane
are fundamentally similar. Consequently little loss of generality
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Service
Service Feature
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Service-Independent
Block
Global
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Distributed
Functional Plane

Physical Plane

Functional Entity:
Implements Functional
Entity Action(s)
Physical Entity

Figure 3.1 Intelligent Network Conceptual Model (after [CCITT 91, Rec. Q. 1201, Fig. 3.1/a])

occurs in basing this chapter on the ITU-T Intelligent Network Reco m m e n d a t i o n s to the exclusion of Bellcore AIN specifications.

3.2.2 Service Plane
T h e top level Service Plane embodies descriptions of services with n o
reference to h o w or where they are implemented. T h e Service Plane
architecture is defined in Recommendations Q.1201 and Q.1202
[ITU-T93a, Recs. Q1201,1202]. There are n o Capability Set-1 additions to the Service Plane architecture, but specific services and
service features (see below) targeted in Capability Set-1 are defined
in Q.1211 [ITU-T93a, Rec. Q.1211].
The Service Plane represents "the network's service-related behaviour as seen, for example, b y a service user" [ITU-T 93, Rec.
I.328/Q.1202]. Consequently, services at the service plane are
described to n o m o r e detail than to describe the Service Features
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used to implement them, where a Service Feature is a component of
a service which is distinguishable to the service user, and m a y be
part of several different services.
For example, a Call Distribution service feature is defined in Capability Set 1. This service feature allows incoming calls to be distributed amongst a n u m b e r of destinations according to specified
percentages or other criteria defined by the service provider
[ITU-T93a, Rec. Q.1211].
The Call Distribution service feature is used by a n u m b e r of services.
For example it is used by the Destination Call Routing service, which
routes calls to one of a number of destinations according to time of
day, calling party location, charging rate to each possible destination, and several other possible factors. Other service features such
as Origin Dependent Routing and Time of Day Routing are used by
the Destination Call Routing service in order to provide the parameters used by the Call Distribution service feature.
In addition, the Call Distribution service feature m a y be used by several other services such Freephone and Televoting.
In this way, the Service Plane presents a high-level conceptual view
of services as collections of features. Definition of services at this
plane is restricted to identification of the features used in a service,
without any reference to h o w the service is actually structured.

3.2.3 Global Functional Plane
T h e Global Functional Plane describes the structure of services in
terms of the functions used to implement them. These functions,
called Service Independent Building Blocks (SIBs), are defined independently of the structure of the network. At the Global Functional
Plane, the network is seen as a stogie entity which executes functions. The Global Functional Plane architecture and methodology for
denning SIBs is described in Recommendation Q.1203. Details spe-
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Figure 3.2 Global Functional Plane: call distribution service example

cific to Capability Set-1, including definition of targeted SIBs, are
covered in Q . 1 2 1 3 [ITU-T93a, Recs. I.329/Q.1203.Q.1213].
In Figure 3.2, we show an example of a Global Functional Plane representation of a simple Call Distribution service using only the Call
Distribution service feature. All services (including P O T S ) u s e a c o m m o n Basic Call Process SIB. This S I B is outlined b u t not described
in detail at the Global Functional Plane in Capability Set-1. T h e
Basic Call Process SIB provides n o r m a l non-IN connection capability
a s well a s several possible Points of Initiation f r o m w h i c h Intelligent
N e t w o r k queries m a y b e launched. In the e x a m p l e service s h o w n
above, the point of initiation for the call distribution service is
"Address Analysed," the point at w h i c h the Basic Call Process h a s
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just completed analysing the dialled n u m b e r to determine its characteristics. Nine possible Points of Initiation at various call stages
are defined in Capability Set 1 [ITU-T93a, Rec. Q.1213].
At each possible Point of Initiation, the Basic Call Process determines whether handover of call control to an Intelligent Network
service is appropriate. If so, the Global Service Logic for the appropriate service is invoked. The Global Service Logic m a y be thought of
as the top level of a service 'program', which calls SIB 'functions' in
the appropriate order.
The Basic Call Process passes Call Instance Data to global service
logic for the service in question. Call Instance Data consists of calling line details, the called number, and other information such as
the ISDN bearer capabilities possessed by the caller [ITU-T93a, Rec.
Q.1213]. The Call Instance Data is passed to each SIB invoked by
the global service logic. The SIBs m a y modify call instance data. For
example, the Translate SIBs in the call distribution example service
illustrated in Figure 3.2, modify the Destination N u m b e r in the call
instance data. SIBs m a y have multiple logical ends, allowing branching of control flow in a service according to the results of a test. In
the service example in Figure 3.2, one of two different n u m b e r translations is carried out as a result of the selection m a d e in the Distribution SIB.
Data which does not vary from call to call for a particular service is
referred to as Service Support Data. Specific service support data is
supplied to each SIB in each service. For example, service support
data supplied to a Distribution SIB will include a specification of the
type of algorithm to be used to distribute the calls, and the appropriate call-independent parameters for the algorithm. The algorithm
m a y be a simple percentage distribution, in which case the parameters are the percentages of calls to go to each logical end. Other
examples includetime-of-dayand day-of-week distribution.
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Figure 3.3 Global Functional Plane: service with multiple Points of Initiation (after [ITU-T93a,
Rec. Q.1203, Fig. 6])
T h e global service logic for a service passes control back to the Basic
Call Process at a Point of Return. Points of Return specify how the
Basic Call Process should continue execution rather than specifying
a state from which execution should be continued. In the call distribution example service, both branches use a "Proceed with n e w
data" Point of Return, which specifies that the Basic Call Process
"should proceed with call processing with only a data modification,"
the translated n u m b e r in this case [ITU-T93a, Rec. Q.1213]. Several
other Points of Return are specified for Capability Set 1 in Q.1213,
specifying such actions as clearing the call, treating the call as if it
h a d just arrived, etc.
Although the example service s h o w n in Figure 3.2 has a single Point
of Initiation, control flow m a y pass between the Basic Call Process
and global service logic several times, as illustrated in Figure 3.3.

3.2.4 Distributed Functional Plane: Functional Entities and Actions
At the Distributed Functional Plane, concepts of division and grouping of functions in the Intelligent Network are introduced. A s illustrated in Figure 3.4, SIBs in the Global Functional Plane are
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(after [CCITT 9, Rec. Q.1201, Fig. 3.1.8])
implemented by Functional Entity Actions (FEAs) within Functional
Entities in the Distributed Functional Plane. A Functional Entity
Action is a procedure or item of processing performed in a Functional Entity1. A functional entity action m a y lead to a n Information
Flow between Functional Entities, as illustrated.
An Information Flow is a message sent from one functional entity to
another. Communications between Functional Entities are considered in Section 3.2.5.

1. Recommendation Q.1201 specifies that "Within each functional entity, various
F E A s m a y be performed by one or more elementary functions. The manner in which
elementary functions result in F E A s is for further study" [1TU-T93a. Rec. Q. 1201]. N o
further mention is m a d e of "elementary functions" and no elementary functions are
denned for Capability Set-1. Consequently, elementary functions are ignored in the
service definition scheme defined in this chapter.
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Figure 3.5 Distributed Functional Plane: Functional Entities and relationships in Capability
Set-1 (after [ITU-T93a, Rec. Q.1211, Fig. 3])
An extensive service example, showing service definitions in both the
Global Functional Plane and Distributed Functional Plane, is presented in Section 3.4.4.
A Functional Entity performs a group of closely related functions.
The functional entities defined to date in the Intelligent Network
architecture are illustrated in Figure 3.5. The Functional Entities
are as follows [ITU-T93a, Rec. Q.1204]:
Call Control Agent Function
Call Control Agent Function performs the basic control over interaction with the user: it collects information from the caller (i.e. dialled
digits) and relays information to the caller (i.e. call progress tones).
This function does not actually control each call, but requests connection setup, release, and related actions from the Call Control
Function.
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Call Control Function
This function manages the establishment, manipulation and teard o w n of connections. This function, together with the Call Control
Agent Function, completely implements non-IN (i.e. P O T S or ISDN)
connection establishment functionality. In addition, the Call Control
Function provides the ability to suspend call control and pass it
through the Service Switching Function to the Service Control Function. Thus the Call Control Agent Function and the Call Control
Function together implement the Basic Call Process SIB described in
the previous section.
Service Switching Function
The Service Switching Function is closely associated with the Call
Control Function. It determines w h e n service control should be
transferred from the Call Control Function to the Service Control
Function, and manages communication between the two.
The Service Switching Function and Call Control Function must
interact in order to detect IN calls and maintain state information.
The manner in which this is done is considered to be implementation dependent and is not standardised in Capability Set-1
[ITU-T93a, Rec. Q.1214, §4.2.1].
Service Control Function
The Service Control Function contains the definitions of Intelligent
Network services and the logic necessary to implement them. The
Service Control Function communicates with Service Switching
Functions to direct the progress of IN calls at the Call Control Function. It m a y also communicate with the Service Data and Specialised
Resource Functions as necessary to implement a service.
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Service Data Function
The Service Data Function contains information about customers
and networks relevant to services. It m a y also provide access to
third-party information such as credit card details.
Specialised Resource Function
The Specialised Resource Function provides access to special
devices and software required by certain services. Examples include
conference bridges, voice recognition systems, etc.
Management Functions
The Service Creation Environment Function allows services to be
created and tested. Outputs from the service creation environment
include service logic definitions, trigger information for the service
switching function and templates for Service Support Data and Call
Instance Data.
The Service Management Agent Function provides for changing of
Service Support and Call Instance data and collection of billing and
other statistics in services which have already been defined.
The Service Management Function controls the transfer of management information between the service creation environment and
service management agent functions, and all other functions.

3.2.5 Distributed Functional Plane: Communications
A n Information Flow is a communication between functional entities
as a result of some functional entity action. A Relationship is the
"complete set of information flows, where they exist, between two
functional entities" [ITU-T93a, Rec. Q.1290]. The complete set of
relationships allowed in Capability Set 1 is illustrated in Figure 3.5.
(The relationships shown with dashed lines exist, but the definitions
of them are outside the scope of existing ITU-T Recommendations on
the Intelligent Network.)
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Multiple instances of the s a m e Functional Entity will in general exist
in the network. T h u s representation of multiple instances of a single
function entity are allowed in the Distributed Functional plane for
the purposes of defining relationships between different instances.
However, unnecessary multiple representations of Functional Entities appear to be discouraged. Thus the Distributed Functional
Plane model shown in Figure 3.5 is applicable to any Intelligent Network conforming to Capability Set-1 (a subset of the functional entities shown might be implemented in a particular network).
Note that no Relationship between different Service Control Function
instances is shown in Figure 3.5. This is a consequence of the
"single-endedness" assumed in Capability Set-1. Single-endedness
or a "single point of control" means that each service feature
instance m a y apply to only one party of a multi-party call, and that
at most one Service Control Function can influence each part of a
call. A consequence of this is that a control relationship between different service control functions is not required or defined [ITU-T93a,
Rec, Q.1211].
Under Capability Set-1, a service control function instance may, in
general, communicate with any service data function (the service
control function/service data function relationship is illustrated in
Figure 3.5). This applies even across network boundaries: a service
control function in one network m a y communicate with a service
data function in another network (to another country, for example).
The only other relationships illustrated in Figure 3.5 which m a y
exist across network boundaries is the relationship between two separate call control function instances, as used in international P O T S
calls, for example. A relationship between service data function
instances m a y not exist within a network, where all data communication is handled by the service management function; however
such a relationship m a y exist across network boundaries. This relationship, and all intra-network relationships with the service m a n -
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agement function, are considered to be outside the scope of the
Q.1200-series recommendations [ITU-T93a, Rec, Q.1211],
ITU-T Recommendation Q.1218 defines the Intelligent Network
Application Protocol (INAP). In the most part, INAP is a T C A P user
which will be implemented over SS7, though several different configurations are suggested for the Service Switching Function/Specialised Resource Function interface [ITU-T93a, Rec. Q.1218].
Two main bodies of work are contained in Q.1218. The first contains
formal definitions of "Operations" and their parameters and error
codes. Operations are equivalent to Information Flows in distributed
functional plane terminology. There is generally a one-to-one correspondence between the Information Flows defined in Q.1214 and
T C A P Operations defined in Q.1218. In Q.1218, the parameters for
each Operation are formally defined, as are the error types which
m a y result from incorrect parameters or incomplete processing of
the Operation. A textual description of the actions to be performed
by Functional Entities in response to each Operation is given, but
the Functional Entity Actions which m a y result from the Operation
are not formally defined. These definitions of Operations closely follow preliminary definitions of Information Flows in Q.1214 [ITUT93a, Rec. Q.1214].

The other body of definitions in Q.1218 is a formal definition of the
operation of the Service Switching, Service Control, Service Data and
Specialised Resource Functions. These definitions include state
models of the various functions, some information about the actions
to be taken in each state and definitions of which Operations can be
launched from which states.
For example, part of the Service Switching Function finite state
machine is shown in Figure 3.6. Similarfinitestate machines are
defined for other functional entities. The portion shown consists of
three states, and the transitions upon certain events. The following
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Figure 3.6 Part of Service Switching Function finite state machine (after [ITU-T93a,
Rec. Q.1218, Fig. 12])

description summarises information from Q.1218 [ITU-T93a, Rec.
Q.1218, §3.1.1.5].
Consider the "Trigger processing" state. This state m a y be entered
only from the "Idle" state u p o n encountering an armed Trigger
Detection Point (TDP). If the all necessary data is available, the Service Control Function is accessible, call gapping does not apply, and
various other conditions are met, the trigger succeeds. Otherwise a
"Trigger fail" occurs and this event takes the state machine back to
the Idle state.
If the trigger is valid, the appropriate Operation (i.e. Information
Flow) is launched. This m a y be a n "Initial Detection Point" operation
or one of a n u m b e r of other detection-point specific operations. The
"Trigger detection" event causes a state machine transition to the
"Waiting for instructions" state.
T h e actions to be taken under various conditions are similarly
defined for all other states in all state machines. These actions m a y
be dependent on the type of the Operation that caused the transition
to the current state.
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3.2.6 Call Control in the Distributed Functional Plane
The framework for representing the state of each call in the Call
Control Function is the Basic Call State Model. A quite general
example state model is given in Recommendation Q.1204. The one
defined for Capability Set-1 in Recommendation Q.1214 is somewhat simpler, and this is considered here as an example [ITU-T93a,
Recs Q.1204, Q.1214]. There are two parts of the state model: the
Originating and Terminating Basic Call State Models. These are
illustrated in Figure 3.7.
Non-IN Call Set-up
The Basic Call State Model represents a super-set of the functions
necessary for establishing non-IN calls. In a non-IN call set-up, the
"Detection Points" shown to Figure 3.7 play no part. These are used
in IN call set-ups only, as discussed below. In a non-IN call, the
states or "Points In Call" in the state model which are transversed
are as follows [ITU-T93a, Rec. Q. 1214]. The first few states are to the
Originating Basic Call State Model:
1. 0_Null&Authorise_Origination_Attempt. This is the rest state of the
Originating state model. If an authorised attempt to initiate a call
is made, e.g. a non-barred line going off-hook, a transition to the
next state occurs.
2. Collectjnfo. The originating switch n o w collects dialled digits.
Enough n u m b e r analysis is done to determine the completion of
dialling.
3. Analyzejnfo. If a syntactically correct number is received, it is analysed to determine the nature of the dialled number.
4. Routing&Alerting. If all is well, a route for the call is selected, and
contact is established with the terminating end.
The Originating state machine waits in this state while various
states are traversed in the Terminating Basic Call State Model:
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Figure 3.7 Basic Call State Models for Capability Set-1 (after [ITU-T93a, Rec. Q.1214, Figs
4-3, 4-4])
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7. T_Null&Authorise_Termination_Attempt. The terrntoating end waits to
this state until an incoming call is received. W h e n this happens, a
transition to the next state occurs unless the incoming call is
barred or there is a fault or overload.

8. Select_Facility&Present_Call. If the called line is free (more gen
if the required bearer capacity is free at the specified address), it
is selected and notified of the incoming call (i.e.ringingoccurs). If
the call is answered immediately, a transition to state (10) occurs,
otherwise state (9) is entered.

9. T_Alerting. The originating state machine is notified that the cal
being presented, i.e. thatringingis occurring.
If the call is abandoned at any stage, the state models loop back to
the null states. If some error occurs, if the called line is busy, or no
answer occurs within a specified limit, one of the "Exception" states
(state 6 or 11) is entered. The reason for the exception is communicated to the other end, and a transition back to the null states is
made. If the call is successful, the Terminating state model enters
the next state:
10.T_Active. The call is answered and this is communicated back to
the originating end.
And in response, the Originating state model does likewise.
5. 0_Active. The connection is established and billing data is collected.

The call remains to this state until one party hangs up. The originating or terrntoating state model goes to its null state, and the other
state model is advised. W h e n the Originating Null state is entered,
the appropriate billing record is compiled.
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Figure 3.8 Distributed Functional Plane: service control and information flows in an Intelligent
Network service (after [ITU-T93a, Rec Q.1214, Fig. 4-5])
IN Call Set-up
T h e Points In Call correspond to stages to a n o r m a l call set-up. T h e
IN state m o d e l also includes Detection Points, from w h i c h m e s s a g e s
providing information or transferring call control to the Service C o n trol Function m a y b e launched. T h e Service Switehtog Function acts
as the interface between the Call Control Function a n d Service C o n trol Function, as illustrated to Figure 3.8. T h e call state m a c h i n e s
a n d Detection Points exist within the Call Control Function, b u t all
handling of the detection points is d o n e outside the call state
m a c h i n e , in the Service Switching Function.
Four types of Detection Point are defined to Capability Set-1. Trigger
Detection Points are semi-permanently "armed" for all calls b y the
Service M a n a g e m e n t Function as a service is introduced or modified.
Event Detection Points are a r m e d during a specific call instance b y a
m e s s a g e from the Service Control Function. T h e s e two classes of
Detection Point are both sub-classified into Notification a n d Request
types as illustrated in Figure 3.8. Call control processing is sus-
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pended at a Request Detection Point until instructions are received
from the Service Control Function. This does not occur at a Notification Detection Point as no instructions are required.
Arming a Detection Point involves specification of criteria under
which a request or notification message should be sent. Criteria
defined for Capability Set 1 include specification of a particular calling or called n u m b e r or prefix, capability of the bearer associated
with the call, a n unconditional trigger, and several others.
Detection Point Processing within the Service Switching Function
determines which criteria are met, arbitrates service conflicts (which
occur if criteria for more than one service are met), applies traffic
management actions (including call gapping) and formulates information flows in response to armed Detection Points [ITU-T93a, Rec.
Q.1214]. Note that this is occurs outside the call state machine, as
described above.
A consequence of the "stogie point of control" specified for Capability
Set-1 and discussed in Section 3.2.5 is that there m a y be only one
Originating and one Terminating call state machine associated with
each service invocation. This implies, for example, that a conference
call service is difficult to implement under Capability Set-1: a service
control function m a y not direct one Originating state machine to
connect to an intelligent peripheral and then request other Originating state machines to do the same.
There is a close correspondence between Detection Points in the Distributed Functional Plane and Points of Initiation in the Global
Functional Plane. However a meaningful call state model cannot be
defined at the Global Functional Plane level, as a call state model
requires differentiation between originating and terrntoating parties.
This differentiation is inconsistent with the lumped network model
assumed in the Global Functional Plane.
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3.2.7 Physical Plane
The Physical Plane of the Intelligent Network Conceptual Model
describes the Physical Entities within which Functional Entities are
implemented. It also describes the protocols used to implement the
interfaces between Physical Entities, but the structure of the communication networks involved is beyond the scope of the Physical
Plane. The Physical Plane architecture is defined to ITU-T Recommendation Q.1205, with Capability Set-1 specific details in Q.1215
[ITU-T93a, Recs Q.1205, Q.1215]. This section is largely a s u m m a r y
of information from Q.1215.
Trie Relationship between the Distributed Functional Plane and the
Physical Plane is illustrated to Figure 3.9. Each Functional Entity
will generally be implemented to several different instances in different Physical Entities, and multiple functional entities m a y be implemented in each physical entity. However there m a y be no more than
one instance of each functional entity in each physical entity and
each functional entity instance must be wholly contained within a
single physical entity.2
The relationship between physical entities defined in Q. 1215 and the
functional entities defined in Q.1214 is illustrated in Table 3.1. The
functional entities shown are described to Section 3.2.4.
The Service Switching Point, Service Control Point and Service Data
Point implement the service switching, control and data functions,
respectively, and an Intelligent Peripheral implements the specialised resource function. In Capability Set-1, a Service Control Point is
Recommended to implement the service data function as well as the
service control function [ITU-T93a, Rec. Q.1215]. This is at odds
with the general Physical Plane recommendations in Q.1205, where
the service data function/service control point mapping is "Optional"
2. These limitations are listed as "key requirements" of the Physical Plane architecture, but they are not justified [ITU-T93a, Rec. Q.1205]. In principle these restrictions are unnecessary, though they do simplify the Physical Plane architecture.
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[ITU-T93a, Rec. Q.1205]. T h e fact that a "Service Data Point" is
defined also tends to suggest that the service data function/service
control point mapping should be listed as "Optional".
T h e call control function is implemented wherever the service
switching function is implemented because of the close relationship
between these two functions. A Network Access Point implements
only the call control function. This physical entity possesses the
capability to recognise Intelligent Network calls, but it m u s t transfer
t h e m o n to a Service Switching Point (or another physical entity
implementing the service switching function).
T w o physical entities implement combinations of basic functions. A
Service Switching and Control Point implements both service switching and service control functions connected by a proprietary highspeed interface. A Service Node provides a tightly-integrated implementation of all Intelligent Network functions: the functional entities
communicate b y a proprietary high-speed interface, and the service
switching function is not accessible to external service control functions, though it m a y itself access external service control functions
or specialised resource functions o n direction from the internal serv-
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Table 3.1 Recommended mappings between Functional Entities and Physical Entities (after
[ITU-T93a, Rec. Q. 1205, Table 1; Rec. Q.1215, Table 1 ])
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O

•

•t

Service Control Point
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0:Mapplng Is optional
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ice control function. (The ability for service control functions to independently access a service switching function normally exists so that
service control functions can initiate calls "out of the blue", for
example to provide awake-up call service [ITU-T93a, Rec. Q.1214]).

An Adjunct is functionally equivalent to a service control point and
recommended to include service data point functionality. However it
communicates with service switching points via a non-standard
high-speed interface. O n e Adjunct m a y communicate with multiple
service switching points and one service switching point m a y communicate with multiple Adjuncts. B y implication it appears that
service switching points outside the high-speed network required to
communicate with the Adjunct m a y not communicate with it, so the
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functional equivalence between service control points and Adjuncts
is limited to some extent.
Recommendation Q.1205 also defines Service Management, Service
Creation Environment and Service Management Agent Points which
implement the corresponding functions as illustrated to Table 3.1
[ITU-T93a, Rec. Q.1205]. However these functions are considered to
be beyond the scope of standardisation in Capability Set-1, and are
not considered in Recommendation Q.1215.

3.3 Service Decomposition and Analysis: Overview
3.3.1 Outline
Most of the ITU-Ts service definition work is based at the Distributed Functional Plane [ITU93a, Recs. Q.1204, Q.1214, Q.1218,
Q.12T9]. It is likely that a service creation environment will use this
definition system, or one which is fundamentally similar. Several
examples of service descriptions at this level are included to ITU-T
Recommendation Q.1219 [ITU-T93b, Rec. Q.1219].
Modelling of intelligent networks by queueing network models was
introduced to Chapter 2 and will be discussed further to this chapter and Chapter 4. In order to analyse an Intelligent Network, the
load on the network to terms of service invocations must be translated into a load that the model is able to use for analysis. In other
words, descriptions of services, which are likely to be readily available at the Distributed Functional Plane level, and descriptions of
traffic at the Physical Plane level, must be translated to a description
of service requests in the chosen queueing network model.
The remainder of this chapter proposes a method for performing
these translations automatically. This method is closely related to
various representations of Intelligent Network structure. These are
reviewed in the next subsection. Section 3.3.3 presents an overview
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of the translation method itself. It also introduces the detailed
description of this method to the rest of this chapter.

3.3.2 Viewpoints of Network Structure
The service translation method involves service representation at
four different levels:
1. Distributed Functional Plane
2. Physical Plane.
3. Physical Plane plus signalling network structural information.
4. Queueing model.
The relationship between these representations and the Intelligent
Network Conceptual Model is illustrated in Figure 3.10. Service
translation involves two network representations at the Physical
Plane level, but with increased levels of detail. These are discussed
below.
The Distributed Functional Plane contains information about h o w
functions are grouped in the network, but no information about
where the functions are actually implemented to the network.
Hence, at the distributed functional plane, services m a y be denned
with complete information about what

communications

and

processing must occur, but not where or how the communications
and processing are implemented. This level of knowledge is completely appropriate for the definition of services: services m a y be
defined in detail with no reference to a particular network.
Information about where functions are implemented in a network is
introduced at the Physical Plane. As described in Section 3.2.7, the
Physical Plane specifies the protocols used to communicate between
physical entities, but no information about the structure of the communication networks involved. For example, a typical physical plane
model will specify that communications between SSPs and SCPs will
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Service Plane **»,^>*^ V-*-'- *

Global
Functional Plane

Translation: Distributed
Functional Plane to
queueing network model

Distributed
Functional Plane

Physical Plane
Physical Plane
with signalling structure
Queueing network model

Figure 3.10 Service translation: network representations
be carried using TCAP and the SS7 protocol stack but will represent
the S S 7 network as a l u m p e d cloud, as illustrated to Figure 3.11(a)
[ITU93a, Rec. Q.1215].
Representation of the structure of the signalling network, and hence
the physical paths taken b y messages, thus lies beyond the scope of
the Intelligent Network Conceptual Model. Similarly, the implementation of Information Flows b y signalling messages is beyond the
scope of the conceptual model.
Representation of the structure of the signalling network, as illustrated in Figure 3.11(b), permits complete identification of the signalling messages required to implement a n Intelligent Network
service.
In order to perform performance analysis, a queueing model of the
complete network is then required. For example, a realistically
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S D P : Service data point
S C P : Service control point
SSP: Service switching point
S S 7 connections
Bearer connections

a. Physical plane

Signalling Link Set
Signalling Transfer
Point

b. Physical plane with
signalling structure

Figure 3.11 Physical Plane and signalling network structure. (This is a simplified version of
Figure 3.23, which is discussed in Section 3.6.)

detailed m o d e l for the n e t w o r k of Figure 3.11(b) is s h o w n
Figure 3.12. This m o d e l is described to detail later to this chapter.

to
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Q

Delay block

HO Queueing system

Call requests

Figure 3.12 Example queueing network model of an Intelligent Network (This is a simplified version of Figure 3.25, which is discussed in Section 3.7.)
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3.3.3 Overview
Four different levels of network detail are mentioned in the previous
subsection. Representation of services at all four levels is useful:
1. A s mentioned above, the ITU-T work on service definition is based
at the distributed functional plane level and it is likely that service
creation environments will describe services using this definition
structure.
2. Intelligent Network performance evaluation will be likely to entail
comparison of different signalling network structures to support
Intelligent Network services to networks with the same layout of
Physical Entities. A representation of services with physical plane
details but no signalling network details is thus a useful intermediate step.
3. Representation of services in a network with a particular physical
plane and signalling network structure constitutes representation
of all relevant physical information about the network. However it
m a y be desirable to describe the network using different levels of
mathematical detail, e.g. a more complex queueing model would
be used for network planning than that used for near real time
analysis, or special models concentrating on particular parts of
the network might be used. Consequently a detailed model of a
service on a particular physical network with a given signalling
structure, but independent of the queueing network model, is
desirable.
4. Representation of a service as a load on a queueing network
model is necessary for analysis as described above.
A service representation syntax based on task control-flow models is
described in Section 3.4 and Appendix A. This syntax is flexible
enough to represent services at all four of the levels mentioned.
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1. Distributed Functional Plane
Map functional entities to physical
entities

2. Physical Plane

Map Information Flows to signalling
messages on specific routes.
3. Physical Plane plus
Signalling Network
Map devices and links to queues.
Map Functional Entity Actions and
signalling messages to service
requests.

4. Network Queueing Model

Figure 3.13 Analysing network load created by services

T h e remainder of the chapter concentrates o n a m e t h o d to translate
services from a description in the Distributed Functional Plane to a
definition of the queueing network load it creates. This is done to
three steps illustrated to Figure 3.13. T h e service representations at
the intermediate stages to this process correspond to those discussed above. T h e three analysis steps entail introducing information about particular aspects of the network structure into the
service description:
Step 1-2. In order to translate from a service definition at the Distributed Functional Plane Level to one at the Physical Plane level,
information about the m a p p i n g between functional entities a n d
physical entities m u s t b e introduced. In terms of a service
description, this entails replacement of references like
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encounter an Initial Detection Point and send an "Initial Detec
tion Point" Information Flow from the Service Switching Function
associated with the caller
with more concrete definitions such as

detect an IN call and launch send an "Initial Detection Point"
Infonnation Flow from Service Switching Point x.
This is described in Section 3.5.
Step 2-3. Section 3.6 considers introduction of signalling network
information. This entails replacement of Information Flows, e.g.
send an "Initial Detection Point" Information Flow from SSP x to
SCPy
with more specific information such as
send an SS7 message of size nfrom SSP x to STP z, switch the
message through STPz, then send it on to SCPy.
Step 3-4. Converting the service definition to a description of service
requests to a queueing network is described to Section 3.7. This
entails replacement of Functional Entity Actions such as
Process Request (Initial Detection Point) at SCP y
with load definitions like
insert a customer in queue a, requiring 20ms of service time with

squared coefficient of variance (s.c.v.) 0.2. When service h
completed, insert a customer in queue b, requiring 10ms of service time with s.c.v. 0.5.
Similar substitutions are made for the signalling messages on
links, and the switching of messages through STPs.
Once service descriptions have been translated to the bottom level,
i.e. queue-level service descriptions (level 4 above), the parameters
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for the queueing network model m a y be compiled. This requires a
description of network load in terms of service invocations per second for a variety of services (i.e. the traffic matrix), and is considered
in Section 3.8.
The most extensive example used In this chapter is a service for INbased support for credit card phones. This example will demonstrate
that the methods described in this chapter are applicable to quite
complex services. However, some simplifying assumptions are m a d e
to keep the service description from becoming too unwieldy, especially at the more complex levels of detail. For example, call abandonment is ignored, and it is assumed that all signalling link sets
consist of a single link.
Despite the fact that features such as these do not occur in the
example, the representation and translation methods described to
this chapter are able to accommodate them. This is discussed in
Section 3.10. Also discussed to Section 3.10 are certain limitations
inherent to the translation scheme.

3.4 A Syntax for Representing Intelligent Network Services
3.4.1 Outline
This section describes a method for representing services at the Distributed Functional Plane. This method is sufficiently flexible to represent services at greater levels of detail, as described to Section 3.3.
These are described to the following sections; this section concentrates purely on the Distributed Functional Plane.
The next sub-section provides an overview of the representation
method, and its relationship to the ITU-T Specification and Description Language (SDL). The description method is based on task control-flow graphs as described by C h u et al. [Chu 84, C h u 87,
C h u 91]. A method for representing such graphs in text, with partic-
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ular application to Intelligent Networks, is described to outline to
Section 3.4.3. A more formal and complete definition of the textual
representation is given in Appendix A.
3.4.2 Overview
In Figure 3.14, w e show an information flow diagram for a simple
n u m b e r translation service. The format used here is used for
descriptions of services in Q.1214 and Q.1219 [ITU93a]. In this diagram, functional entity actions are prefixed by the four or five-digit
codes assigned to them to Q.1214, and information flows are n u m bered sequentially.
Shown to outline in the bottom half of Figure 3.14 are the SDL diagrams for processes implementing this service. S D L is Recommended by the ITU as the definition language to be used at the
distributed functional plane. S D L is designed to represent the functional behaviour of processes which implement telecommunications
services [Belina 89]. It is designed for specification of actions in individual devices which together implement services. The specification
is done to such a w a y that the actions required by each device can
be considered separately if necessary. For example, in Figure 3.14,
separate control threads are defined for the Service Switching, Control and Data Functions. This allows, for example, automatic generation of high-level programs to implement the various portions of a
service on specific devices [Hasegawa 93].
Part of the service shown in Figure 3.14 is considered to more detail
in Figure 3.15. From the point of view of performance evaluation,
S D L representations such as those in Figure 3.15(b) have several
limitations:
• It is more useful to consider a service as a single thread of control
(possibly with branches and loops), rather than several independent threads as used to SDL. For example, a single thread of con-
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SCF

SDF

1

From Basic Call
State Machine

9001 Process request
2002 Detect trigger
(Initial D P )
detection point—request
1. Initial Detection Point
9111 Process request
(initiate translate)
4111 Process req.
(translate)

2. Query
3. Query Response
9112 Process information
9003 Initiate request
(Select Route)

4. Select Route
Proceed with
rest of call -

20011 Process Proceed

CD

5

I
I
2

<:

I

CD

CD

Figure 3.14 Simple service example: Information Flow Diagram and outline of S D L diagram
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SCF

2002 Detect trigger
detection point—request 9001 Process request
(Initial D P )
1. Initial Detection Point
a. Information Flow diagram
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b. S D L diagram
[ITU93a, Rec. Q.1214]

-02002

Initial Detection Point

Process
Request

_T9001
L
c. Service control-flow graph

thr(Translation_Service",CCF_ORIG,SSF_ORIG,SCF_ORIG,SDF_ORIG):=
(
fea(SSF_ORIG, 2002),
inf(SSF_ORIG, SCF.ORIG, "Initial_DP"),
fea(SCF_ORIG, 9001),
d. Textual service control-flow
description

Figure 3.15 Service representations at the Distributed Functional Plane
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trol allows easy identification of what processing is and isn't
performed if the service terminates before completion.
• SDL takes a somewhat abstract view of communications: sending
of a message is represented by an output from one process and an
input to another. For IN performance evaluation, sending a message between processes is as important a resource utilisation as
the performing of a task in a process.
• SDL represents state information beyond that necessary for IN
performance evaluation. For example, the state a process is to
before or after control flow is passed on to another state is not relevant in general. The checking of completeness and correctness of
service specifications enabled by S D L is also beyond the requirements of IN performance evaluation.
Given these points, an alternative service representation syntax is
desirable. The syntax used is based on Task Control Flow Graphs,
as defined by C h u et al. [Chu 84, C h u 87, C h u 91]. This represents a
'task' by a stogie control thread (possibly with branches). A thread
consists of a sequence of 'modules' representing work.

Task control-flow graphs were invented specifically for modelling dis
tributed processing systems [Chu 84], of which the Intelligent Network is an example. The main contributions described in this
chapter are the application of this method to Intelligent Networks,
development of a textual syntax for representing control-flow graphs
of IN services, and the definition of translation steps using task control-flow graphs.
Task control-flow representation of a service is illustrated to
Figure 3.15(c&d). In the Intelligent Network, a task" is the completion of an IN call set-up. In this thesis, the task control-flow graph of
a service is referred to as a 'service control-flow graph'. The corresponding textual representation is referred to as a 'service controlflow description'.
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In a service control-flow graph, everything which represents the utilisation of resources—processing capacity at a switch, signalling
capacity, etc—is represented as a module. Thus, for example, information flows ('inf modules in Figure 3.15(d)) and functional entity
actions (Tea' modules) are syntactically equivalent.
Service control-flow graphs can represent the information to Information Flow diagrams, such as Figure 3.15(a), directly. Information
Flow diagrams are essentially alternative representations of certain
information from S D L definitions of services, so automatic translation from S D L to service control-flow descriptions is feasible.

3.4.3 Task Control-Flow Models: Textual Representation
This section is a s u m m a r y of definitions related to service control
flow graphs from Appendix A. For more information on these definitions, refer to that appendix.
Modules
A s mentioned above, both Functional Entity Actions and Information Flows are represented as modules in service control-flow
graphs. The format of these modules, and others, are shown to
Table 3.2 and parameters are briefly defined in Table 3.8.
Aside from Functional Entity Actions and Information Flows, modules represent Points of Initiation and Points of Return 3 are used, as
are modules representing entire threads. Modules representing
Points of Initiation and Return m a y be used to calculate the work
required by the Call Control Function in a service invocation. Representing entire threads as modules is a convenient shorthand which
is used in the examples in this chapter. It is syntactically correct,
since threads are simply definitions of work using more detail than
other modules.
3. "Points of Initiation" and "Points of Return" are defined at the Global Functional
Plane. However it is convenient to refer to the corresponding concepts at the Functional Plane, i.e. "encountering an armed Detection Point" and "returning control to
the basic call state model", using these terms also.
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Table 3.2 Distributed Functional Plane service definitions: modules
Textual Description
Formal

Module Type

Example Graphical
Representation

Example Textual
Description

1

Functional
Entity
Action

Detect TDP-R —j"2002
(SSF_ORIG)

fea(deuice, fea_id)

fea(SSF_ORIG,2002)

1
1
inflsender; receiver, infjd),
Initial Detection Point
Information Flow inf (sender, receiver, infjd,
(SSF_ORIG->SCF_ORlG)
infjd,...)

inf(SSF_ORIG,
SCF_ORIG,"Initial_DP")

1
1
poi{ccf_id,detection_point,
Point of Initiation
start)

POI (CCF ORIG)
(1:2)

poi(CCF_ORIG,2,l)

I

I
Point of Return

POR (CCF ORIG)
(3)

por(cc/Lid,point_in_caITj

por(CCF_ORIG,3)

I.
Thread
(abbreviated
representation)

1
thr(tfiread_fd,
parameter,parameter,...)

thrfGet Number*)
(CCF_ORIG,SCF_ORIG)

thr("Get_Number",
CCF_ORIG,SCF_ORIG)

1
Table 3.3 Distributed Functional Plane service definitions: module parameters
Module

Parameter

Functional Entity Action device

Information Flow

Point of Initiation

Definition
T h e funct. entity instance involved

feajd

F E A identifier n u m b e r from Q. 1214

sender

Funct. entity sending information flow

receiver

Destination functional entity

infjd

Information flow n a m e from Q. 1214

ccfjd

T h e C C F instance concerned

detection_point Detection Point from which POI occurs

Point of Return

Thread (abbreviated
representation)

start

Usually the "Null" state number, 1 or 7

ccfjd

The C C F instance concerned

point_in_eall

Point to which control returns

threadjd

Unique n a m e for the thread

parameter

A n y parameter used in the thread

T h e m o d u l e definitions require specification of the Physical Plane
devices in w h i c h the actions take place. In Distributed Functional
Plane definitions, symbolic identifiers such as those s h o w n in
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Table 3.4 m a y be used instead. These identifiers resolve to particular
functional entity instances (e. g. the service control function to a
particular service control point) for each invocation of each service.
Table 3.4 Symbolic identifiers for functional entity instances
Symbolic identifier

Definition

CCF_ORIG

Originating call control function

CCF_DEST

Destination call control function

SSF.ORIG

Service switching function used by originating call control
function

SCF_ORIG

Service control function instance used by originating call
control function (if applicable)

SRF_ORIG

Specialised resource function instance used by originating
call control function (if applicable)

SDFJDRIG,

Service data function instance used by originating call control function (if applicable)

Grouping Modules
A thread is a group of modules. A thread m a y contain several subthreads. The three basic thread structures considered in task control-flow graphs are illustrated to Figure 3.16.
The simplest of these structures is a strict sequence of modules as
shown to Figure 3.16(a). A sequence of modules is represented textually using c o m m a s ,
thread = {modulel,modide2,...).

(Defn 3.1)

Several sub-threads m a y be executed concurrently, as illustrated to
Figure 3.16(b). The syntax for representing this is:
thread = {threadl&thread2&...).

(Defn 3.2)

The third structure is execution of one of a n u m b e r of sub-threads
with given probabilities. This is represented as
thread = (p3 • thieadl+p2- thx>ad2+...),

(Defn 3.3)

where the 'pj-' notation represents assignment of a probability p1 to
the following thread.
This notation is described more completely in Appendix A 3 .
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thread

b. Concurrent sub-threads:
And-Fork to And-Join sub-graph
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c. Alternate sub-threads:
Or-Fork to Or-Join sub-graph

Figure 3.16 Thread structures. Note that the sub-threads shown in graphs (b) and (c) need not
be sequential sub-threads: they may use any of the structures shown. (After
[Chu 84, Figs 3-5].)

3.4.4 Example Distributed Functional Plane-Level Service Definition
Derivation
This Credit Card Phone service example is based o n a m u c h shorter
example in ITU-T Recommendation Q.1219 [ITU-T93b, Rec. Q.1219].
T h e example in Q.1219 describes the sequence of INAP operations
used b y the service and briefly outlines w h a t processing is required
by the functional entities. T h e actual functional entity actions used
by the service are not identified to Q.1219.
T h e Global Functional Plane representation of this service w a s
derived from the list of service features applicable to a Credit Card
Call service to Q.1211, the c o m m e n t s o n which SIBs are applicable
to which services to Q.1213, and global functional plane descriptions of other services to Q.1219 [ITU-T93a, Recs Q.1211, Q.1213;
ITU-T93b, Rec. Q.1219].
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The functional entity actions used to the Distributed Functional
Plane service description were inferred from the SIB definitions to
Q.1214 [ITU-T93a, Rec. Q.1214] and the operations to the Q.1219
description. Operations related to verification of the credit card
n u m b e r were not considered in the Q.1219 example and were introduced by inference from other services.
Service Outline
The service described here is an Intelligent Network-based support
service for Credit Card Phones. The service controls the prompts
given to the user (either through recorded messages or possibly an
alphanumeric display on the phone) and the collection of credit card
details and PIN information. It then checks authorisation through a
Service Data Point for credit card verification, and allows PIN re-tries
if necessary. The appropriate account information for billing is
transferred to the Service Switching Point before the call m a y proceed.
Providing such a service through an Intelligent Network allows the
easy modification of the prompts displayed and information collected
by the phones concerned, as well as providing access to verification
of credit card information. It is a good example of economies to be
had by centralising service control: it is m u c h simpler to change a
service specification to a centralised Service Management Point than
to individually change programs in tens of exchanges and hundreds
of payphones.
Service Plane
This Credit Card Phone service example is related to the "Credit
Card Call" service identified as a "target" service for Capability Set 1
in Q. 1211. This service is identified as a user of the Originating User
Prompter and Authentication4 service features, and optionally
Abbreviated Dialling and Call Logging features. For this example,
only the compulsory service features are considered.
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The Originating User Prompter service feature involves playing a
recorded announcement or other prompt to the user, and collection
of dialled digits or a voice prompt from the user. In this service, PIN
details are required. The Authentication service feature involves
checking whether certain data identifying a user, in this case credit
card details and a PIN, are valid [ITU-T93a, Rec. Q.1211].
Service Overview: Global Functional Plane
A service creation environment will be likely to output service
descriptions at the Distributed Functional Plane level. However the
Global Functional Plane description of a service gives a concise overview of it. Hence the Global Function plane view of the Credit Card
Phone service is considered here in order to introduce the actions in
the service. This is illustrated in Figure 3.17. SIBs are numbered for
reference, and the circled numbers refer to points to the distributed
functional plane-level description which follows.
It is assumed that the caller must 'swipe' his or her credit card
through a reader on the phone before the call commences, and consequently that the phone m a y provide credit card details to an entity
in the network 5 without further prompting of the user. After control
is transferred the IN service, a User Interaction involving prompting
for a PIN and collecting dialled digits is carried out (SIB l).The card
n u m b e r and PIN are screened (SIB 2). If the details are valid, a success message is played (SIB 7) and charging to the credit card
account is enabled (SIB 8), before the call is allowed to proceed with
the n e w charging data.

4. In Table A. 1 in ITU-T Recommendation Q. 1211, the Credit Card Calling service, as
well as the Account Card Calling, Automated Abbreviated Dialling, and Universal
Personal Telecommunications services are identified as using the Authorization Code
service feature and not the Authentication feature indicated in an adjacent column
in the table. This is apparently an error since the Authorization Code service feature
is explicitly identified as being applicable to a Virtual Private Network service only
[ITU-T 93a, Rec. Q.1211].
5. In this case, a n Intelligent Peripheral for supporting credit card phones. However
this is irrelevant at the Global Functional Plane, since a lumped model for the entire
network is used.
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Figure 3.17 Credit card phone service: global functional plane description

If the PIN is invalid, the bad PIN counter is incremented and compared to a pre-set limit (SIBs 3 and 4). If further attempts are
allowed, a message informing the user that his or her PIN w a s incorrect is played (SIB 5). T h e PIN is then prompted for again (SIB 1) and
the verification process is repeated. O n the other hand, if the bad
PIN limit is exceeded, a failure message is played (SIB 6) and the call
is cleared.
For simplicity it is assumed that no call logging is performed other
than creation of an appropriate billing record, and that no call gapping is required for this service. It is also assumed that collection of
a phone n u m b e r is not required as part of the service, as it m a y be
performed as part of the normal call set-up procedure following completion of Intelligent Network transaction processing.
Distributed Functional Plane
The Information Flow diagram of the credit card phone service is
illustrated in Figure 3.18.
In the leftmost column, states in the originating basic call state
model are represented by rectangles, and the detection point from
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Service Switching Function
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Service Control Point
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Service Data Point
SDP

Figure 3.18 Credit card phone service: Information Flow diagram
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which the service is launched, 'originating attempt authorised,' by a
small square. Information flows are numbered sequentially d o w n the
diagram for reference. Functional entity actions labels are preceded
by the four orfive-digitcode assigned to them in Q. 1214. The circled
numbers refer to points in the service which m a y be cross-referenced to equivalent labels in Figure 3.17.
In this service example, we follow the credit card phone example
from Q.1219 and assume that the specialised resource function
used to a service invocation is co-located with the service switching
function at the relevant service switching point, and consequently no
information flows between the two functions are required. This is
consistent with the definition of the User Interaction SIB in Q.1214,
where the information flows between service switching function and
specialised resource function are listed as "optional...depend[ing] on
physical configuration" [ITU-T93a, Rec. Q.1214].
Service control is handed from the service switching point to the
service control point with an 'Initial Detection Point' information
flow, implemented by a TC_Begin T C A P message. All other information flows are implemented by TC_Continue messages, except for the
final 'Release Call' T C A P message which is a TC_End.
Each User Interaction SIB results in a 'Prompt & Collect User Information' or 'Play Announcement' information flow from the service
control point to the service switching point, and a 'Specialised
Resource Report' information flow in response. The first such information flow must be preceded by a 'Connect to Resource' information flow to create a control and bearer connection to the specialised
resource function instance. D u e to co-location of the service switching and specialised resource functions, further information flows to
establish a connection between the two functions is not required. A
'Disconnect Forward Connection' information flow follows the last
announcement request to break the connection between the specialised resource function and service switching function instances.
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Information flows are also required to query the service data point
with the credit card details (it is assumed that the service data function is in a separate service data point rather than co-located with
the service control function), and to supply charging information to
the service switching function. It is assumed that the service switching function has the ability to collect the relevant charging details, so
the service control function need only supply the relevant account
details, via the 'Furnish Charging Information' information flow
(number 13). Several more complex charging mechanisms are possible, depending o n the capabilities of the service switching function
instance [ITU-T93a, Rec. Q.1214, Clause 5.2.2].
For simplicity, connection abandonment by the user is ignored, and
it is assumed that any connection attempt either proceeds to dialling
of a n u m b e r or fails due to multiple incorrect PIN entries. In reality
connects m a y be abandoned at any point, and representation of this
is considered to Section 3.10.1.
Also, if PIN collection is repeated, the 'Connect to Resource' information flow (number 2) and related processing will not be required
again. This is ignored for simplicity of definition.
Service Control-Flow Graph
The service control-flow graph for the credit card phone service is
shown in Figure 3.19. T h e graph is a direct translation of the information flow diagram s h o w n to Figure 3.18. The numbers beside the
information

flow

modules

are

cross-references to those to

Figure 3.18, as are the circled numerals.
Since the service is defined under the assumption that combined
Service Switching Points/Intelligent Peripherals support the credit
card phones, a n e w symbolic identifier, "SSRF_ORIG" is defined to
represent the combined function instances.
Most of the service control-flow graph is contained to the large
"Credit_Phone_Loop" sub-thread, represented by a single module to
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Figure 3.19 Credit Card Phone service: control-flow graph, Distributed Functional Plane level
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Listing 3.1 Excerpt from credit card phone service control-flow description. The full description
is shown in Appendix B.1.2
// Credit Card Phone Service definition: define the "Credit_Phone" thread to
// represent the entire service
tJlr^Credit_Phone^BAD_PINJvIAX,CCF_ORIG.SSRF_ORIG,SCF_ORIG.SDF_ORIG):=
// Begin: bad_PIN_count= 0
poi(CCF_ORIG, 1 ,"O_Null").fea(SSRF_ORIG.2002),
1.
inf(SSRF_ORIG.SCF_ORIG,"Initial_DP"). fea(SCF_ORIG,9001),
// Everything after the initial call request might be repeated,
// so a sub-thread is denned:
®
thr("Creciit_Phone_Loop".BAD_PIN_MAX,CCF_ORIG,SSRF_ORIG,
SCF_ORIG,SDF_ORIG)

thr("Credit_Phone_Loop",BAD_PIN_MAX>CCF_ORIG,SSRF_ORIG.SCF_ORIG,
SDF_ORIG):=

(
// This sub-thread implements most of the first part of the control flow
// diagram
thr("Get_PIN&Check",CCF_ORIG,SSRF_ORIG.SCF_ORIG,SDF_ORIG)
// There are now two alternative sub-threads dependent on PIN validity
// (the definition of pflnvalid") will be dependent on customer behaviour)
®
prinvalid".bad_PIN_count)thrrinvalid^Actions",(BAD_PIN_MAX,CCF_ORIG,SSRF_ORIG,
SCF_ORIG.SDF_ORIG)
+(l-p("Invalid",bad_PIN_count)) •
thr(aValidJ\ctions",CCF_ORIG,SSRF_ORIG,SCF_ORIG)

thr("Get_PIN&Check",CCF_ORIG,SSRF_ORIG,SCF_ORIG.SDF_ORIG-):=

(
// First section of control flow diagram: establish SSF/SRF connection and
// Get PIN
fea(SCF_ORIG,9121), fea(SCF_ORIG.9122),
2.
inf(SCF_ORIG.SSRF_ORIG,"Connect_to_Res'',"Prompt&Collect_Information"),
fea(SSRF_ORIG,2121), fea(SSRF_ORIG,3121), fea(SSRF_ORIG.3122).
3.
inf(SSRF_ORIG,SCF_ORIG,"SRF_Report"). fea(SCF_ORIG,9081)
// Query for validity
4.
inf(SCF_ORIG.SDF_ORIG,"9uery"), fea(SDF_ORIG.4081).
5.
inf(SDF_ORIG,SCF_ORIG."Query_Result"), fea(SCF_ORIG,9083)

the m a i n thread. This is done because the "Credit_Phone_Loop" subthread is recursive. If an invalid PIN is entered and the PIN limit has
not been exceeded, the thread will be repeated. This is represented
by the occurrence of the 'thr("Creo!it_PhoneJLoopT module at the
bottom of the left-most column in the second page of the diagram. In
order to performance evaluation of this complex looping structure,
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the loop m u s t be 'unrolled'. This is discussed further in Appendices
A.3 and B. 1.2.
Definitions of the probabilities 'p(PIN limit)' and *p(valid)' used in the
service definition are also discussed in connection with the service
control-flow description in Appendix B.1.2.
Service Control-Flow Description
The service control-flow graph shown in Figure 3.19 can be
expressed in text using the notation introduced earlier in this section. A complete listing is shown in Appendix B.1.2, and an excerpt
is s h o w n in Listing 3.1.
The listing uses more structuring than illustrated in Figure 3.19
(this is optional). For example, the *Credit_Phone_Loop' thread is
itself split into several sub-threads, one of which is shown. The
excerpt shown includes examples of most of the notation s u m m a rised in Section 3.4.3. The numbers in the first column of the listing
correspond to the labels in Figures 3.18 and 3.19

3.5 Physical Planes and Traffic
3.5.1 Physical Plane Network Representation
To represent a service at the Physical Plane level, it is necessary to
identify which functional entities are implemented in which physical
entities, and to uniquely identify the physical entities.
For example, consider the example physical plane in Figure 3.20.
This network consists of two service control points, a service data
point and several combined service switching points/intelligent
peripherals. The physical entities in this model are uniquely identified by arbitrarily chosen numbers. Using this numbering scheme,
the identifiers used in the service definition can be resolved according to a table such as Table 3.5.
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SDP:
SCP:
SSP:
IP:

Service data point
Service control point
Service switching point
Intelligent peripheral
SS7 connections
Bearer connections

Bearer Network

Figure 3.20 Example network physical plane

Table 3.5 Network example: translation table for functional entity instance identifiers
CCF.ORIG SSF_ORIG SRF.ORIG

SSRF_ORIG

SCF_ORIG SDF.ORIG

1

1

1

1

11

21

2

2

2

2

11

21

3

3

3

3

12

21

Table 3.5 specifies the bindings for the identifiers listed in Table 3.4
as well as the 'SSRF_OPJG' identifier defined for the credit card
p h o n e service. T h e bindings for S C F _ O R I G , i. e. the service control
point used b y a particular call control function instance, are chosen
arbitrarily.
Applying these bindings to a service description involves straightforward substitutions of the device identifiers with references to specific Physical Entities. This is illustrated for the Credit Card Phone
service in Figure 3.21.
Note that each originating S S P leads to a slightly different translation to the Physical Plane level. (With services beyond Capability Set1, this would apply in general to each origin-destination pair.) A n
automatic service analysis system would be unlikely to perform each
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Figure 3.21 Introducing Physical Plane information to a service description
of these translations explicitly. This is discussed in the context of an
automatic translation algorithm in Section 3.9.
Some functional entity instance identifier bindings might be servicespecific. For example the specification of what intelligent peripheral
(i. e. special resource function instance, 'SRF_ORIG') is used may
well vary from service to service.

3.5.2 Service Traffic
Traffic for each service will be represented at the Physical Plane
level. This specification will take the form of a traffic intensity for
each origin-destination pair. In services where all intelligent network
transactions for a particular service are launched from the originating service switching function instance, as in the credit card phone
service example, it is convenient to group the traffic by origin, and
specify the destination probabilistically. The converse is true where
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the transactions are launched from the destination. A n example traffic specification is shown in Table 3.6.
Table 3.6 Example traffic specification for credit card phone service
CCF_ORIG

Proportion to
Traffic
Destination C C F
(calls/minute)
1 2
3

1

5

0.5

0.2

0.3

2

10

0.2

0.6

0.2

3

5

0.4

0.1

0.5

This information m u s t be taken into account w h e n calculating the
loads o n a queueing network model of the Intelligent Network. This
is considered further in Section 3.8.

3.5.3 Call Set-up and Ordinary Telephone Traffic
IN services will, in general, lead to connection establishments with
requirements little different to normal ISUP (or TUP) call set-ups.
Connection establishment, as modelled by the Basic Call State
Model, will take place after a return from an IN transaction.
In the example service definition in Section 3.4, it was assumed that
these connections are implicitly represented by a "point of return"
module representing call continuation. Connections m a y also be
represented explicitly by a special Connection module, i.e.
...por(or^^po^r_m_caI9,thr("Cormection",or^in,desanatton).

(Defn 3.4)

This is illustrated with respect to the Credit Card Phone example in
Figure 3.22(a). T h e Connection module m a y also represent non-IN
connection establishment.
In complex services such as the Credit Card Phone service, the
establishment of a connection might be one of a n u m b e r of possible
outcomes. In Figure 3.22(a), only one of the three sub-threads illustrated leads to connection establishment. In such services, it is convenient to m a k e the approximation shown in Figure 3.22(b), i.e. to
assume that connection establishment is separate from the rest of
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Figure 3.22 Explicitly representing connection establishment in the Credit Card Phone service.
The service is shown in detail in Figure 3.19.
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the service. Thus the flow diagram above the "End of IN" indication
in Figure 3.22(b) is the raw service as shown in Figure 3.19. Such
representations, and the definition of 'p(connection)' are considered
more rigorously in Appendix B. 1.3.
ISUP and the rest of SS7 are not part of the Physical Plane. A connection establishment, (as opposed to an IN transaction) involves no
information flows or functional entity actions. Hence the 'Connection' module described above cannot be meaningfully expanded at
the physical plane level. (Note that Figure 3.22 is at the distributed
functional plane level, though the concepts apply equally at the
physical plane).

However once the signalling structure of a network has been defined,
as considered in Section 3.6, a meaningful definition of the 'Connection' thread m a y

be made. This is described in detail in

Appendix B.2.

3.6 Signalling Network Structure and Signalling Messages
3.6.1 Signalling Network Structure
The structure of the networks supporting communication between
Functional Entities is not explicitly considered in the ITU-T Recommendations dealing with the physical plane, although recommendations are made regarding the protocols to be used [ITU-T93a, Recs
Q.1205, Q.1215]. The recommended protocol for the interface
between all the functional entities indicated in Figure 3.20 is SS7. In
order to analyse the effects of the intelligent network services on the
signalling network, the structure of the signalling network must be
represented. The augmentation of the physical plane model to
include details of the signalling network is illustrated in Figure 3.23.
In a similar manner to the representation of Physical Entities in
Figure 3.20, it is necessary to uniquely identify the elements of the
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SDP:
SCP:
SSP:
IP:

Service data point
Service control point
Service switching point
Intelligent peripheral
SS7 connections
Bearer connections

/\

Signalling Transfer Point

Signalling Link Set

Figure 3.23 Example network physical plane: expansion of signalling network model

signalling network. In Figure 3.23, the Signalling Transfer Points are
labelled with three-digit numbers. Signalling link sets may be
uniquely identified by their two end points' labels, as indicated. The
numbering scheme shown is purely arbitrary.
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3.6.2 Representing Network Structure and Messages
T o identify the signalling load created by an intelligent network service, it is necessary and sufficient to identify the signalling messages
required to implement each information flow, and the network
routes used b y these messages.
In order to do this, two new modules types have been defined. These
are illustrated in Table 3.7 and the parameters are defined in
Table 3.8. These tables are a s u m m a r y of more detailed definitions
in Appendix A.2. T h e device numbers used in the examples in
Table 3.7 are taken from Figure 3.23.
Table 3.7 Physical Plane/signalling service definitions: modules
Module Type

Textual Description Formal

Example
Graphical
Representation

ss7{source,dest size),
ss7{sowce,dest,size_mean,
size_scv),

Signalling
message

Example Textual
Description

1
ss7 (60)
(1->101)

ss7(l, 101.60)

I
smtch[sp,source,dest,size),
Switching of a
smtch{sp,source,dest,size_mean,
signalling message
size_scv)

I
Switch (60)
(101)

switchUOl,1,103,55)

I

Table 3.8 Distributed Functional Plane service definitions: module parameters
Module

Parameter Definition

Signalling message source

Switching of a
signalling message

Source (Physical Entity or STP) for message

dest

Destination

size

Size in octets (if fixed)

size_mean

M e a n size in octets (if variable)

size_scv

S C V of size (if variable)

sp

Signalling point or S T P where switching
takes place

source

Source (Physical Entity or STP) for message

dest

Destination

size, etc

(see above)

Using this notation, a translation for service descriptions from the
Physical Plane level to the level of the Physical Plane augmented with
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Figure 3.24 Information Flows: representations at different levels of detail. The information flow
is from S S P 1 to S C P 11 in Figure 3.23. A size of 60 octets is assumed.

the signalling network structure c a n b e specified (refer Section 3.3
for definition of these concepts). This involves substituting a thread
describing message sizes and routes for each Information Flow, as
illustrated in Figure 3.24
The information flow considered in Figure 3.24 is from SSP 1 to SCP
11 in Figure 3.23. There are four minimum-hop routes (through one
of each pair of STPs) that the signalling message can take, and this
is illustrated by the four sub-threads in Figure 3.24(d).
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Formal definition of the translation from a Physical Plane service
description to a Physical Plane with Signalling description, as illustrated in Figure 3.24(b-d), is considered in Appendix B.1.4. In general, a different translation is required for each origin-destination
pair (in the signalling network). However this m a y be considerably
simplified with the use of wildcards. See the appendix for more
details.

3.7 Queueing Models and Services
3.7.1 Queueing Network Model: Example
Formation of a queueing network model of an Intelligent Network
involves substitution of queueing models for each network element.
A n example of this is shown in Figure 3.25.
In this example, a model consisting of a single queue per device is
used for the physical entities and signalling transfer points. It is
assumed that the Call Control Function at each Service Switching
Point is implemented by a different processor to the Intelligent Network-related functions, and that only the Intelligent Network-related
functions are of interest. Consequently, the call control functions are
treated purely as sources for Intelligent Network requests.
At this stage, nothing is assumed about the nature of these queues:
they m a y be single or multi-server, finite or infinite, priority or nonpriority and so on. However it is assumed that the service time
requirements for customers m a y be defined by a parameter set consistent across all queues, e.g. the m e a n and s.c.v. of the processing
time requirements at each queue.
Each signalling link set in Figure 3.25 is assumed to consist of a single link. Each link is modelled by a single queue followed by a delay
block (i. e. infinite server queue) in each direction. Modelling of sig-
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Delay block

]IIO Queueing system

Figure 3.25 Example network: full model
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nailing link sets with multiple links is considered briefly in
Section 3.10.1.
This model represents a level of complexity between the simple models discussed in Section 2.3 [Arai 92, Homayoon 88, Giridharagopal
89, Mishra 90] and the more complex approaches [Bafutto 92,94,
Jang 92, K u h n 93, Scoggins 91, Willmann 90, Yegenoglu 91]. A connection matrix for this model is discussed in Appendix B. 1.5.
Propagation delays are shown in the physical plane diagram at the
top of Figure 3.25. These are taken into account along with processing requirements, as considered below.

3.7.2 Services and Network Elements
The penultimate stage of translating a service description into an
analysable form is translation of the modules representing the functional entity actions, signalling messages, and switching of signalling
messages into modules representing processing requirements6 at
queues. This translation is dependent on the structure of the network and the capabilities of the network elements.
A module type for representing processing requirements is defined in
Appendix A.2, and shown in Tables 3.9 and 3.10. These definitions
are largely self-explanatory. It is often a useful modelling technique
to follow a queue with an infinite-server delay block to model propagation delays, inter-process communication times, etc. The delay
parameters represent this.
Table 3.9 Processing time requirements queues: module definition
Module Type

Processing
requirement
at a server

Textual Description
Formal

Example
Example Textual
Graphical
Description
Representation

proc{queue, mean, scv),
proc(queue, mean, scv,
delay_mean,delay_scv)

1
Proc(1)
(10,0.5)

procd, 1.0,0.5)

I
6. T h e term 'processing requirement' rather than 'service requirement' is used here
to avoid confusion between a n Intelligent Network 'service' and 'service' at queues.
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Table 3.10 Processing time requirements in queues: module parameters
Module

Parameter

Processing requirement at a server queue

Definition
Q u e u e where processing occurs

mean

M e a n service time

scv

S C V of service time

delau_mean

M e a n post-processing delay

delay_scv

S C V of post-processing delay

After signalling information is substituted into a service description
as described in Section 3.6, the service description consists of three
types of modules to be translated into processing requirement m o d ules. These are listed in Table 3.11. The queue field in the processing
requirement modules depends on thefield(s)which represent the
physical entity in the module to be translated. The parameters of the
service representation module depend o n particular parameters of
the module to be translated.
Table 3.11 Translations to processing requirement modules
Module
feaidevice feajd)
ss7'{source,destinatjon,size)
switch(sp,source,des£iriafton,size)

Determines
queue field

Determines parameters

device

feajd [.device]

source, destination size [,source,destination]
sp

size [,stp\

For functional entity action ('fea') modules, the service parameters
depend on the feajd field. If there are physical entities of differing
architecture or capabilities which implement the s a m e functional
entity action, the service parameters will also depend on the device
field. For S S 7 messages, the service parameters will be dependent o n
the message size, and optionally the source and destination fields
(which identify the link) if different link rates are used in the network. Similarly, the service parameters for an S S 7 switching operation depend o n the message size, and often the Signalling Point or
S T P concerned, since these will often have differing capabilities.
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Initiate Disconnect
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Signalling Structure
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c. Queue-level
service description

Figure 3.26 Translating service descriptions to the queue level

3.7.3 Service Representations in a Queueing Model
The concept of translating service representations to the queue level
is illustrated in Figure 3.26. A function entity action, signalling message on a link, or switching of a signalling message at an SP, represents a customer (or possibly several customers) flowing through
one or more queues in the network model. This m a y in turn be represented by 'proc' modules as shown in Figure 3.26(c).
The first two queue models shown correspond to parts of
Figure 3.25, where each network element is represented by a single
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(13,0.2)

proc (17)
(13,0.2)

±

*

*

proc (32)
(7.5,0,1,0)

proc (28)
(7.5,0,1,0)

proc (32)
(7.5,0,1,0)

c. Q u e u e level
service description
Figure 3.27 Example translation to queue-level service description

proc (12)
(7.5,0,2,0)

*

proc (16)
(13,0.2)

proc (26)
(13,0.2)

0.25

proc (17)
(13,0.2)
proc (24)
(7.5,0,10,0)
proc (27)
(13,0.2)
proc (28)
(7.5,0,1,0)
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Listing 3.2 Credit Card Phone Service: excerpt from queue level definition for calls from S S P 1.
The excerpt shown corresponds to the first part of Listing 3.1 on page 79.

// Credit Card Phone Service definition: define the "Credit_Phone" thread to
// represent the entire service
//thr("Credit_Phone_Queue_Lever,BAD_PINJvIAX=3,CCF_ORIG=l,SSRF_ORIG=l,
// SCF_ORIG=ll,SDF_ORIG=21)
thr("Credit_Phone_Queue_Lever,3,1,1,11,21):=

(
// Begin: bad_PIN_count= 0
poi(l,l,"0_Nuir),
// Translation of first functional entity action, 'fea(SSRF_ORIG,2002)\
// according to Tables B.5, and B.6.
proc(l,20,0.5)
// Information flows are represented by a sub-threads defined later.
// This one replaces the 'inf(SSRF_OPJG,SCF_OWG,"imual_DPT module
// using the information from Tables B.2 and B.3:
1.
thr("Information_Flow_l_Queue_Lever. 1,11.60),
// Second functional entity action, 'fea(SCF_ORIG,9001)*:
proc(40,20,0.5),
// Everything after the initial call request might be repeated,
// so a sub-thread is defined:
®
thr("CreditJPhone_Loop_Queue_Level" ,3,1,1,11,21)

)
// Definition for "Information Flow_l" thread follows. This definition embodies
// the substitutions in Tables B.2, B.3, and B.7-B.9
thrrinformation_Flow_l_Queue_Lever, 1,11 ,SIZE):=

(
0.25 •(
proc(4,(SIZE/8),0,2,0),proc(16,(10+(SIZE/20),0.2)),
proc(18,(SIZE/8),0,10,0),proc(26,(l0+(SIZE/20),0.2)),
proc(32,(SIZE/8).0,l,0)
) + 0.25-(
proc(4,(SIZE/8),0,2,0),proc(16,(10+(SIZE/20),0.2)),
proc(20,(SIZE/8),0.10,0), proc(27,(10+(SIZE/20),0.2)),
proc(28, (SIZE/8), 1,0)
) + 0.25-(
proc(12,(SIZE/8),0,2,0),proc(17,(10+(SIZE/20),0.2)),
proc(23,(SIZE/8),0,10,0),proc(26,(10+(SIZE/20),0.2)),
proc(32,(SIZE/8).0.1,0)
) + 0.25-(
proc(12,(SIZE/8),0,2,0),proc(17,(10+(SIZE/20),0.2)),
proc(24,(SIZE/8),0,10,0),proc(27,(10+(SIZE/20),0.2)),
proc(28,(SIZE/8),l,0)

)
)
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queue. The third example shows a physical entity modelled by two
queues.
An example of applying these translations in practice, to part of the
Credit Card Phone service, is shown in Figure 3.27. The translation
between Figure 3.27(a) and 3.27(b) illustrated the translation of
services between the Distributed Functional Plane and the Physical
Plane with signalling structure. This w a s discussed in Sections 3.5
and 3.6. The final translation step, between Figure 3.27(b) and
3.27(c) involves substitution of 'proc' modules as described above.
A full specification of the service translations between the Physical
Plane plus signalling network structure, and the queueing model
shown in Figure 3.25, is given in Appendix B.l.5.
Completely general translation of a service definition into a description of service requirements in a queueing model is considered in
Section 3.9.
An example of a a queue-level textual description for the credit
phone service example introduced in Section 3.4 is developed in
Appendix B.1.5. A n excerpt is shown in Listing 3.2. This listing considers services invoked from the service switching point/intelligent
peripheral numbered T in Figure 3.25. A s illustrated in Figure 3.27,
every functional entity action, signalling message, and switching
action module is translated to a 'proc' module.

3.8 Compiling Queue Model Parameters
If services have been translated to queue level descriptions as
described above, queueing network parameters can then be calculated. This also requires a traffic matrix for each service, as introduced in Section 3.5.2.
The parameters required are dependent on the requirements of the
queueing analysis method used. For example, if an M / G / l analysis
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method (i.e. one which approximates each queue as an M / G / l
queue) is used, the following parameters are required for each
queue:
• Mean arrival rate
• Mean, variance (and possibly higher moments) of the service time
at each queue.
These parameters are derived from the queue-level descriptions and
traffic matrices for each service. For example, the arrival rate at each
queue is the s u m of the arrival rates for each service for each visit to
the queue. Similarly, the m e a n service time is the weighted m e a n of
the processing time requirement for each 'proc' module involving
that queue.
Since this compilation of parameters is dependent on the queue
analysis technique used, it will not be discussed in detail here. However simple implementation developed in conjunction with a queueing network analysis by Whitt [Whitt 82a] is described in
Section 4.3.2, and expanded later in Chapter 4.

3.9 Service Translation Algorithm
3.9.1 Overview
In Section 3.4, a specification syntax for services has been defined.
In Sections 3.5-3.7, the steps necessary to convert a service specification at the distributed functional plane level to parameters of a
queueing model, have been described and illustrated by example.
The translations shown in the examples are not necessarily carried
out in the manner which is most efficient from the point of view of
automatic analysis of a service. For example, complete translation of
a service specification into processing requirement modules as illustrated in Listing 3.2 is not required: each functional entity action or
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information flow m a y be translated individually into the appropriate
processing requirement modules.
This section summarises the steps necessary to translate a service
description into analysable form, and presents them in the form of
an algorithm to perform the translation in a reasonably efficient
manner.

3.9.2 Inputs
The input data required for the service translation algorithm are as
follows:
• A distributed functional plane level definition of a service or services. The syntax for this is defined in Section 3.4.
• Definitions for all functional entity instance identifiers as
described in Section 3.5.1.
• A description of the traffic for each service, giving the arrival rates
for each service at each call control function instance, and destination

information

if appropriate. This

is discussed

in

Section 3.5.2.
• Definition of all probabilities used definition of branching or looping behaviour in the service(s), as discussed in Section 3.4.4 and
shown by example in Appendix B. 1.3.
• A table of translations from information flow types to signalling
message lengths, as introduced in Section 3.6.2 and described in
Appendix B.l.4. This table is likely to be fixed for a particular
implementation of the Intelligent Network Application Protocol.
• A table of translations from information flow origin/destination
pairs to sets of signalling messages and S S 7 switching actions.
This is discussed in Section 3.6.2, and shown by example in
Appendix B. 1.4. Such a translation table will befixedfor a partic-
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ular signalling network, and might be generated from a C A D system for designing signalling networks.
• Tables translating functional entity actions at particular physical
entities to processing requests at particular queueing stations, as
discussed

in

Section 3.7.3

and

shown

by

example

in

Appendix B.l.5. The translation of queue numbers depends on
the structure of the network model. Tables for this translation
might be generated by a C A D system. The processing requirements of particular functional entity actions will depend on the
capabilities of the device implementing them.
• Tables translating switching actions at particular signalling transfer points to processing requests in certain queues, as shown in
Appendix B. 1.5. The comments listed above for functional entity
actions apply equally here.
• Tables translating signalling messages on particular link sets to
processing requests at particular queueing stations, as shown in
Appendix B.l.5. The processing requirements will be functions of
the signalling message length and link rate.

3.9.3 Algorithm
A suitable algorithm for performing the service decomposition is
shown in Listing 3.3. The approach m a y be summarised as follows:
• Consider each origin-destination pair for each service in turn. For
each one, substitute the appropriate parameters (Physical Entity
numbers, etc.) into the Distributed Functional Plane service representation. Record the arrival rate for each case.
• Parse the service thread, considering each module or fork in turn.
If a 'thr' module or information flow module is encountered, parse
the corresponding sub-thread before proceeding.
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Listing 3.3 Service decomposition algorithm
algorithm Analyse_Services:
for each service do
for each initiating call control function do
if service description is dependent on destination do
for each destination do
substitute functional entity instance identifiers and
other parameters into the service thread;
record the arrival rate for the thread;
do procedure ProcessjThread on the service thread
with parameters substituted;
done;
else do
substitute functional entity instance identifiers and other
parameters into the service thread;
record the arrival rate for the thread;
do procedure ProcessjThread on the service thread
with parameters substituted;
done;
done;
done;
compile the parameters for the queueing network analysis from the statistics
collected by the ProcessjThread procedures, as outlined in Section 3.8;
end
procedure ProcessjThread:
for each entry in the thread d o
if the entry is a module representing a thread do
substitute functional entity instance identifiers and other
parameters into the thread;
record the arrival rate for the thread;
do procedure ProcessjThread on the thread with
parameters substituted;
elseif the module represents an information flow do
find the corresponding thread of ss7 messages and switching
actions in the translation tables;
record the arrival rate for the thread;
do procedure ProcessjThread on the thread;
else if the entry is an And-fork or an Or-fork do
for each sub-thread after the fork do
record the arrival rate for the sub-thread, taking any
probability assignments (at an Or-fork) into account;
do procedure ProcessjThread on the sub-thread;
done;
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Listing 3.3 Service decomposition algorithm
elseif the module represents a functional entity action or a switching
action or a signalling message do
find the appropriate processing requirement module(s) in the
translation tables;
collect the required statistics, e.g. the mean arrival rate to the
queues, and the processing time at the queues for later
calculation of the weighted mean;
done;
done;
end;

• If a And-fork or Or-fork is encountered, calculate the arrival rate
to each sub-thread, taking any probability assignment into
account. Parse each sub-thread in turn.
• W h e n a functional entity action, S S 7 message, or switching action
module is encountered, substitute the appropriate processing
requirement modules and record the relevant statistics, e.g. the
arrival rate to the queue(s) concerned, and the service time
parameters for later calculation of averages.
This algorithm is essentially a depth-first search through the service
specification levels for any processing requirement modules. Storage
requirements are kept to a m i n i m u m because the only service
description recorded entirely is the network-independent, Distributed Functional Plane level description. Only fragments of the lowerlevel description are stored at any instant. However it could be modified to store intermediate service representations as outlined in
Section 3.3.3.

3.10 Extensions and Limitations
3.10.1 Further Capabilities
For clarity, certain abilities of the definition and translation method
described in this chapter have not been demonstrated in the defini-
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tions and examples u p to this point. Capabilities not previously discussed are mentioned here.
Call Abandonment
In the examples considered in this chapter, abandonment of calls in
the middle of connection establishment is ignored. However in general, whenever call control is returned to the call control function,
connection abandonment can be detected, leading to a transition to
the "Null" state in the basic call state model.
It may be important to model connection abandonment where connection establishment is explicitly modelled. It m a y also be important where a service involves two or more transfers of call control
from the call control function to the service control function as
s h o w n in Figure 3.28(a), in order to correctly represent the load
introduced by the second part of the service. This m a y be done using
a Or-fork as illustrated in Figure 3.28(b).

The point of initiation ('poi') and point of return Cpor') modules u
in these definitions are described in Section 3.4.3.
Multiple Points of Control
This chapter has concentrated on modelling services consistent with
the ITU-T Capability Set-1 specifications. A n important restriction
likely to be relaxed in later capability sets is the "single point of control" restriction discussed in Sections 3.2.5 and 3.2.6. This relaxation will be manifest in two main ways:
• Multi-party calls are possible. Points of return into call state
machines for parties other than the party w h o initiated an intelligent network transaction are possible7. A service control function
instance m a y send information flows to call control function
7. In Capability Set-1, it is possible for the service control function to initiate
by connecting to a call control function "out of the blue", but the service control function m a y only connect to a single party in this manner. Connection to more than one
party is "For Further Study" [ITU-T93a, Rec. Q.1214, Appendix I].
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Figure 3.28 Representing connection abandonment

instances other than the one which initiated the transaction, and
new parties may be added mid-call.
• Different service control function instances may communicate
with each other.
The service definition scheme described in this chapter is adequate
to describe services with multiple points of control. New functional
entity instance identifiers beyond those introduced in Section 3.4.3
will be required to represent the more than one service switching
function instance or more than one service control point.
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Initiate Req. (Charging) —{"9021
(11)
Proc (11)
(90,0.6)
Initiate Req. (Collect Info.) —j"9003
(11)

a. Physical Plane: two
functional entity actions

b. Queueing model:
one item of processing

Figure 3.29 Combining sequential functional entity actions

Combining Sequential Functional Entity Actions
In

the

functional

entity

action

translations

introduced

in

Section 3.7.2, it is assumed that each functional entity action leads
to a separate module of processing, in other words a separate service
request in a queue in the network model. Depending o n the implementation, it m a y be m o r e realistic to model the processing requirem e n t s of two functional entity actions executed in sequence by a
single module of processing. S u c h a translation m a y be represented
using the definition methods defined in this chapter. A n example is
illustrated in Figure 3.29.
Signalling Link Sets Containing Multiple Links
Modelling of S S 7 link sets by M / G / l queues is considered by W a n g
[Wang 91]. A signalling link set m a y be modelled as a set of parallel
queues, with one queue per link in the set. Load balancing across
the links in a set is based o n the Signalling Link Selection (SLS) field
in the message. T h e n u m b e r in the S L S field is incremented by one
for each message sent by a particular signalling point, and the particular link in a set used by each message is selected based o n this
n u m b e r . Over a n ensemble of messages from different sources, the
choice of a particular link in a set used b y a message m a y be m o d elled as a r a n d o m selection. W h e r e the n u m b e r of the links in the set
is a power of two, the messages distributed over all links with equal
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probability for each. Where the number of links is not a power of
two, the distribution is uneven (see [Wang 91] for details). Either
case m a y be modelled using the alternate action notation, i.e. "Orforks," introduced in Section 3.4.2.
Management Functions
Management actions, such as sending call configuration messages
to service switching and control function instances and collecting
statistics, have not been considered in the service translation
scheme. However if these actions are defined as pseudo 'services' in
terms of information flows and functional entity actions (which
might possibly be formally defined in later Capability Sets or related
standardisation work), they m a y be modelled and translated using
the definition scheme.

3.10.2 Limitations
This section discusses limitations of the service decomposition
scheme as described. These limitations relate to the requirement
that probabilities of events must be k n o w n in advance in order to
directly determine the load created by a service.
Blocking
Finite queue capacities m a y lead to blocking of service invocations,
loss of invocations mid-attempt due to overload, and re-transmission
of messages. These are difficult to represent and quantify. If it is
desired to represent these effects, probabilities of call incompletion
due to loss can be represented and used in alternate sub-thread
expressions (i.e. 'Or-Forks') in a similar manner to those used to represent connection abandonment as described in the previous subsection. Re-transmission of signalling messages can be represented
by making the service times for the messages a function of the blocking probability at the destination.
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Loss and blocking probabilities influence the load placed on the network by a service. However these loss probabilities cannot be known
in advance as they are themselves functions of the network load.
Consequently decomposition and analysis must be an iterative process: initial estimates of the loss probabilities must be made, and the
service(s) decomposed and analysed based on these. Revised estimates of the blocking probabilities will be derived from the analysis,
and the decomposition and analysis can then be repeated, and so
on.
Timed Events
Events which occur periodically are not considered in the service
definition. A n example would be a service where control is retained
by the service control function for an extended duration, and messages are sent periodically to the call control function to keep it from
timing out and dropping the call [ITU-T93b, Rec. Q.1219, Annex A].
The interval between timed events is not directly relevant to determining the load induced by them. However the number of such
events occurring per call attempt may be dependent on factors
unknown a priori, such as network load and customer behaviour
(also considered below). Decomposition and analysis of services
involving such events m a y require an iterative procedure similar to
that described above for representing blocking.
Modelling Customer Behaviour
The service definition scheme uses probability assignment to model
the effects of customer behaviour. For example, probabilities of customers correctly entering PINs are used in the service example in
Section 3.4. This is adequate where the probabilities representing
customer behaviour m a y be determined or specified in advance.
However in some services such as the automatic callback service
described by Hoang and Kuong-Lau [Hoang 88, Kuong-Lau 88], customer behaviour depends to an extent on network performance. This
dependency is described in Section 2.3.4. Also, the probability of a
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customer abandoning a call due to excessive delay will necessarily
be dependent on the network performance. Exact decomposition and
analysis of services where such behaviour has a significant effect on
network load will require an iterative approach, as described above
for the modelling of timed events and blocking.
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4. Queueing Analysis of
Intelligent Networks

4.1 Introduction
In Chapter 2, several performance metrics for Intelligent Networks
were introduced and discussed with reference to previous work on
Intelligent Network performance evaluation. These were:
• M e a n and quantiles (i.e. percentiles) of service completion delays.
• M e a n and quantiles of delays at network elements.
• Utilisation and throughput of network elements.
• Probability of connection establishment failure due to network
overload.
• Probability of message loss at network elements.
The papers reviewed in Chapter 2 were lacking in the following ways:
1. All performance evaluations ignored the quantiles of delay distributions, concentrating purely on m e a n values.
2. The analyses based on negative exponential service times were
not systematically compared with simulation results, so it is not
clear whether the Markov service time approximation is valid.
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3. Systematic summation of delay estimates for services from delay
estimates at queues is not described adequately in any of the
papers.
4. None of the analysis-based papers considered finite queues, call
blocking or message re-transmission.

5. No paper considers the systematic translation of service description into analysable form.

6. Each of the analysis approaches used a Poisson traffic model with
little or no concrete justification, apart from the observation that
the aggregation of a large n u m b e r of traffic streams typically
tends to be Poisson.
The Queueing Network Analyser, an approximate analysis system for
networks of GI/G/1 queues, fits approximate distributions to the
m e a n and variance of queue delays in order that distribution information (such as quantiles) m a y be calculated [Whitt 83a]. In
Section 4.3, w e compare results from an implementation of this
analysis technique with simulation results for an intelligent network
model. Whitt's suggested method of specifying inputs by descriptions of classes of customers which take specified routes through the
network is implemented, as is his suggested method of performing
the reverse step: composition of complete delays for each class. A n
extension of Whitt's distribution-fitting scheme to service completion
delays w a s developed and implemented. Thus this chapter addresses
points (1) and (3) above.
In addition, simpler analysis techniques using M / G / l and M / M / l
analyses, but with the s a m e distribution-fitting mechanisms, are
compared to the GI/G/1 and simulation results. This addresses
point (2) and partially addresses (6).
A s identified in Section 3.10.2, blocking of service attempts alters
the nature of the load offered to the network, making analysis of
finite queue models of intelligent networks a difficult problem worthy
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of investigation. However as result of our concentration on other topics, w e do not further consider analysis of finite queueing networks,
point (4) above. Possible avenues for further investigation into finite
queueing models are briefly described in Chapter 7.
Point (5), systematic translation of service descriptions into network
model parameters, w a s covered in detail in Chapter 3.
Modelling of priorities in queueing models of the Intelligent Network
is considered in Section 4.5. Extension of Whitt's delay modelling
approximation and certain other methods to analysis using an
M/G/l

priority queueing

network

model

is considered

in

Section 4.6. The simulation results for this network reveal anomalous oscillatory behaviour which is the subject of the remaining
chapters of this dissertation. These m a y be considered to be. an
extensive investigation of point (6) above.
Thus this chapter addresses most of the deficiencies in previous
work on Intelligent Network performance evaluation. This chapter is
not intended to be an exhaustive review of queueing analysis methods, but rather an exploration of several techniques relevant to the
problems at hand.
This chapter proceeds with a description of the network and service
models used for analysis and simulation comparisons.

4.2 Example Model
4.2.1 Outline
For the purposes of comparing analysis techniques, a small network
and simple generic service are defined in this section. The network is
modelled using device models a little more complex than those
described in Chapter 3. The models used are simple enough that
simulation results of sufficient reliability m a y be derived in a reason-
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able amount of time, but sufficiently complex to highlight the differences between analysis methods.
The service example is a simple number translation service involving
a single query Information Flow from the service switching function
to the service control function, a consequent query to the service
data function, with subsequent replies. M u c h of the Intelligent Network traffic in the near future will be for simple number translation
services such as the one described, so this service is not unrealistic
as a basis of comparison of analysis methods.

4.2.2 Network Modelling
The network used for analysis comparisons is a portion of an intelligent network consisting of two Service Switching Points, an STP and
a Service Control Point. These are interconnected by signalling links
as illustrated in Figure 4.1. Various parameters are listed in
Table 4.1, and their values are discussed in below.
Table 4.1 Network model: network element parameters
Function Location Queues

TCAP/
SCCP/
MTP

Maximum
Throughput

Service Time
# Servers
Mean, S.C.V.

SSP,
SCP

2,7,11

(1.5+n/50)ms,
128kb/s
@(35 octets/message) 0.1

1

STP

4

128kb/s
(6+n/12)ms,
@(35 octets/message) 0.2

4

SS7
Link
Buffers

3,5,8,9, 64kb/s
10,14

(n/8)ms

1

SSF

SSP

1,6

50 transactions/s^

i

1

SCF

SCP

12

200 transactions/s^

*

1

SDF

SCP

13

200 transactions/s

300ms, 0.125

60

n: Message length in octets.
f: Actual value Is service-dependent. This figure is for the translation service described in Section 4.2.3.
$: Depends on the request concerned. Values for specific requests for the translation service are described
Appendix B.3.

Although STPs normally exist in pairs, a configuration such as that
modelled could occur under fault conditions, e.g. failure of an STP.
The m a x i m u m throughputs of the devices are dimensioned so that
w h e n both SSPs are operating at capacity while processing the serv-
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Links to
other S T P s

Signalling Link

^ yjlk-/^

_. S ^ Messages to/from
J\. other S S 7 Links

SSP: Service switching point
SSF: Service switching function
STP: Signalling transfer point
SSP: Service switching point
SDF: Service data function
SCF: Service control function
T C A P : Transaction capabilities
application part
SCCP:Signalling connection
control part
M T P : Message transfer part

TCAP/SCCP/MTP

SSF
Messages to/from
Call Control Function

Figure 4.1 Network model for analysis comparisons
ice described later in this section, the signalling link from the STP to
the SCP operates at an offered load of 0.8. This is consistent with
Bellcore's specification for the maximum occupancy of a link under
"failure of one link in a redundant pair" [Kagan 92], or equivalently
under failure of one STP in a pair.
CCS7 Processing
It is assumed that MTP layer 3, SCCP and TCAP are implemented by
single processors at the Service Switching Points and Service Control
Point, and hence this processing is modelled by a single-server
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queue. M T P 3 and SSCP processing at the STP is assumed to be
somewhat more complex as it involves both incoming and outgoing
message processing as well as routing. This is modelled by a somewhat longer service time at queue 4 than at queues 2, 7 and 11. It is
reasonable to assume that the capacity of the STP will be at least
that of the link to the SCP (it might not necessarily be m u c h greater,
since STPs are known to be major bottlenecks in existing SS7 networks at overloads [Rumsewicz 92]). Thus the service times at the
queue 4 (the STP) are greater than at queue 11 (SS7 processing at
the SCP), but the m a x i m u m throughputs are the same. This is
accommodated by modelling multiple servers at queue 4 to represent
both the servicetimeand throughput parameters. This is a reasonable modelling assumption given that the intention is to provide a
fairly simple network model for comparing analyses and simulations. More detailed models, such as those described by Kuhn et al
[Bafutto 92,94, Kuhn 93, Willmann 90]l, could be used in practice.
M T P layers 1 and 2 for each signalling link are modelled simply by a
queue with a service time of (packet length)/(64kb/s). For simplicity
it is assumed that each link set consists of a single link, and that the
error rates on the links are negligible.
Intelligent Network Application Protocol Processing
The Service Switching Function at SSPs, and Service Control Function at the SCP, are modelled by single server queues. Different service times for each particular Functional Entity Action are modelled.
The Service Data Function is assumed to be implemented by a different processor than the Service Control Function. It is assumed that
all queries to the service data function are similar in that they experience the same service time distribution. Database lookups at the
service data function m a y take a fairly long time if the SCPs are
heavily loaded: for example mean delays at SCPs are restricted to
500ms in the North American network [Boese 86, Robrock 91]. How-

1. Kuhn et al. use priority queueing network models. Analysis of such models is c
sidered in Section 4.6.
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ever the databases m u s t be able to handle several hundred queries
per second [Boese 86], so tens of queries will be processed simultaneously. In this example network, this is represented approximately
by modelling the Service Control Function as a 60-server queue with
a fairly large service time of 300ms 2 .
Bearer Network and Call Control Function
This example network is concerned with signalling network performance. This applies to this dissertation in general: there is no reason
to suppose that any bearer network dimensioning problems introduced by the Intelligent Network are not adequately addressed by
existing methods. Consequently the bearer network is ignored in this
model, and the Call Control Function is treated simply as a source
and sink for signalling messages.

4.2.3 Service Model
The translation service used in the analyses and simulations is illustrated in Figure 4.2. At the Global Functional Plane, the service consists of only one SIB in addition to the Basic Call Process: the
Translate SIB. There is no branching in the service control flow.
The information flow diagram for the service, Figure 4.2(b), consequently is quite simple. The service consists of four information
flows and related functional entity actions. (The Distributed Functional Plane level translations of the Translate SIB and the relevant
actions of the Basic Call Process SIB are taken from Q.1214 [ITUT93a, Rec. Q.1214]). These information flows are:
1. An Initial Detection Point information flow from the Service
Switching Function to the Service Control Function. The dialled
n u m b e r is part of the Call Instance Data contained in this information flow.
2. A Query information flow to the Service Data Function.
2. The 3 0 0 m s 'service time' represents both processing time and delay waiting for
processing. A n S C P m a y be more accurately modelled as a series of queues with
m u c h shorter service times and longer queueing delays. This investigated in more detail in Section 4.5
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b. Information flow diagram
Figure 4.2 Translation service

3. The subsequent Query Response from the Service Data Function.
4. A Select Route information flow back to the Service Switching

Function containing the revised Call Instance Data (i.e. the translated number).
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Translation of this service into a description of parameters for the
queueing network model, using the methods and definitions introduced in Chapter 3, is described in Appendix B.3.

4.2.4 Traffic
For this example, three classes of traffic are applied to the network.
Classes 1 and 2 are N u m b e r Translation service invocations from
SSPs 1 and 2, respectively. T h e network load created by each invocation of these services is fully described in the previous subsection
and Appendix B.3. Signalling for connection establishment following
the n u m b e r translations is ignored: it is assumed that a negligible
a m o u n t of it occurs on the signalling links modelled. Arrivals for
classes 1 and 2 are assumed to be Poisson. This is consistent with
observations that call arrivals are Poisson, even though the resulting
signalling might be self-similar [Duffy 94, Kagan 92]. Note, that the
evidence for self-similarity in signalling traffic [Duffy 94] contradicts
earlier findings that signalling traffic is Poisson [Kagan 92]. The later
findings are more credible since they are based on extensive investigation of real traffic; the earlier findings were based on traffic in a
test bed.
It is assumed that the S C P receives requests from SSPs other than
those explicitly modelled. This third class of 'background' traffic is
modelled by customers directly entering and leaving the Service
Control Function, i.e. queue 12 in the network model. Referring to
Figure 4.2, these background requests invoke all four functional
entity actions at the Service Control Function, the information flows
to and from the Service Data Function, and the Translate functional
entity action at the Service Data Function. The functional entity
actions and informations flows involving the Service Switching
Function are not modelled for this traffic. Traffic for class 3 is
assumed to be Poisson for reasons described below.
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Self similarity in signalling traffic appears to arise because of correlations in the traffic generation: signalling traffic related to connection establishment leads to further traffic at connection release
[Duffy 94]. Similar correlations could arise in Intelligent Network call
set-ups if multiple transactions are required. However this does not
occur here: the portion of the network considered here carries only
IN traffic related to call set-up for a service involving a single transaction, and it does not carry call release traffic. Hence the class 3
traffic m a y be assumed to be Poisson. Relaxation of this assumption
is considered briefly in Chapter 7.
Note from Table 4.1 that with the N u m b e r Translation service, the
capacity of each S S P is 50 transactions/s and the capacity of the
S C P is 2 0 0 transactions/s. Hence the 'offered loads' for each class
are defined as:
p x = (arrival rate for class 1)/(50transactions/s)

(Defn 4.1)

p 2 = (arrival rate for class 2)/(50transactions/s)

(Defn 4.2)

p 3 = (arrival rate for class 3) / (200transactions/s)

,Defn 4 3 j

Note that the nominal capacity of the SCP is reached when px = 1,
p 2 = 1, a n d p 3 = 0.5.

4.3 M/M/1, M/G/1 and GI/G/1 Queueing Network Analyses
4.3.1 Outline
In this section w e concentrate on description of the GI/G/1 analysis
used in this chapter. M / G / l and M / M / l analyses use a subset of
the GI/G/1 analysis' methods and approximations, and are briefly
described in Section 4.3.7. The GI/G/1 analysis technique is based
largely on the G I / G / m Queueing Network Analyser developed by
Whitt [Whitt 83a, Whitt 83b], although certain modifications and
enhancements were used in the implementation used in this chapter. These are clearly described. In general, w e do not repeat Whitt's
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formulae unless they are particularly important or are the subject of
modification. See [Whitt 83a] for full details.
Note that although single-server queues are referred to in the title,
multi-server queues can be handled using an approximation
described in Section 4.3.5.
This section proceeds with a description of the final stage of the service translation method described in Chapter 3, namely compilation
of parameters for a queueing network model from queue-level
descriptions of services.

4.3.2 Compiling Parameters from Service Descriptions
The result of applying the translation steps described in Chapter 3
to a service description is a list of modules describing service
requirements in queues. This 'list' m a y have a complex structure
involving probabilistic branching (i.e. 'Or-forks') and concurrent execution of Modules (i.e. And-forks'). However in the example w e consider here, the queue level description of the service involved is a
linear sequence of modules. For example, part of the queue-level definition of the N u m b e r Translation service, as developed in
Appendix B.3, is s h o w n in Listing 4.1.

Listing 4.1 Number Translation service: part of queue level description (Listin
proc( 11,2.7,0.1),
proc(12,2.5,0.1)
proc(13,200,0.125),
proc(12,2.5,0.1),
proc(l 1,2.3,0.1),

T h u s w e have descriptions of classes of customers as lists of triplets,
lqueue,service_mean,service_scv).

These lists, together with descriptions of the arrival m e a n s and
squared coefficients of variance (s.c.v.) for each class, are precisely
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the inputs required by a particular version of Whitt's Queueing Network Analyser [Whitt 83a].
Based on such class descriptions, Whitt's method compiles the relevant parameters for each queue to be analysed. These parameters
are discussed below and the relevant terminology is defined in
Table 4.2. Extensive use is m a d e of the indicator function defined as

1 {xrj{x) = a} =

1. fix) = a
. 0, f{x) * a

(Defn 4.4)

Table 4.2 List of symbols for Whitt's input by classes method (after [Whitt 83
Symbol
r

Definition
n u m b e r of classes
arrival rate for class k
total n u m b e r of queues on the path taken by class k *

n

kj

the n u m b e r of the j th queue visited by class k
mean service time required by class fc customers at the j th queue they
visit

c

2
skJ

s.c.v. of service time required by class fc customers at the jth queue
they visit
external arrival rate to queue i

\

total arrival rate to queue i
m e a n service time at queue i

2

squared coefficient of variation of service time at queue i

t: This may be greater than the number of queues in the network since each queue may be visited more
than once.

Arrival Rates

The external arrival rate to queue j, i.e. the rate of arrival of cust
ers from outside the network, is the s u m of arrival rates for each
class that visits queue j as the first queue on its route [Whitt 83a,
eqn (3)]:

(Eqn 4.1)
k= 1
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In the implementation of the method used in this chapter, the total
arrival rate to each queue is also directly calculated. The total arrival
rate to queue j is the s u m of arrival rates for each class for each visit
to that queue (the path for a given class m a y visit a queue more than
once):
r nk

h=

L

£ Akl {(fc, 0 :nfcl = j} .

(Eqn 4.2)

k= 11=1

Service Times
The mean service time at a queue is the weighted mean of the service
times for each visit of each class at that queue (after [Whitt 83a,
eqn 7]):
(

r

l

nk
(Eqn 4.3)

K

J k=ll=l

The second m o m e n t of the service time at queue j is the weighted
m e a n of the second m o m e n t s of the service time components from
each class. This leads to the following expression for the squared
coefficient of variance of the service time (after [Whitt 83a, eqn 8]):

£ IV&(4*+1)H(fc,0:nw=j}

(Eqn 4.4)

V

J »C=II=I

Other Parameters
Whitt also provides equations for calculating the squared coefficient
of variance of the arrival process to each queue from outside the network. These are not relevant here since it is assumed that external
arrivals are Poisson. Equations for various other parameters
required for Whitt's internal arrival process calculations (see
Section 4.3.3) are also given [Whitt 83a].
Comments
Equations 4.1-4.4 implement the final step of the translation process from a Distributed Functional Plane-level service description to
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parameters of a queueing network model, as outlined in Section 3.8.
The translation steps defined in Chapter 3 lead to descriptions of
service time requirements which are processed into parameters for
each queue. There are several independence assumption embodied
in these equations; these are described fully in Section 4.3.3. Note
that this method is not a complete implementation of the final translation step outlined in Section 3.8: it does not handle probabilistic
branching and concurrent processing. Whitt's input-by-classes
method could possibly be extended to take account of these considerations. However the method as described above is sufficient for the
network and service used in this chapter.
Finally note that with the emphasis shifting to queueing network
analysis, some terminology has changed: Intelligent Network services are n o w considered as 'classes' of customers in a queueing network, and processing requirements are n o w 'service times' in
queues.

4.3.3 Assumptions & Previous Work
Whitt's G I / G / m queueing network analysis technique embodies several approximations:
1. The arrival and departure processes at each queue are assumed
to be renewal processes; inter-arrival and inter-departure times
are i.i.d. This implies that each queue in the network operates
independently of all the others; its state is uncorrelated with the
state of any other queue.
2. The arrival process to each queue depends on the departure processes of the queues which feed it, as well as the arrival from outside the network. However assumption (1) always holds.
3. Arrival and service processes may be specified by their first two
moments.
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4. Customers are indistinguishable: every customer at a particular
queue observes the same delay and service time distributions,
and experiences the same routing probabilities upon service completion. (This is relaxed slightly w h e n calculating delays for input
classes: see Section 4.3.6.)
Whitt's method is an example of the Isolation Method formally identified by Labetoulle and Pujolle [Labetoulle 80]. The isolation method
involves dividing a queueing network into subsystems which are
assumed to act independently. The subsystems might be individual
queues, but this is not necessarily so. Where the subsystems are
individual queues, the Isolation Method is exact for the so-called
Product Form queueing networks, in which individual queues do in
fact operate as if they were independent of the rest of the network
[Akyildiz 89]. A very limited number of network types have product
form; the simplest of which is the Jackson network. More generally a
network of G / M / m queues without priorities has product form, as
well as others of less interest (see [Baskett 75] and the review in
[Boxma 90]).
Where the isolation method is applied on a queue-by-queue basis to
non-product form queueing networks, this is equivalent to approximating the networks being analysed by very similar mythical networks which do have product form. As well as in [Whitt 83a], the
i.i.d. arrivals approximation has been used in other product form
approximations for G/G/l networks (see [Kuhn 79, Kouvatsos 85]
for example) and for finite queue networks [Akyildiz 89, Bocharov
87, Kouvatsos 89, Labetoulle 80, Lawrence 92a]. The approximation
of GI/G/1 queueing networks by M / G / l queueing networks discussed in this chapter is also an approximation of this form, as are
the priority queueing network analyses used by K u h n et al [Bafutto
92,94, K u h n 93, Willman 90] and similarly the priority queueing
network analysis technique described in Section 4.6.
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4.3.4 Arrival Processes
Arrival Processes: Outline
Whitt's Queueing Network Analyser approximates the arrival process
to each queue by its m e a n rate and squared coefficient of variance
The variance of the arrival process is calculated from the variance of
the individual processes which comprise it. These individual processes m a y be the departure processes from previous queues (see
below), or streams of arrivals from outside the network.
The composite arrival process is calculated using an approximation
due to Whitt and Albin [Albin 84, Whitt 82]. This approximation is
linear: the squared coefficient of variance of the composite arrival
process is the weighted m e a n of the squared coefficients of variance
of the individual streams comprising it, with a correction factor
based on the load on the queue and degree to which the arrival process is comprised of multiple streams. See [Whitt 83a, §4.2,4.3].
Departure Process and Splitting
The squared coefficient of variance of the departure process from a
queue is calculated as a linear combination of the squared coefficients of variance of the arrival and service processes, weighted
according to the offered load [Whitt 83a, eqn 38].
Whitt assumes probabilistic routing, i.e. probabilistic splitting of
departure streams from queues. Given the assumption that the
departure process is renewal, this leads to linear relationships
between the departure process before splitting, and the individual
streams after splitting.
Calculating Arrival Processes
A s described above, Whitt suggests three linear approximations for
variances of departure and arrival streams:
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1. A linear relationship between the squared coefficients of variance
of all arrival streams and the squared coefficient of variance of the
composite arrival process to each queue.
2. A linear relationship between the squared coefficients of variance
of the arrival process and the departure process at each queue.
3. A linear relationship between the squared coefficient of variance
of the departure process at each queue and the squared coefficients of variance of each of the streams after probabilistic splitting.
Together these approximations lead to a system of linear equations
in the squared coefficient of variance of the arrival process to each
queue. For typical networks this system is quite sparse and m a y be
solved relatively quickly.

4.3.5 Multiple Servers
The characteristics of multi-server queueing systems are less well
k n o w n than those of single-server systems. For example, the m e a n
and variance of the waiting time of an M / G / l queue can be calculated exactly, but no exact general relationship exists for M / G / m
queues. Whitt suggests approximations for the delay in multi-server
queues, but w e take a simpler approximation approach which seems
adequate for our purposes.
Consider Figure 4.3. W e approximate a multi-server queue by a
single-server queue with approximately the same departure process
and the same m a x i m u m throughput. Given the independence
assumptions used in the analysis, the rest of the network sees the
single server-queue as being approximately identical to the multiserver queue.
M a x i m u m throughput in the single-server approximation is maintained by equating the total service rates in the two systems,
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Figure 4.3 Approximating a multi-server queue by a single-server queue

Table 4.3 Multi-server queue approximation: symbols
Symbol

Definition

m

n u m b e r of servers

P

offered load

2
a

squared coefficient of variation (s.c.v) of arrival process

c

s

m e a n service time per server (in a multi-server queue)

2

s.c.v. of service time per server in a multi-server queue)

x

S1

m e a n service time in single server approximation

2
S1

s.c.v. of service time in single server approximation

T

C

2

s.c.v. of departure process

'si m

(Eqn 4.5)

T h e departure processes are approximately m a t c h e d b y keeping the
variance constant. This is done with the help of two of Whitt's
approximations. Whitt approximates the squared coefficient of variance of the departure process from a multi-server queue as [Whitt
83a, eqn (39)]:
(Eqn 4.6)

a n d that f r o m a single server q u e u e as [Whitt 83a, e q n (38)]:
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(Eqn4.7)

Equating the departure variances from Equations 4.6 and 4.7 leads
to a value for the squared coefficient of variance of the service time
in the single-server approximation,
4 = l+-L(c£-l). (Eqn 4.8)
The queueing and delay characteristics of the single-server approximation are different to that of the multi-server queue. The differences in delay are compensated for by assuming, w h e n calculating
delays at the single server queue, that each customer experiences a
compensatory delay in addition to the queueing delays. The compensatory delay has m e a n tc and squared coefficient of variance c2c given
by
tc = t s -x sl ,

(Eqn 45)

#? = <££-<&•& <Et«n4-10>
This ensures that thefirsttwo moments of the delays calculated by
the approximation are accurate at light traffic.

4.3.6 Delay Distributions
Mean and Variance: Queues
Whitt calculates thefirsttwo moments of the waiting time distributions at each queue using approximations suggested by Kramer and
Langenback-Belz [Kramer 76]. These approximations are extensions
of the exact results for M / G / l queues, and are consequently exact
for M / G / l and M / M / l queues (though see the following discussion
about the second moment). See [Whitt 83a] for details.
Calculation of the second moment of the waiting time for an M/G/l
queue (and hence approximately for a GI/G/1 queue) requires
knowledge of the third m o m e n t of the service time distribution
[Whitt 83a, Takagi 91]. The analyses in this chapter use Whitt's
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approximation, which derives the third moment by fitting either an
Erlang or Hyperexponential distribution to thefirsttwo moments,
depending on whether the squared coefficient of variance is greater
than or less than 1.
Mean and Variance: Classes
Given class descriptions as outlined in Section 4.3.2, the call establishment delays m a y be calculated. This involves s u m m i n g the waiting and service time m e a n s and variances at each queue on the
route visited by each class, to give the m e a n and variance of the call
establishment delays. The independence assumptions outlined in
Section 4.3.3 are used: the delays at each queue are assumed to be
uncorrelated. However waiting times (i.e. delay before service commencement) at each queue are considered separately to service
times. This m e a n s that w h e n calculating the total delay at a queue
for customers of a particular class, the service time experienced by
that particular class can be used rather than the average service
time of all classes (which is used for every other calculation).
Distribution
Whitt suggests an approximation method for the distributions (as
opposed to m e a n s and variances) of the conditional waiting times,
i.e. the waiting time for service given that waiting occurs, at each
queue. W e extend this method to m a k e it more widely applicable; in
particular w e use it to evaluate distribution information for the total
delay at each queue and the total delay for each input class.
Whitt's distribution approximation is based on fitting particular distributions to the delay m e a n s and variances, depending on the delay
squared coefficient of variance (s.c.v.) [Whitt 83a]. Four separate
approximations are used, and the fourth is modified as explained
below.
1. (delay s.c.v.)k1.001. A two stage hyperexponential distribution is
used. The particular parameters used are dependent on the m e a n
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and squared coefficient of variance of the delay distribution. A n
analytical expression for the c.d.f. is known, and this can be
solved for any particular quantile.

2. 0.999£(delay s.c.v.)<1.001. The delay distribution is assumed to b
exponential.

3. 0.501 s(delay s.c.v.)<0.999. The delay distribution is approximated
the convolution of two exponential distributions with different
means. A n analytical expression for the c.d.f. is known in this
case.

4. (delay s.c.v.)<0.501. This case is rare in the application Whitt co
sidered, namely conditional waiting times at single-server queues.
Whitt suggest using a two-stage Erlang distribution, with squared
coefficient of variance 0.5, in these cases. However w h e n considering class delay distributions, small squared coefficients of variance will occur m u c h more frequently, since the class delay is the
s u m of a (possibly) large number of individual queue delay distributions. Consequently w e use a more accurate model.
Where the squared coefficient of variance of the delay is less than
0.501, the distribution is modelled by an Erlang distribution with
a non-integer n u m b e r of stages. This generalised Erlang distribution has p.d.f.
p(x)

=

nUntfr-ierW ^Q ,

(Eqn4-11)

where r, the number of stages, is equal to the reciprocal of the
squared coefficient of variance, the m e a n is equal to (m)- 1 , and
r(«) is the g a m m a function. Note that where r is an integer,
r(r) = (r- l)!, giving the standard form of the Erlang distribution
[Kleinrock 75].
A closed form expression for the c.d.f. of this distribution is not
known. In the analysis method used in this chapter, the p.d.f. was
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integrated numerically using finite elements in order to approximate the c.d.f.

4.3.7 M/M/1 and M/G/1 Analyses
Where each queue is assumed to be M / G / l , the analysis is carried
out as described above except that variance of the arrival process to
each queue (c.f. Section 4.3.4) need not be evaluated since it is
assumed to be unity.
In addition, where an M/M/l approximation is used, the service
time, waiting time and delay at each queue is assumed to be negative exponentially distributed. However the delay m e a n and quantiles for each class are fully evaluated from the negative exponential
queue delays.

4.4 M/M/1, M/G/1 and GI/G/1 Analyses: Validation
4.4.1 Introduction
This section reports on comparisons of M / M / l , M / G / l and GI/G/1
analyses with simulation results. The analysis methods described
above were implemented using the Matlab® numerical computation
environment. The implementation is very flexible, taking its inputs
in the form of textfilesdescribing the network and input classes.
The input classfileuses a format containing the same information
as the queue-level service description format developed in Chapter 3.
The simulations were carried out with the use of the Opnet™ simulation development environment, and the simulation model is briefly
described in the following subsection.
The purpose of these experiments is to investigate the following with
the regard to the GI/G/1 model:
• Whether the m e a n s and 95th percentiles of the analytical delays
at each queue are accurate.
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• Whether the m e a n s and 95th percentiles of the analytical delays
for each input class (i.e. the service completion times) are accurate.
• Whether the simple approximation of a multi-server queue by a
single server queue is valid.
In addition, the following is considered:
• Whether M/G/l and M/M/l approximations introduce significant inaccuracy compared to the GI/G/1 results.

4.4.2 Simulation Model
The simulation uses the network and service models described in
Section 4.2 and Appendix B.3. However several assumptions m a d e
in the analysis do not apply to the simulation model. In particular:
• No assumptions are made about the arrival process to each
queue. All processes are accurately modelled to the limit of the
double-precision variable used to represent simulation time.
• No independence assumptions are made. Any correlations and
interactions between queues are accurately modelled.
• Details of the routes and service requirements of the input classes
are accurately preserved throughout the simulation. Each customer experiences the routing specification and service time specified for its class, rather than the average over all classes.
However it is still assumed that the arrival processes for all three
input classes (but not each queue) are Poisson, as explained in
Section 4.2.4. Service processes with squared coefficients of variance less than unity are modelled by Erlang random variables.
The following statistics for various delays were collected:
• Mean delay, with 95% confidence interval.
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• 95th percentile (without confidence interval).
Methods for evaluating these statistics are considered in
Appendix C. Confidence intervals for distribution quantiles are difficult to systematically evaluate for reasons which are described in the
appendix.
Total delays for each input class and delays at certain queues of
interest were evaluated. In most cases, the simulations were run
until the 9 5 % confidence intervals on the means of all the statistics
of interest had converged to within ± 5 % of the estimated m e a n values.

4.4.3 Results
In the following graphs, various delays are plotted as functions of the
offered load to class 1 (pj. Six different sets of these characteristics
were evaluated at different values of p 2 and p 3 .
Simulation of the ten points in the most troublesome of these sets
took in excess of twelve hours on a S u n SPARCstation LX. B y comparison, analysis of each batch took less than 20s per analysis
method, in addition to the time required to parse thefilesdescribing
the network and input classes.
In general it was found that the M/G/l analysis results differed
imperceptibly from the Gl/G/1 analysis results. To avoid cluttering
the following graphs, the M / G / l results are shown only if they do
not coincide with the GI/G/1 results. Where this is the case, the
M / G / 1 results are marked with circles.
Figure 4.4 shows results for analyses and simulations of the service
completion times for class 1 customers, i.e. transaction requests
from SSP1. Since the Call Control Function is not explicitly modelled, this completion time is taken to be the duration from the offering of a request to the service switching function until the return of a
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response to the call control function. Several relevant features are
apparent from these graphs:
• There is little difference between the M/G/1 and GI/G/1 analysis
results.
• The mean delays calculated by the Gl/G/1 and M/G/l analyses
agree well with the simulation results. Almost without exception,
the analysed m e a n s lie within the confidence intervals of the simulated means.
• There is a tendency for the M/M/l results to slightly over-estimate the m e a n delays. There are several points in Figure 4.4(d-f)
in which the M / M / l m e a n delays lie above the simulation confidence intervals.
• In general, the GI/G/1 and M/G/l analyses' estimates of the
95th percentile of the service completion delays agree well with
the simulation results. However at very high offered loads (above
about 0.9), there is a tendency for the analytical results to underestimate the 95th percentiles by about 10-20%.
• The M/M/1 results for the service completion delays clearly overestimate the 95th percentile significantly.
Similar features are apparent when examining individual queue
delays. For example, Figure 4.5 shows results for the delays experienced at queue 1 by responses returning from the SCP. The offered
loads for classes 2 and 3 has a negligible effect on these delays. This
is born out by the simulation results: there is no significant difference between the delays in the two plots shown in Figure 4.5.
Again in Figure 4.5, the GI/G/1 and M/G/l analyses agree well with
the simulation results. The tendency of the M / M / l results to overestimate delays is less pronounced, but still apparent. The analytical
estimates of the 95th percentiles are better in this case.
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Figure 4.4 Service completion time for customers from SSP1 vs offered load for SSP1. Where
M/G/1 results are indistinguishable from GI/G/1 results, they are not shown.
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Figure 4.5 Delays at queue 1 for responses incoming from the S C P vs offered load. M/G/1
results are indistinguishable from GI/G/1 results, and are not shown. Note that the
two characteristics are nearly identical: this confirms that performance of queue 1 is
independent of p 2 and p 3 .

Similar conclusions hold for the delays at queue 12, which represents the Service Control Function a n d is illustrated in Figure 4.6.
T h e characteristics here clearly are dependent o n the loads for
classes 2 a n d 3 (c.f. Definitions 4.1-4.3). T h e good agreements
between G I / G / 1 a n d M / G / l analyses a n d simulation results are
again apparent, a n d the over-estimation of delays b y M / M / l analyses is m o r e pronounced. Note that the simulated 95th percentiles
are calculated to a resolution of 1 m s , which leads to noticeable
'steps' in the results.
T h e last set of results to b e considered are the delays at q u e u e 13,
w h i c h represents the Service D a t a Function a n d is s h o w n in
Figure 4.7. T h e results for the first four characteristics are uninteresting a n d are not s h o w n : they are flat linear characteristics similar
to the left half of Figure 4.7(a). Q u e u e 13 is a 60-server q u e u e
approximated b y a single-server q u e u e using the m e t h o d described
in Section 4.3.5. This approximation is found to b e very good, except
at high offered loads (c.f. the last four points in Figure 4.7(b)), w h e r e
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Figure 4.6 Delays at queue 12 for all requests. Where M/G/1 results are indistinguishable from
GI/G/1 results, they are not shown. Note that the vertical scales vary.
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Figure 4.7 Delays at queue 13 for all requests. Where M/G/1 results are indistinguishable from
GI/G/1 results, they are not shown. In graphs (a) and (b), px = l corresponds to
offered loads at queue 13 of 0.74 and 0.99, respectively, (c.f. Definitions 4.1-4.3.)
there is a small but noticeable discrepancy. Note the large error in
the M / M / l - b a s e d estimate of the 95th percentile. Except at
extremely high loads, the delay in this queue is dominated by the
service time with a n s.c.v of 0.125. T h e M / M / l analysis which
assumes exponential delays with a n squared coefficient of variance
of 1 consequently over-estimates the 95th percentile.

4.4.4 Discussion
Queue Delays
T h e G I / G / 1 and M / G / l analyses were found to calculate the m e a n
delays at each queue quite accurately. T h e method for estimating
distribution information, in this case the 95th percentile, is also
apparently quite accurate except at very high offered loads. This
conclusion is less definite because confidence intervals o n the 95th
percentile were not calculated in the simulation—see Appendix C.2.
At high offered loads, the estimates of the 95th percentile at each
queue were found to be 1 0 - 2 0 % too low. If this is found to be a prob-
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lem in practise, more complex analysis methods which exactly calculate the queue distribution in M / G / 1 queues might be considered
(e.g. [Choudhury 92]). However such analyses require complete
details of the service time distribution, and not just thefirsttwo
moments. Obtaining such information would be very difficult in
practice, since the service times are a function of service requirements of a (potentially) large n u m b e r of services. The complete service time distributions for each component of each service would then
be required, and it is doubtful that such information would be available.
Furthermore, modification of the approximation method to improve
accuracy seems difficult: at high offered loads, the ratios of the 95th
percentiles to the m e a n s is similar to those at lower loads, indicating
that any simple change to increase accuracy at high loads will
decrease the accuracy at lighter loads. A correction factor based on
the load of the queue might be appropriate, though this would be
difficult to design in a rigorous way.
The approximation method for multi-server queues w a s found to be
accurate except at very large loads, where it introduced a small but
noticeable discrepancy.
Class Delays
Given the accurate analyses of the m e a n delays at each queue, the
m e a n service completion time for the. customers of each input class
were also accurately calculated. The 95th percentile w a s also calculated with apparent accuracy by the GI/G/1 and M / G / l analyses,
except at high offered loads. This should be treated with some reservation since the service completion delay is dominated by the delays
at one particular queue (queue 13 representing the Service Data
Function).
The under-estimation of the 95th percentiles at high offered loads
might not be overcome simply by accurately calculating the delay
distributions at each queue (if this were feasible). Choudhury found
that estimates of delay across multiple queues in ISDN switch mod-
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els, using exact information about the delay distribution at each
queue, were still subject to 10-15% under-estimation at high loads
[Choudhury 92]. Choudhury postulated that this was due to correlations between delays at individual queues. Such correlations cannot
be considered in models, such as Choudury's and all the analyses
described here, which assume that inter-arrival times to each queue
are i.i.d.
M/M/1 Analyses
In several cases, the M/M/l analyses were found to over-estimate
the queue delays, and hence class completion delays. The squared
coefficients of variance of several of the service times in the model
(see Table 4.1) were less than 1, hence the delays were over-estimated when the squared coefficients of variance were assumed to be
unity. This practical limitation of M / M / 1 analyses has been recognised by other authors. See [Willmann 90] or [Choudhury 92] for
example.
Because the M / M / l analyses over-estimate the delays, they may be
used to supply an upper bound for the delays. This is potentially
useful because the M / G / 1 and GI/G/1 analyses under-estimate the
delays at high offered loads, where a loose upper bound could be
more useful in practise.
M/G/1 Analyses and Poisson Traffic
Little difference between GI/G/1 and M/G/l analyses is apparent in
these results, and both seemed to work very well. This implies that
within the model under consideration, little extra accuracy is
achieved by taking account of the second moment of the inter-arrival
times.

4.5 Example Model Revisited
4.5.1 Priority-Based Scheduling and Overload Control
The network model used to date in this chapter has been fairly simple, ignoring priorities. However it has been recognised that Stored
Program Control switches tend to use multiple scheduling priorities,
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Figure 4.8 Improved model of SS7 processing. Non-preemptive priority is assumed in
model (b).

and hence priority queueing models are appropriate w h e n modelling
switches

and

protocol processing

in detail [Choudhury

92,

Willmann 90]. Despite the fact that this chapter does not concentrate o n detailed models of individual switches, the priorities used in
these switches are still relevant. For example, Willmann and Kuhn's
models implicitly recognise that switches tend to give messages outgoing from the switch higher priority than incoming messages to
avoid internal congestion: their models give messages going 'down'
the S S 7 protocol stack generally higher priority than messages going
'up' [Willmann 90]. It is consequently reasonable to use a priority
queueing model which approximately reflects these priorities, as
illustrated in Figure 4.8.

Priorities are applied in a similar fashion in voice switching. Forys,
Im, and Henderson model voice switches using a queueing model
where n e w call attempts are given lowest priority, with processing
related to calls in progress given higher priorities [Forys 89]. Forys et
al. use a fairly complex non-preemptive priority scheme in a simulation investigation: queues are exhaustively served in order of
decreasing priority, with service re-commencing at the highest prior-
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Figure 4.9 Improved model of processing at the Service Switching Function. Non-preemptive
priority is assumed in model (b).
ity after a specified cycle time. However a simpler approximation is
used in the following investigations, as illustrated in Figure 4.9.

4.5.2 Modelling the Service Data Function
In prior discussion on Service Data Function modelling in
Section 4.2.2, w e identified that Service Data Function implementations introduce delays of up to several hundred milliseconds, and
handle several hundred transactions per second. A simple model of
the Service Data Function as a single queue with multiple servers
w a s introduced.
However such a simple model fails to capture important aspects of
the likely performance of real implementations: in particular, a service data function under light loads is likely to introduce delays significantly less than

the

assumed

service time of 300ms.

Furthermore, Utile queueing occurs in the 60-server model used,
except at offered loads very close to unity. This is inaccurate since
the delay at a Service Data function is likely to result from a series of
queueing

processes at one or more processors, disks, etc

[ D e m o u n e m 92].
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8x2-server queues: service time 10ms each, s.c.v 1
Figure 4.10 Improved Service Data Function model
The more realistic Service Data Function model used in later simulations and analyses is shown in Figure 4.10. This models consists of
a series of eight two-server queues, each with a service time of 10ms.
This model has the same m a x i m u m throughput (200 transactions/s)
as the single-queue model, and gives a delay of 3 0 0 m s at an offered
load of about 0.9, assuming Poisson traffic.

4.5.3 Network Model
The network model used in the subsequent simulations and analyses is shown in Figure 4.11. Referring back to Figure 4.1, queues 2,7
and 11, which represent S S 7 processing, have priorities introduced
as shown in Figure 4.8(b). Similarly queues 1 and 6, which represent Service Switching Function processing, have priorities introduced as shown in Figure 4.9(b). Queue 13, the Service Data
Function, is replaced by the eight-queue model shown in
Figure 4.10. The service times identified in Table 4.1 still hold,
except for those at queue 13.
Note that from the point of view of requests travelling through the
SSP, the Service Switching Function and S S 7 processors introduce
priorities in different orders: a request travelling from the Call Control Function to the S C P passes through the low-priority queue at
the Service Switching Function, and the high-priority queue at the
S S 7 processing. This is realistic up to a point: messages moving out
of the SSP, either to the S S 7 network or to the Call Control Function,
are processed at higher priority than customers moving inwards,
modelling avoidance of internal congestion within the switch.
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Figure 4.11 Network model with priorities and extended Service Data Function model
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Modelling of congestion control in switches is re-examined in
Section 5.4. The priority models used here, while being approximate,
are suitable for the main purpose of this chapter, namely examining
queueing analysis techniques.

4.6 Priority Queuing Model: M/G/1 Analysis and Validation
4.6.1 M/G/1 Priority Queueing Network Analysis
The queueing analysis technique used in this section is an extension
to M / G / l priority queueing models of the analysis technique
described in Section 4.3. The technique is similar to the GI/G/1
analysis, with the following differences.
• Each queue may have several sub-queues at different priorities,
each with its o w n service time distribution
• The assembling of input parameters from queue-level service
descriptions is still done essentially as described in Section 4.3.2.
In the M / G / 1 priority case, it is necessary to distinguish arrival
and service parameters for several sub-queues at each queue.
Where a parameter identifying a queue is used in the equations in
Section 4.3.2, it has been replaced by a set of two parameters
(queue and sub-queue) for the M / G / l priority analysis. This is
also taken into account w h e n calculating service completion
delays.
• Since Poisson arrivals are assumed, the calculation of arrival variances outlined in Section 4.3.4 is not required.
• The mean and variance of the waiting time at each sub-queue is
calculated using the exact results for non-preemptive priority
M / G / l queues [Takagi 91 J. The third moments of the service
times

are approximated

using

the method

Section 4.3, as are the delay quantiles.

described in
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priority analyses of Fontana and others

[Fontana 82,84,85, Vmen-Altamirano 82], which were used by K u h n
et al. [Bafutto 92,94, K u h n 93, Willmann 90], all arrivals are
assumed to come from Poisson streams: feedback of customers after
service to the tail of the queue (possibly at a different priority) does
not occur in the model and is not considered by the analysis.

4.6.2 Simulation Model
Apart from the modifications relating to priorities and Service Data
Function models described in Section 4.5, the simulation model
used for these experiments is unchanged from the previous investigations.
As in the previous experiment, the simulations were generally run
until the 9 5 % confidence interval in the m e a n had converged to
within 5 % of the current estimate. This took somewhat longer in
these simulations: the most troublesome batch (of ten points) took
more than 2 4 hours on a SPARCstation LX. Analysis of each batch
again took less than 20s.

4.6.3 Results
W e consider the results from the revised model in a similar order to
the previous results.
Results for the service completion time for customers from SSP 1 are
shown in Figure 4.12. A s in the results previously shown, the agreement between analysis and simulation values for the m e a n service
completion times is generally quite good. However in Figure 4.12(f),
the analysis under-estimates the m e a n delay by up to 5 0 % at high
offered loads. Slight under-estimates can be seen on the other
graphs. Corresponding discrepancies m a y be seen in the analysis
results for the 95th percentiles of the delays.
Similar discrepancies m a y be observed in the results for delays for
customers at queue 1, representing the Service Switching Function
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b. rho2=0.01,rho3=0.5
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Figure 4.12 Service completion time for customers from SSP1 vs offered load for SSP1. Note
that the vertical scale on graph (f) differs from the others.
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Figure 4.13 Delays at queue 1 for responses outgoing to the SCP vs offered load. The first and
last characteristics are shown: the remainder are similar to plot (a).

at S S P 1. Figure 4.13 shows delay characteristics for customers at
queue 1 outgoing from the Call Control Function to the SCP. At high
loads in the last characteristic, the analysis results again underestimate the delays by u p to 5 0 %
The results for customers incoming to the Service switching Function from the S C P are m o r e startling. A s s h o w n in Figure 4.14, the
analysis results completely fail to characterise system performance
except at light loads: at heavy loads, the analysis under-estimates
the delay m e a n s and 95th percentiles by u p to a factor of 10.
The results for queue 12, which represents the Service Control
Function and is s h o w n in Figure 4.15, s h o w less dramatic discrepancies between analysis and simulation results. However in the last
two characteristics, the analysis results still noticeably under-estim a t e the queue delays.
However these discrepancies are not consistent across all queues in
the system. For example, the analysis results s h o w n in Figure 4.16
for the total delays at the Service Data Function agree well with the
simulation results.
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Figure 4.14 Delays at queue 1 for responses incoming from the S C P vs offered load. Note that
the vertical scale on graph (f) differs from the others.
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Figure 4.15 Delays at queue 12 for all requests. Note that the vertical scales vary. The 95th percentiles are calculated to a resolution of 1 ms, hence the steps apparent in graphs
(a) and (b).

T h e c a u s e of the discrepancies b e t w e e n analysis results a n d simulations is readily apparent w h e n the d y n a m i c characteristics of the
q u e u e lengths a n d traffic flows in the simulation m o d e l are e x a m ined. Figure 4.17 s h o w s a set of s u c h characteristics at q u e u e 1, the
Service Switching Function at S S P 1 . T h e traffic load for the plots is
that of the p1 = 0.9 point o n the last g r a p h in e a c h of Figures
4.12-4.16. T h e arrival rate at e a c h instant is calculated a s the reciprocal of the duration b e t w e e n the arrival immediately before that
instant a n d the arrival at or immediately after that instant.
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Figure 4.16 Total delays at Service Data Function queues. Note that the vertical scale on graph
(d) differs from the others.

Note the strong a n d regular oscillatory behaviour which develops in
the characteristics. It is clear that certain arrival processes in the
system b e c o m e highly bursty a n d autocorrelated. T h e queueing
analysis, w h i c h a s s u m e s Poisson arrivals, thus fails to characterise
the system behaviour.

4.6.4 Discussion
At certain queues, and at light loads at others, the M/G/l priority
analysis technique characterises the m e a n s a n d 95th percentiles of
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Figure 4.17 Simulation results: Service Switching Function queue lengths and rates, p a = 0.9,
p 2 = 0.95, p 3 = 0.5.
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the delays well. This is to be expected since the M / G / l and GI/G/1
analyses of the non-priority system characterise its performance
well. Note particularly that the delays at the eight-queue Service
Data Function model (c.f. Figure 4.16) are well characterised, which
adds weight to the earlier conclusion that the method for summing
delays in several queues (e.g. w h e n calculating service completion
delays) appears to work well.
However, it is clear that at higher offered loads, significant discrepancies between analysis and simulation occur at certain queues.
These are due to failure of the analysis' assumption of Poisson traffic. In particular, the traffic in the simulation displays strong oscillatory behaviour.
This behaviour is surprising. The offered traffic streams to the network are all Poisson, and all service times in the network are modelled as i.i.d. random variables; but strong oscillatory behaviour of
the internal traffic streams in the network model occurs despite this.
The possibility of this behaviour is of obvious concern from the point
of view of Intelligent Network performance evaluation, since analyses
using assumptions of independent arrivals m a y fail to adequately
characterise delays. More generally, it has relevance to the design of
congestion controls in implementations of the Intelligent Network
Application Protocol.
In the remaining chapters of this dissertation, w e consider the
causes, effects, practical likelihood, and prevention of the oscillatory
p h e n o m e n o n w e have observed in this network model.

4.7 Conclusions
In the introduction to this chapter, deficiencies in previous work on
Intelligent Network performance evaluation were considered. The
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methods described in this chapter have overcome several of these
deficiencies:
• The "input by classes and routes" method in Whitt's Queueing
Network Analyser [Whitt 83a] is effectively a simple method of
translating queue-level service descriptions into parameters for a
queueing network. A n implementation of this method w a s used
successfully in the analyses in this chapter. This method handles
strict linear control flow only: the probabilistic branching and
concurrent processing structures described in Chapter 3 are not
handled.
Whitt's input by classes method also provides for summation of
queue delays for a class, i.e. calculation of service completion
delays.
• A n approximate method of calculating delay distribution quantiles based on the first two moments of the distribution w a s considered. This method, due to Whitt [Whitt 83a], w a s extended to
m a k e it more applicable to distributions with low squared coefficients of variation (s.c.v), e.g. service completion delays. This
method w a s found to be quite accurate in general. However at
very high queue utilisations, it tended to under-estimate the 95th
percentiles of the queue and service completion delays by u p to
2 0 % . N o simple extension of the method to improve accuracy is
apparent, and other methods suggested in the literature require
service time information beyond that easily derivable from Intelligent Network service specifications.
• M / M / l queue analyses were compared to GI/G/1 and M / G / l
analyses. The negative exponential service time approximation
w a s found to introduce small but statistically significant errors in
m e a n delays, and larger delays in 95th percentiles. Given that the
M / G / l and GI/G/1 analyses produced better results with little
more computational effort, M / M / l analyses seem unsuitable.
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• A n analysis which approximates General Independent (Gl) arrival
processes using two m o m e n t s w a s compared with M / G / l results,
and found to introduce little improvement in accuracy. This
implies that in IN models where it is appropriate to assume that
inter-arrival times are i.i.d., an assumption that arrival processes
are Poisson is suitable.
• The methods for translating service descriptions to network
parameters, s u m m i n g class delays and approximating quantiles
were extended to apply to priority queueing networks. Exact
results for delay m e a n and variance in M / G / l priority queues
were used. Under conditions where the i.i.d. mter-arrival time
assumption w a s valid, this method gave results of similar quality
to those observed for the non-priority GI/G/1 and M / G / l models.
• Traffic in the priority queueing network simulations displayed
strong oscillatory behaviour at higher offered loads. This lead to
significantly greater delays than those predicted by the M / G / l
priority analysis.
The last point is of major concern, and forms the subject of the rest
of the body of this thesis.
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5. Traffic Synchronisation

5.1 Introduction
The surprising oscillatory behaviour observed in simulation models
described in Section 4.6 is of concern because it suggests that traffic
in signalling networks supporting Intelligent Network transactions
might be quite badly behaved. This would have implications to network design and network analysis, as well as to switch design.
This chapter explores the causes, effects and likelihood of this oscillatory behaviour. Similar behaviour is not unknown: priority queueing networks of a certain basic structure are known to oscillate due
to a phenomenon k n o w n as Traffic Synchronisation. In Section 5.2
w e describe previous work on this phenomenon ^ n d relate this work
to the oscillatory behaviour observed in Section 4.6. In Section 5.3
some simple simulation experiments which expand on previous
knowledge of aspects of the phenomenon are described.
In Section 5.4, this knowledge as well as published work on overload
control in switches is used to examine the likelihood of traffic synchronisation occurring in real Intelligent Network models. In particular, the validity of the models used in Chapter 4 is re-examined.
Having established the likelihood of traffic synchronisation in Intelligent Network models, attention is then turned to quantification of its
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Feedback delay, mean 5
Delay
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Low priority queue,
mean service time x.

Figure 5.1 Priority queue with delayed feedback: parameters

effects. Section 5.5 describes a novel flow-model based analysis of
traffic synchronised systems. Results from this method are compared with the results observed in Section 4.6, as well as with further models. Variations of the basic structure which displays traffic
synchronisation, and consequent extensions to the analysis method,
are briefly described in Section 5.6. T h e findings of this chapter are
summarised in Section 5.7.

5.2 Mechanism and Influences
5.2.1 Traffic Synchronisation Mechanism
Traffic synchronisation w a s first observed in voice switches with a
reasonably constant delay between dial tone and completion of dialling (e.g. w h e n communicating with P B X s or other switches) by
Forys, I m and Henderson [Forys 89]. S u c h a system can be approximately modelled as s h o w n in Figure 5.1. Incoming calls are served at
lower priority than existing calls (which intuitively would seem to
give best performance at heavy loads). U p o n completion of initial
service, i.e. presentation of dial tone, calls are 'fed back' at a higher
priority after s o m e delay, in this case due to dialling. The post-dialling service time x h is higher than the pre-dialling service time x,.
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Figure 5.2 Traffic synchronisation: mechanism

T h e r e are three fundamental conditions for traffic synchronisation
which are satisfied by this system [Forys 89]:
• Customers are fed back at higher priority after receiving an initial
service.
• There is a reasonably constant delay in the feedback path.
• The high-priority service time is greater than the low priority service time.
Because of these conditions, oscillation may occur due to the mechanism shown in Figure 5.2 if the offered load is sufficient. "Traffic
synchronisation" refers to the "batching,'' i.e. bursty and oscillatory
nature, of the resulting traffic [Erramilli 91a].
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fx
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Figure 5.3 Modelling interactions between the a Service Switching Function instance and the
rest of the network. (Complete model is from Figure 4.11.)
In Figure 5.3(a), we show the model which displayed oscillatory
behaviour in Chapter 4. From the point of view of processing at the
SSPs, the structure of this network is fundamentally similar to that
shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. In particular,
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• Processing for n e w calls is assumed to be performed at lower priority than that for existing calls.
• Processing requirements after completing an Intelligent Network
transaction are assumed to be greater than those before.
• It appears that the feedback delay is reasonably constant, particularly where the load on the Service Data Function from sources
other than the Service Switching Function in question is high.
(These assumptions are re-examined in Section 5.4.)
Consequently, it appears as though the oscillatory behaviour of the
network model shown in Figure 5.3(a) can be explained by reducing
the model to basic traffic synchronisation system shown in
Figure 5.3(b). Strong evidence for this is provided by the dynamic
queue length plots in Figure 4.17: backlogs occur alternately in the
low and high priority queues precisely as shown in Figure 5.2.
It should be noted that the work on priority queues with feedback
mentioned in Chapter 4 deals with queues where feedback is immediate, i.e. there is no feedback delay [Fontana 82,84,85, VillenAltamirano 82]. Such systems do not display traffic synchronisation.

5.2.2 Literature Review: Traffic Synchronisation
Early Results
A s mentioned above, traffic synchronisation w a sfirstexplicitly identified in voice switches by Forys et al., w h o described the conditions
for oscillation outlined above [Forys 89], Forys et al. derived a simple
simulation model which produced results qualitatively similar to
anomalous results observed in both load box tests and real measurements of voice switch performance. This simulation model w a s
essentially as outlined above, with the following priority mechanism:
• The switch has several queues, with each queue having non-preemptive priority over the following queues. The service runs in
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cycles of fixed duration. At the start of each cycle, the highest priority queue, representing critical system tasks, is served to
exhaustion, followed by exhaustive service of each of the lower
priority queues. At completion of service for a task, the cycle is
restarted if the time limit is exceeded.

In our models in Chapter 4, the critical systems tasks are not explic
itly modelled, but are assumed to be taken into account w h e n calculating the capacity of the system. Similar approximations have been
m a d e by other authors w h o have considered traffic synchronisation
[Erramilli 91a,91b, Nyberg 90,92a,92b]. It should be noted that
where the 'cycletime'mentioned above is small, the priority mechanism is approximately equivalent to simple priority discipline as
used in the simulations in Chapter 4. This equivalence is implicitly
recognised

in Erramilli

[Erramilli 91a,91b], and

and

Forys' flow model

also in other simulation

(see below)
approaches

[Nyberg 90,92a,92b].
Variability of feedback delay w a s identified as an important factor
affecting traffic synchronisation by Forys et al. They found that
oscillations were strongest with constant feedback delays (in particular 5.5s in their model). With s o m e degree of variability (uniform
random variables on [3,8]) traffic synchronisation w a s reduced in
effect. With a large degree of variability (uniform [1,10]) it w a s completely disrupted, and simulation results agreed with normal queueing theory analyses. A similar lack of oscillation w a s observed with a
uniform [1,6] model. Forys et al. postulated that this w a s due to
reduction of the m e a n delay compared to the [3,8] model.
Variability of feedback delay w a s also recognised as important by
Nyberg et al. [Nyberg 90]. They considered various r-stage Erlang
distributions as delay models. With r equal to 1 or 10, no osculation
w a s observed. With r = 20, w e a k oscillation w a s observed, and with
r = 40, stronger oscillations were observed.
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Flow Models and Chaotic Behaviour

Subsequent to the earlier investigations by Forys et al., Erramilli a
Forys investigated traffic synchronisation by m e a n s of a flow model
[Erramilli 91a,91b]. This model is essentially as shown in Figure 5.1,
except that queue lengths are treated as being continuous, rather
than discrete. It also models service as a continuous flow out of a
queue.
The concept of service cycles introduced in [Forys 89] has been
retained in the analysis: the system state is characterised by four
parameters calculated at the end of each cycle:
• Low and high-priority queue lengths.
• The total flow out of the low and high-priority queues during the
service cycle.
Service rates are assumed to be deterministic. The feedback is
assumed to be deterministic and a multiple of the cycle time. Given
these assumptions, the system behaviour can then be described
completely by a set of equations in terms of the four parameters (at
various time lags).
Erramilli and Forys then used a non-linear systems' analysis technique based on Poincare Sections to analyse this model. This technique involves taking regular samples (i.e. at the end of each cycle)
of the system's state space and analysing its behaviour in terms of
these samples. F r o m this analysis, EiTamilli and Forys defined conditions under which various modes of oscillation are possible. They
defined the following condition for traffic synchronisation to occur at
all:
XS-L (Eqn 5.1)
2xh

where x is the arrival rate and xh is the high priority service time.
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This analysis showed that although a stable non-oscillatory state
existed for the system, a transient overload could cause the system
to enter a stable oscillatory state. At certain loads, several different
oscillatory states are possible (though some are unstable). Furthermore, the analysis predicted that the system could exhibit chaotic
behaviour, i.e. irregular, aperiodic oscillations [Erramilli 91a].

Erramilli and Forys identified that a major effect of traffic synchroni
sation is to reduce the effective throughput of switches, i.e. the
throughput of customers experiencing delays less than a certain
limit.
Erramilli and Forys also considered traffic synchronisation arising
from the action of reactive flow control schemes in packet networks
[Erramilli 91b].
In addition, Erramilli and Forys also considered prevention of traffic
synchronisation

by

altering

the

service

discipline

[Erramilli 91a,91b]. This work is reviewed in Chapter 6.
Other investigations
Nyberg et. al. have published results on simulation experiments
relating to traffic synchronisation [Nyberg 90,92a,92b]. S o m e of
these results consider systems similar to those observed by Forys
and Erramilli and demonstrate similar behaviour. Nyberg et al. also
demonstrate that traffic synchronisation can occur in systems without explicit priority mechanisms. In particular, traffic synchronisation can occur in a system with the following behaviour:
• The initial service of a customer is split into several smaller components, with return to the tail of the queue between service components.
• After some delay, the customer returns to a queue. These 'old'
customers receive a longer service time with no return to the tail
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of the queue (or more generally, a long service split into fewer
components that the initial service).
Consider the case where two customers enter the queue at similar
times, and where one customer is a "new" customer entering for the
first time, and one is an "old" customer re-entering the queue after
initial service and some delay. The old customer will leave first,
because it experiences fewer returns to the tail of the queue. This is
effectively a priority mechanism, and consequently traffic synchronisation can occur [Nyberg 92a,92b].
Nyberg et al. also consider multi-processor systems where each
processor is modelled as a non-priority queue with delayed feedback,
and n e w customers are sent to the processor which currently has
the shortest queue. This system also displays oscillatory behaviour
[Nyberg 92a,92b].
Comments
Several papers provide information relevant to determining whether
traffic

synchronisation

will

occur

[Forys

89, Erramilli 91a,

Nyberg 90].
Although the analysis approaches used deterministic models, the
simulations [Forys 89] considered Poisson arrivals, exponential service times and random feedback delays. Service time variability w a s
not mentioned as a influencing factor on traffic synchronisation, but
feedback delay variability was. Delay variance w a s also independently determined to be important by Nyberg et al. [Nyberg 90]. The
results presented by Forys et al. concerned only a small n u m b e r of
delay models (constant delay, and two different i.i.d. uniform delay
models). Consequently, more investigation into the nature of the
dependency of traffic synchronisation on delay variability is warranted.
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Erramilli and Forys' flow model provides useful information on the
conditions under which traffic synchronisation occurs, in particular
the m i n i m u m arrival rate shown in Equation 5.1.

5.3 Influences on Traffic Synchronisation
5.3.1 Outline
This section describes simulation experiments into the effects of
delay variability on traffic synchronisation, which was identified
above as an important open issue.
These experiments used a simple event-driven simulation written in
C++. The simulation model is as shown in Figure 5.1, with simple
non-preemptive priorities assumed. Initially, deterministic arrival
and service processes were assumed, as were constant delays. This
system corresponds closely to the flow model used by Erramilli and
Forys [Erramilli 91a], with the following differences:
• The flow model's approximation of continuous queue lengths was
avoided: queue lengths were modelled as discrete events.
• Service completions were modelled as discrete events rather than
flows.
Initially, systems analysed by Erramilli and Forys were simulated in
order to validate the simulation. These experiments are described in
Section 5.3.2. The simulation results generally agree with the flow
model; however some interesting n e w behaviour w a s observed in the
simulations.
In the later simulation models, Poisson arrivals, exponential service
times and random delays were assumed, producing a simulation
model closer to that used by Forys et al. [Forys 89] and very similar
to that used by Nyberg et al. [Nyberg 90]. This model was used to
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Figure 5.4 Offered load for Figure 5.5(a),(b) and (d). Arrivals are deterministic.
investigate the effects of delay variability and autocorrelation, as
described in Section 5.3.3.

5.3.2 Simulation Investigations: Deterministic Systems
D / D / l priority/feedback systems similar to those considered by
Erramilli a n d Forys were simulated for comparison. Various queue
length vs time characteristics are s h o w n in Figure 5.5, and the
arrival process for three of the graphs is s h o w n in Figure 5.4. It consists of a constant background inter-arrival time of approximately
1 7 m s equivalent to a utilisation of 0.95; in addition there is a deterministic burst with inter-arrival time 1 0 m s , which corresponds to an
offered load of 1.63.
Utilisation figures quoted here refer to the total service time required
by each customer, including both low-priority and high-priority service. T h e total service time in Figure 5.5(a), (b) and (d) is 1 5 m s . In
these investigations, it is a s s u m e d that all of the customers receiving
low-priority service are 'fed back' to the high-priority queue. Relaxation of this assumption is considered briefly in Section 5.6.
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a. Stable system:

b. Excited oscillations:

Tj = 0.0625, xh = 0.1, 5 = 0.3

tj = 0.0625, xh = 0.1, 6 = 0.5

c. Spontaneous oscillation (no arrival burst):

d. Alternate modes:

p = 0.9375, Tj = 0.05, Th = 0.1 , 6 = 0.2

TZ = 0.0625, ih= 0.1, 5 = 0.4

5

Figure 5.5 Queue lengths in D/D/1 priority systems with deterministic feedback delays

T h e system of Figure 5.5(c) h a s a deterministic inter-arrival time of
1 6 m s with n o burst. This corresponds to a utilisation of 0.93 (the
service times in this case are lower than for graphs (a),(b) a n d (d)).
The queue lengths were regularly sampled at intervals of 1ms, which
exceeds the Nyquist rate indicated b y the m e a n low-priority service
time of 5-6.25ms for the simulations.
The graphs in Figure 5.5 illustrate several features predicted by
Erramilli and Forys' flow model:
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• Sensitivity to transients. In graph (b), the system is stable, with no
queueing as expected in an under-utilised D/D/l system, until
the arrival transient occurs. The transient excites oscillations of
the queue length which continue indefinitely, despite the arrival
process returning to the background rate.

• Sensitivity to delay differences. In contrast to graph (b), the syste
graph (a), with a smaller feedback delay but otherwise identical
parameters, is stable under the input transient.

• Different oscillatory modes are possible. The queue length of the sys
tem s h o w n in graph (d) breaks into spontaneous low-amplitude
oscillation without any transient over-utilisation. However an
input transient can cause the oscillation m o d e to change to one
with higher amplitude and lower frequency.
Note that the flow model's requirement that the offered load must be
greater than unity for s o m e period in order that oscillations be
induced does not hold in the simulated system. The systems of
graphs (c) and (d) break into spontaneous oscillations in the absence
of an arrival transient.
These results are particularly counter-intuitive: they show that a
D / D / l system, due to the effects of priorities and delayed feedback,
m a y not only display queueing at offered loads less than unity
offered load, but also m a y display spontaneous oscillatory behaviour.
O n e feature predicted by the flow model which w a s not observed w a s
chaotic behaviour. In particular, Figure 5.5(a) is from a system in
which chaotic behaviour w a s predicted [Erramilli 91a]. This system
appears stable to any simple transient peaks in the offered load.
This suggests that at least some of the chaotic modes predicted by
Erramilli and Forys' flow model m a y be artifacts of flow models'
approximation of continuous queue lengths. Such modes m a y not be
realisable in discrete systems such as those simulated.
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5.3.3 Simulation Experiments: Delay Variability
For investigation of the effects of delay variability, a model w a s used
which differs from the one above in several respects:
• Poisson arrivals and negative exponential service times were modelled.
• Delays were proportionately much larger: in the systems of interest (for example that described in Section 4.6), the feedback
delays are an order of magnitude larger than the service times.
• Variable delays and variable autocorrelations were considered
with the use of AR-1 filtered Gaussian delay random variables.
(See [Box 76] for a description of autoregressive models.) The
Gaussian delays were truncated symmetrically to avoid negative
values.
Autocorrelations
The qualitative effects of varying delay autocorrelations is illustrated
in Figure 5.6. In both sets of results, the delay has the s a m e distribution, i.e. Gaussian with m e a n 0.75s, variance 0.4, truncated to
the range [0.15,1.35]s. However thefirstdelay characteristic is heavily autocorrelated, with autocorrelation at lag 1 of 0.999 (before
truncation)1, whereas the second delay characteristic is i.i.d.
With the autocorrelated feedback delay illustrated in Figure 5.6(b),
regular oscillations with amplitude roughly proportional to the delay
occur. However where the delay is i.i.d, as shown in Figure 5.6(d),
the queue length variations appear to be essentially random, with
little oscillation apparent.

1. The autocorrelation at lag k is defined as [Box 76]
- covt*fxutJ

E[(Xr Hy) (Xl+k-y.J]

where Xv X2,... is a time series with mean nx and variance a\, and cov [•] is
variance function. Note that r0 = 1, and for i.i.d random variables, rk>0 = 0.
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b. Delay for part a: Gaussian AR1 rx = 0.999
1.5

50
time/s
c. Largely random variations

d. Delay for part c: unfiltered Gaussian
1.5i

Figure 5.6 Effects of delay autocorrelation. Arrival and service times for graphs (a) and (c) are
negative exponential. Service times are: il = 0.005, ih = 0.010. Offered load is
0.975. The Gaussian process used for delays in graphs (b) and (d) has mean
E(6) = 0.75 and variance al = 0.4. The delay random variables are truncated into
[0.15,1.35] .

T h e s e effects are quantified in Figure 5.7(a). In this graph, simulation characteristics for the mean low-priority queue length are
shown for Gaussian feedback delay models with various autocorrelations. These are compared with the simulated characteristic for constant delay, and the analytical characteristic for an M/G/l priority
analysis of the system. Note that due to the oscillations, the mean
queue lengths (and hence delays) in the system with constant feed-
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a. Varying delay autocorrelation

b. Varying delay variance
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Figure 5.7 Queue length vs load characteristics under varying conditions. Unless otherwise
indicated, service times are x^ = 5 m s , x h = 10ms, delay mean and variance are
E(5) = 0.75 and al = 0.4, and delay autocorrelation coefficient at lag 1 is
r2 = 0.999.

b a c k delay are significantly greater than predicted b y the M / G / l
priority analysis. T h e following observations about the autocorrelation of the feedback delay may be made:
• Where the feedback delay is strongly autocorrelated, the mean
queue lengths in the system are similar to those with constant
delays with the same mean.
• Where the feedback delay is not strongly autocorrelated, the syst e m behaves similarly to a system with Poisson arrivals, as indicated by an M/G/l priority analysis.
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In the system considered, traffic synchronisation began to have an
effect at an autocorrelation coefficient at lag one of 0.9.
Variance
Given that the feedback delay is strongly autocorrelated, the variance of the delay has Utile effect. Figure 5.7(b) shows characteristics
for feedback delays with rx = 0.999 and different variances. There is
little difference between the characteristics for variances of 0 (i.e.
constant delay), 0.25 and 0.4 (plotted on Figure 5.7(a)). A s mentioned in Chapter 4, the feedback delays in the systems of interest
will tend to have low squared coefficients of variation, as they are the
s u m of several queueing delays.
Other Factors
Figure 5.7(c) shows m e a n queue length characteristics with various
splits between low-priority service and high-priority service. It is
k n o w n that the m a x i m u m amplitude of the oscillations depends on
the ratio of the high priority service time to the low [Erramilli 91a,
Nyberg 90], but m e a n queue length (or delay) vs offered load characteristics similar to Figure 5.7(c) have not been published.
It is also known that the oscillation amplitude depends on the magnitude of the feedback delay [Erramilli 91a, Nyberg 90]. This is confirmed by the m e a n queue length vs delay characteristic in
Figure 5.7(d).

5.3.4 Discussion
It w a s expected that the validation of simulation against flow model
results would be uninteresting. However one surprising result was
obtained: contrary to predictions from the flow model, D/D/l
queues with delayed deterministic feedback can spontaneously
oscillate with no transient overload.
The results also provided n e w information regarding feedback delay
pre-conditions for traffic synchronisation. Other authors have
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observed that delay variance or "variability" is an important determining factor, without being explicit as to h o w [Forys 89, Nyberg 90].
The experiments described above show that feedback delay autocorrelation, as m u c h as the variance, has a significant effect on whether
traffic synchronisation m a y occur. This has not been identified previously.
The experiments showed that, from the point of view of mean
responses in a traffic-synchronised system, there is little difference
between a constant feedback delay and a delay with high variance
but high autocorrelation. However systems with delays with high
variance but weaker autocorrelations displayed little synchronisation effect.
However the feedback delay variance is still important. Consider the
various i.i.d delay models, with autocorrelation coefficients of 0,
described in the literature. Forys et al. found that the strongest synchronisation occurred with constant delays (of 5.5s) and little synchronisation occurred with i.i.d. delays which were uniform on
[l,10]s, suggesting (correctly) that delay variance is an important
determining factor. W e a k oscillation effects were observed with i.i.d
uniform delays on [3,8]s but no oscillation effects were observed
with uniform delays on [l,6]s. Forys et al. postulated that the [l,6]s
delays did not lead to traffic synchronisation because the m e a n
delay w a s less that the [3,8]s case. It is more consistent to postulate
that this is true only in so far as the lower m e a n delay leads to a
higher squared coefficient of variation. In other words, that the delay
variance relative to the m e a n is a determining factor, not the m e a n
delay or variance in itself.
This also explains the results observed by Nyberg et al., w h o found
reasonably consistent oscillation in an i.i.d. Erlang-40 delay model,
which has relatively low squared coefficient of variance. However
weaker or n o oscillation w a s observed in i.i.d Erlang models with
fewer stages, due to the larger variance relative to the mean.
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Hence neither the autocorrelation nor the variance of the feedback
delay is a particularly useful measure by itself. Note also that the
autocorrelation coefficient of a deterministic time series is an undefined value of the form (0/0).
Consequently, use of a variability measure which takes account of
both variance and autocorrelation seems desirable. Such a measure
is described below.

5.3.5 A Useful Variability Measure
Definition
The required variability measure m u s t rank i.i.d. variables with low
variance similarly to heavily autocorrelated variables with higher
variance. The important feature to be measured is inter-observation
variance (i.e. 'jitter') relative to the mean.
The following coefficient, which we term the 'invariability' coefficient
seems suitable:
r' = ^ l+k . (Defn 5.1)
k

E[X?]

This is mathematically similar to the autocorrelation coefficient,
except that the square of the m e a n is not subtracted on the numerator and denominator.
The invariability coefficient takes values in the range [0,1] for positively autocorrelated (i.e. non-oscillatory) time series. r0' = l by definition. For i.i.d. random variables, its value is given by
=

g[¥J

=

CT)2 i|b0,

lEqn52)

fc

lu.d. EfX2]

EIX2]

4+1

where c\ is the squared coefficient of variation of the time series.
T h u s a time series with a low squared coefficient of variance (and
hence low inter-observation variability compared to the m e a n ) has a
high invariability coefficient.
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T h e invariability coefficient and the autocorrelation coefficient are
related according to

= r,c

lu.d. + (, "H.i.d./*' (Eqn 5.3)

Thus an autocorrelated time series has a higher invariability coefficient than that of a corresponding i.i.d. time series with the same
distribution.
Applicability
T h e following postulate is m a d e :
For any feedback delay processes likely to occur in practice, the
autocorrelation coefficient at lag one provides sufficient information to determine whether the feedback delay process allows traffic synchronisation to occur.
Strong evidence to support this postulate is shown in Table 5.1. This
table ranks the feedback delay distributions considered above, and
those in [Forys 89, Nyberg 90], according to the invariability coefficient at lag 1. The invariability coefficient distinguishes between the
various i.i.d. delay models (each with autocorrelation coefficients of
0), and ranks the models in a n order consistent with their observed
behaviour.
Based on the values in Table 5.1, it appears that the qualitative
nature of the oscillations (i.e. non-existent, weak or strong) can be
estimated from the invariability coefficient at lag 1. Such a relationship is s h o w n in Table 5.2. The most important finding is that the
invariability coefficient at lag 1 m u s t be greater than about 0.93 for
traffic synchronisation to occur in the processes considered.
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Table 5.1 Feedback delay distributions, invariability coefficients, and oscillations

V

Distribution

Behaviour

Exponential

0.5

Gaussian, s.c.v.=0.71, rx =0

0.58

Uniform [1,10]

0.81

Uniform [1,6]

0.85

Erlang-10

0.91

Uniform [3,8]

0.94

Erlang-20

0.95

Gaussian, s.c.v. =0.71, rx =0.9

0.96

Erlang-40

0.98

Gaussian, s.c.v.=0.71, r:=0.99*

0.996

Little or no oscillation

W e a k oscillation

Moderate oscillation

Gaussian, s.c.v.=0.71, rx =0.999 0.9996 Strong oscillation
1

Constant

...

t: This process w a s considered but not shown In the previous graphs:
Its effects were barely distinguishable from the rx =0.999 case.

Table 5.2 Oscillatory behaviour as a function of feedback delay invariability
Invariability Coefficient
Oscillations
at lag 1.
r{ < 0.93

None

0.93 £ ry < 0.97

Weak

0.97 £

Moderate

TX'

< 0.99

r{ 2> 0.99

Strong

5.4 Traffic Synchronisation in Intelligent Networks
5.4.1 Outline
In Sections 5.2 and 5.3 several requirements for traffic synchronisation were described based on either published work by other authors
or simulation experiments. These are:
1. A server in a network gives customers an initial service. Customers return to the server for a subsequent service after some delay.
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2. T h e returning customers receive service at higher priority than
n e w customers.
3. The returning customers require a greater service time than new
customers.
4. The feedback delay must be relatively 'invariable' (i.e. it must have
either have a low squared coefficient of variance or be strongly
autocorrelated). Evidence suggests that the invariability coefficient at lag 1 (as defined in Definition 5.1) must be greater than
about 0.93.
Given that these hold, traffic synchronisation will occur if the arrival
rate of n e w customers satisfies

zx

h

where ih is the m e a n service time for returning customers.
Requirement (1) is satisfied in Intelligent Networks because of their
structure: SSPs perform an initial service for a customer, initiate a
transaction with an SCP, and wait for the response: further service is
performed after a delay.
The other three requirements were satisfied in the model used in
Section 4.6 and repeated in Figure 5.3. The validity of this model is
re-examined with respect to these requirements in this section.

5.4.2 Service Priorities and Congestion Control
The priority models used to date have assumed that processing
related to calls in progress is given higher priority than n e w calls.
This is apparently a reasonable step to take because at overload, it
ensures that any calls accepted are completed [Nyberg 90,92a,92b].
The fact that traffic synchronisation has been observed in voice
switches [Forys 89] provides evidence that some switches do effectively implement priorities for calls in progress. However m u c h of the
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work on overload control in switches describes schemes which do
not utilise simple priorities as part of the overload control strategy
(e.g. [Morales-Andres 85, Manfield 85, Sabourin 91, Seraj 85, Wallstrom 91]). Despite this, priorities could still be implemented for one
of two reasons:
• Priorities are implemented as part of the normal process scheduling in the operating system of the switch, as opposed to overload
control.
• Priorities are effectively, but not explicitly, implemented as part of
the overload control scheme.
Several scheduling priorities are implemented in switches such as
the Ericsson A X E [Nyberg 92a], so the former is certainly possible.
However it is not clear whether the priorities are actually applied as
suggested above. Note also that the priorities need not be explicitly
or deliberately applied: it is sufficient that the returning customers
are served at a higher rate than the n e w customers (despite having
greater service time requirements) for any reason. A mechanism
where this m a y occur is described by Nyberg et al. [Nyberg 92a,92b],
and summarised in Section 5.2.2.
A s an example of the latter, w e consider the window access control
scheme

in Nokia

DX220

switch, as described by

Lehtinen

[Lehtinen 93],
Implicit Priorities in Overload Control
The overload control scheme in a D X 2 2 0 switch is illustrated in
Figure 5.8. The D X 2 2 0 consists of a number of peripheral processors (known as Peripheral Signalling Units) and a n u m b e r of central
processors. Communication between the peripheral processor and
the pool of central processors is shown in Figure 5.8. The main overload protection mechanism is implemented at the peripheral processors. Different peripheral processor types handle either P O T S call
set-up or trunk call set-up. A s s u m e for simplicity that initial call set-
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Central Processors
Requests other than
new attempts by-pass
the access buffer.

N e w attempts are
diverted into an
access buffer
Processed
requests
Token pool: a fresh
call attempt needs
a token to proceed

Figure 5.8 Access control in a Nokia DX220 switch (after [Lehtinen 93, Fig. 2]).

u p and digit collection is handled by Call Control Function instances
at switches other than the one in question, i.e. that the switch in
question is a dedicated SSP, and all call set-up requests arrive on
trunks.
New call attempts on trunks are diverted into an access buffer,
where they remain until either they are passed on to the central
processors or they time out and are dropped. In order to progress to
a central processors, a n e w request needs one of a limited n u m b e r of
access tokens. These tokens are returned to a pool "just prior to
sending thefirstmessage to another signalling unit [i.e. peripheral
processor] for outgoing signalling" [Lehtinen 93]. All other messages,
including responses to S C P transactions, by-pass the access buffer
mechanism.
Assume that for some reason, a burst of messages from the SCP
arrives at the switch, with each message requiring a relatively large
service time. Because of resource contention, this burst will slow the
return of access tokens to the token pool, and hence reduce the
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service rate for n e w messages. (Depending on the burst intensity, the
service of n e w requests m a y be virtually stopped.) Hence the service
rate for n e w requests will be reduced, causing a backlog if the arrival
rate is high enough.
Thus the access control scheme may effectively implement a priority
mechanism at high offered loads. Traffic synchronisation m a y
result.
Comments
Priority schemes such as that required for traffic synchronisation
certainly exist in practise, as evidenced by Forys' observations of
traffic synchronisation in voice switches [Forys 89]. Furthermore,
such priority schemes m a y be implemented as a non-explicit, even
inadvertent fashion, as shown above and by Nyberg et al.
[Nyberg 92a,92b].
Consequently it is reasonable to consider models of such simple priority schemes. Furthermore, it is dangerous to assume that such
models do not apply to a particular switch unless there is strong evidence that the scheduling or overload control mechanism does not
effectively implement priorities.
It is worth noting at this point that although the priorities at the
queue representing C C S 7 processing in Figures 4.11 and 5.3 are
applied in opposite directions to the priorities at the service switching function, this will not interfere with traffic synchronisation for
two reasons:
1. The signalling network is significantly over-dimensioned for reliability. For example, links are typically dimensioned so that the
m a x i m u m offered load they carry (except under failure conditions)
is 0.4 [Kagan 92].
However Signalling Points and STPs are likely to be designed to
accommodate fully loaded links, by switching messages onto their
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outgoing links at a rate equivalent to 64kb/s (or whatever is the
link rate). (STPs will probably not be dimensioned to do this on all
links simultaneously, under the assumption that not all links will
be overloaded simultaneously.)
As a consequence of this over-dimensioning, it may be safely
assumed that the Service Switching Function processes messages
at a rate which can not lead to large delays at the S C C P / M T P
processing.
2. The nature of traffic synchronisation is such that there are few IN
request message departures from the Service Switching Function
while IN response messages arrive, and vice-versa. This reduces
the resource contention.
From the explanations above, note that the traffic synchronisation
due to priorities at the S S P does not directly lead to overload in the
signalling network. It is possible the oscillations will create periodic
overload in the signalling network, but consistent overload in the
signalling network m a y actually tend to reduce traffic synchronisation by increasing delay variability.

5.4.3 Service Requirements
In order for traffic synchronisation to occur, the high-priority service
time m u s t be greater than the low priority service time. Whether this
occurs in practice is somewhat implementation dependent. However
it is certainly probable for the reasons explained below.
Typically, the number of SSPs will be smaller than the number of
switches in a network. Consequently, call initiation and digit collection will typically be handled by a processor (or switch) other than
that which handles Service Switching Function processing. Also,
most Intelligent Network calls, at least at the Capability Set-1 level,
are likely to require a single transfer of control (i.e. message) to the
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Service Control Function and a single return. (Refer to the "target"
services in Q.1211 [ITU-T93a, Rec. Q.1211].
The processing requirements at an SSP before sending a message to
the Service Control Function are consequently as follows:
1. Accept an incoming call on a trunk.
2. Perform Detection Point handling
3. Compose and send an Initial Detection Point information flow.
After a receiving a response from the SCP, call set-up signalling is
typically required. A typical sequence of events before connection
establishment is then:
1. Receive and interpret the response from the SCP.
2. Perform routing table look-up.
3. Find and reserve a bearer on the appropriate trunk.
4. C o m p o s e and send an Initial Address Message and proceed with
normal ISUP connection establishment.
In these circumstances it is reasonable to assume that the service
time after the response from the S C P is greater than that before
sending a request. This m a y or m a y not apply in different configurations and particular implementations. However it is clearly reasonable to consider models where it does apply, and hence where traffic
synchronisation m a y occur.

5.4.4 Delay Variability
In Section 5.3.5, the invariability coefficient w a s defined. It was
found based on various potentially traffic-synchronised systems
investigated in the literature and this thesis, that the invariability
coefficient of the feedback delay must be greater than about 0.93 for
traffic synchronisation to occur.
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It is s h o w n in Appendix D that the autocorrelation at lag 1 of the
delay at an M / M / 1 queue is given by
rx = p(2-p) , (Eqn 5.4)

where p is the offered load. (This result is little-known: it is not in
any publication k n o w n to the author.)
Consequently, the invariability coefficient at lag 1 is given by
ry = (l+p(2-p))/2. (Eqn5.5)

The delays from an M / M / l queue consequently satisfy the constraint that r{ > 0.93 if p > 0.63. Furthermore, the autocorrelation of
the total delay of a series of queues is m u c h greater than for the
delay of a single queue. For example, simulation results for the total
delay of a series of eight M / M / 1 queues show that the condition that
rj' >o.93 is m e t at a n offered load of somewhat less than 0.1.
Since the feedback delay in an Intelligent Network is the sum of
delays at several queueing processes, it is likely that the feedback
delay invariability is sufficient to permit traffic synchronisation if the
condition that \z i/(2th) is met (c.f. Definition 5.1).

5.4.5 Comments
Sections 5.4.2 and 5.4.3 demonstrated that the service time prerequisites for traffic synchronisation, namely that n e w call requests
at an S S P require less service at lower priority than responses from
the SCP, m a y reasonably occur in practise. Section 5.4.4 demonstrated that the feedback delay variance and autocorrelation are
likely to satisfy the conditions for traffic synchronisation suggested
by other models.
Although traffic synchronisation has not been explicitly identified in
existing networks, there is some evidence that it might be occurring.
In particular, a n extensive statistical survey of real S S 7 traffic
showed that such traffic is self-similar, i.e. autocorrelated over a
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wide variety of time scales [Duffy 94]. Traffic synchronisation by no
m e a n s provides a substantial explanation for these characteristics,
which are consistent with statistical observations of other packetswitched traffic, particularly in ethernets [Erramilli 93, Leland 93].
T h e authors hypothesize that the self-similar behaviour in S S 7 networks arises from the "long-tailed" nature of call holding time distributions [Duffy 94]. However the observed results by no m e a n s
disprove that traffic synchronisation occurs, since it leads to autocorrelations in traffic over a particular range of time scales and m a y
contribute to the observed effects.
It should also be noted that traffic synchronisation due to SSP overload control is one of several different ways in which oscillatory
behaviour m a y occur in Intelligent Networks. Oscillation at the INAP
layer can also occur due to the effect of congestion controls at the
SCP, with consequent call gapping at SSPs. Unless such systems are
carefully designed, they m a y lead to oscillation due to successive
strengthening and weakening of call-gapping measures [Nyberg 92c].
This is a n example of traffic synchronisation arising from reactive
flow control, as indicated by Erramilli and Forys [Erramilli 91b].
Oscillation may also occur at lower layers of SS7 due to bursts of
message re-transmits w h e n links (data link layer) or STPs (MTP layer
3) are overloaded [Rumsewicz 92, Smith 93,94]
However the mechanism w e have considered, traffic synchronisation
due to priorities at SSPs, is unique in that it m a y occur in correctly
dimensioned networks in non-overload conditions.
Since traffic synchronisation due to SSP priorities may reasonably
occur in Intelligent Networks, attention is n o w turned to further performance analysis of such systems.
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5.5 Analysis
5.5.1 Introduction
W h e n traffic synchronisation occurs in a network model, strong and
regular oscillations of the traffic and queue lengths occur at the SSP.
These were illustrated in Figure 4.17.
Under some simplifying assumptions, the characteristics of the rate
and queue length characteristics shown in Figure 4.17 can be
derived fromfirstprinciples, and hence m e a n performance figures
m a y be analysed.
In particular, the traffic synchronised system is modelled by a flow
model, in which queue lengths are assumed to be continuous, and
service is modelled by continuous, deterministic flows. These
assumptions correspond to those used by Erramilli and Forys
[Erramilli 92a,92b], although the analysis approach used here is
quite different.

5.5.2 Oscillation Mechanism and Timing
The oscillation m o d e w e are about to describe is intuitively the simplest in a traffic-synchronised system. Other oscillation modes at
higher frequencies are possible, and there is some suggestion that
chaotic m o d e s are possible [Erramilli 91a]. However this m o d e
appears to be the stablest: it is the only m o d e which appears to be
sustained in simulation results (see Figure 4.17 for example).
Figure 5.9 shows the low priority departure rate and high priority
service rate in a traffic synchronised system, as well as the queue
length characteristics. The parameters of the system are as shown in
Figure 5.1. F r o m the point of view of the low priority server, and
hence the low priority departure rate, there are three distinct phases
in the oscillation period, tf.
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Figure 5.9 Oscillation mechanism: rates and queue lengths

a. T h e low priority server serves the backlog of customers which had
arrived during the service of the last high-priority burst. (In addition, the server m u s t serve the customers which arrive during the
service of the backlog.) T h e customers depart at the low-priority
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service rate, (1/T,) , since no high priority customers arrive during
this time. This phase lasts for a duration ta during which the lowpriority queue length drops to zero.

b. From the completion of phase (a) until the arrival of the first of t
previous low-priority backlog customers at the high priority queue
(after the feedback delay, 5), customers depart the low priority
queue at their arrival rate x. This phase lasts for a duration
tb= ( 6 - y •
c. N o customers are served in the low-priority queue while the customers served in phases (a) and (b) arrive at the high priority
queue and are served. Hence the low-priority departure rate is
zero, for a duration tc, and the low-priority queue length steadily
builds. Note that for this oscillation mechanism to be stable, the
aggregate service time at the high-priority server for the customers served at the low-priority server during phases (a) and (b)
m u s t be greater than the duration in which these customers
arrive at the high-priority server. This is equivalent to the condition tc£5.
The n u m b e r of low-priority customers to arrive during phases (c) and
(a) is X(tc+ta). Note that, by definition,
A, = —p— . (Defn 5.2)
T

>+Th

Given that the low priority service time is T, , this gives, after some
manipulation,
t - '

c

(Eqn 5.6)
C

«

(l-p)T, + V

In the limit as P-> l, Equation 5.6 gives (ta/tc) = (T,/Th), as expected.
The number of customers to depart the low priority server during
phases (a) and (b), and hence arrive at the high priority queue during
phase (c), is (ta/T,+^tb). Hence,
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l

x + x

l

l

h

Solving Equation 5.6 and Equation 5.7 simultaneously gives
(1-P)(T,+ Th)2>l
1+
=-i —
,
P TZTh

ta=b/

6
f

c =

PTh
,-, r

(Eqn 5.8)

•

(Eqn 53)

Equation 5.8 gives the expected limit result, namely ta->8 as p-> l.
Substituting the condition for stability of this oscillation mode, tcs8,
into Equation 5.9 yields
T -L. T

P^4—"

(Eqn 5.10)

for oscillation stability. By Definition 5.2, this is equivalent to
Equation 5.1, which is the condition for traffic synchronisation
derived by Erramilli and Forys [Erramilli 91a].
Since tf= tc+o,
5(T, + T h )
tf=
' h' .
J
T,+ (l-p)T f t

(Eqn 5.11)

Equation 5.11 has counter-intuitive implications. It shows that the
oscillation period is generally a non-integer multiple of the feedback
delay, and that the period is somewhat dependent on the offered
load.
5.5.3 Delays
Because of the m a n n e r in which low-priority customers are locked
out, the delay characteristic for arrivals at the low priority queue is
different in shape to the queue length characteristics in Figure 5.9.
Figure 5,10 illustrates the variation in queueing times seen by lowpriority arrivals. A customer arriving at the beginning of phase (c)
m u s t wait for a duration tc, i. e. until the beginning of phase (a), for
the low-priority server to begin service once more. Customers contin-
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Figure 5.10 Queueing times seen by low-priority arrivals

ually arrive at rate x, so a customer arriving at the end of phase (c)
m u s t wait for a backlog of xtc customers to be served before it m a y
be served. Hence its queueing delay is xt^. B y the begmning of
phase (b), the backlog of customers has been served, so by the flow
model assumptions all arriving customers in phase (b) enter service
without delay. Averaging over the oscillation period gives the m e a n
low priority queueing delay,
ET{ =[% + XtcT, (tc + ta) J /2 tf. (Eqn 5.12)
This approximation is accurate, apart from boundary effects, for discrete deterministic traffic. It' would also hold for Poisson traffic by
the P A S T A property, except that r a n d o m traffic m a y interfere with
the oscillation. W e discuss this further in Section 5.5.5.
Calculating the mean queueing time for the high-priority arrivals is
m o r e complicated because the customer arrival process is bursty
and correlated with the queue state. T h e delay characteristic and
arrival rate are illustrated in Figure 5.11.
W e define two n e w phases in the oscillation period for the purposes
of this discussion:
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Queueing time seen by a
high-priority arrival

Figure 5.11 High priority arrivals and queueing times

a'. T h e customers which departed the low priority queue during
phase (a) arrive at the high priority queue, after delay 8. These
customers represent a proportion {ta+t^/tj of the total to arrive
during an oscillation period.
b'.The customers which departed the low priority queue during
phase (b) arrive. These represent the remaining portion, tb/tf, of
the customers.
T h e durations of phases (a') and (b') are equal to ta and tb, respectively.
Thefirstcustomer to arrive in phase (a') begins service immediately.
B y the end of phase (a'), r.a/Tt have arrived and ta/%h have been
served, so the queueing time seen by an arrival at the end of the
phase is ih{ta/%r ta/xh). The queueing time seen at the end of phase
fb') is (tc-b), which is the time remaining until the end of phase (c),
since the high-priority arrival rate is zero from then until the beginning of the next phase (a').
Given the arrival proportions mentioned above, the m e a n high priority queueing time is
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ET

*

2 T 7 ~+ — 2 5 — •

(Eq 5 13)

"'

5.5.4 Application to analysis
Equations 5.6 to 5.13 are functions of the feedback delay as well as
the offered load, and the low and high-priority service times. In a
real analysis, the feedback delay will also be a function of the offered
load and other parameters. However the feedback delay will be dominated by delays at devices, particularly the Service Data Function,
which serve m a n y SSPs. Hence the load from a single SSP has little
effect on the performance, and M / G / l analysis provides a good
approximation to the feedback delays. For example, traffic synchronisation seems to have little effect on the Service Data Function
delays illustrated in Figure 4.16.
Since the M/G/l analysis provides a good approximation to the
feedback delays, applying Equations 5.6 to 5.13 to analysis of a traffic-synchronised system is a two-step process:
1. Analyse the system using an M/G/l priority analysis, to provide
an approximation for the feedback delay in the system.
2. Using this approximated feedback delay, calculate the flow model
approximations for the delays at the traffic-synchronised queueing system.

5.5.5 Comparisons: Chapter 4 Simulations
Several characteristics showing significant deviation between simulation and M / G / l priority analyses, as a result of traffic synchronisation, were shown in Section 4.6.
The m e a n service completion delay characteristics from Figure 4.12
are repeated in Figure 5.12, along with results from the flow model
analysis procedure. The flow model analysis results apply above a
theoretical m i n i m u m offered load for traffic synchronisation, as
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shown in Equations 5.1 and 5.10. For the system under consideration, this m i n i m u m offered load is 0.67.
Note that where there is a significant discrepancy between M/G/1
analysis and simulation results in Figure 5.12, the flow model
results characterise the performance well. In other words, the flow
model analysis accurately characterises traffic synchronisation
mechanism where it occurs strongly.
However in several of the characteristics, the simulated mean delays
are lower than predicted by the flow model. In these cases, the ideal
assumptions behind the flow model are violated to a significant
extent. In particular, low priority services will occasionally occur
where they are impossible in the flow model, particularly at the
beginning and end of phase (c). This will tend to reduce the m e a n
low-priority queueing delay, and cause high priority arrivals to occur
outside phases (a') and (b'), reducing the m e a n high-priority delay
and generally disrupting the oscillation. Even in these cases, the
flow model is still useful: the M / G / l and flow model results provide
lower and upper bounds on the m e a n delays.
These observations also apply to Figures 5.13 and 5.14, which reexamine the queue lengths at the Service Switching Function.
Figure 5.14 presents the characteristics which showed the greatest
discrepancy between simulation and M / G / l analysis. Note that
although the flow model analysis over-estimates the m e a n delays, it
gives a reasonable indication of the nature of the delay characteristic
at high loads.

5.5.6 Comparisons: Further Simulations
Model Descriptions
The simulation results from Chapter 4 considered only a single
model, albeit under several different load conditions. Several further
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Figure 5.12 Service completion time for customers from S S P 1 vs offered load for SSP1. Note
that the vertical scale on graph (f) differs from the others. (Based on Figure 4.12.)
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Figure 5.13 Delays the Service Switching Function for responses outgoing to the SCP vs
offered load. (Based on Figure 4.13.)
models are considered in this subsection to confirm that the observations o n the accuracy of the flow model hold more generally.
Rather than repeat complex models as used in Chapter 4, the models used here share a similar structure illustrated in Figure 5.15.
This structure is based o n the following premises:
• T h e feedback delay in the models considered in Chapter 4 is dominated b y delays at the Service Data Function.
• A single Service Data Function instance at a single S C P will generally serve several SSPs. T h e load from a single S S P is likely to
have little effect o n the performance of the Service Data Function,
and consequently the feedback delay m a y be considered to be
approximately independent of the load on the S S P under consideration.
• T h e delay at the Service Data Function is the result of several
queueing processes.
• Since traffic synchronisation severity is dependent o n the m e a n
feedback delay, it is desirable to consider performance at the
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Figure 5.14 Delays at the Service switching Function for responses incoming from the S C P vs
offered load. Note that the vertical scales vary. (Based on Figure 4.14.)
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Figure 5.15 Further validations: model structure

worst-case SCP delay. Most of the models considered in this section, w e consider delays at the limit of the specification for the
North American network, namely a m e a n delay of 0.5s and 99th
percentile of Is [Robrock 91].
T h e feedback delay in the simulation models is an 8-stage Erlang
r a n d o m variable generated as the total delay of a series of 8 M / M / 1
queues. T h e m e a n delay w a s usually 0.5s and the 99th percentile
slightly less than Is, as described above. T h e delay w a s generated
from M / M / l queues at an offered load of 0.75, which leads to autocorrelations consistent with a heavily loaded device. These delays
were pre-calculated independently of the load from the SSP.
Using this delay model, which has a n invariability coefficient (see
Definition 5.1) in excess of 0.99 and is consequently nearly ideal for
traffic synchronisation, allows these investigations to concentrate on
the effects of service times.
The parameters of the models are listed in Table 5.3. Thefirstthree
models consider the effects of various service time splits between low
and high-priority service, with reasonably invariable service times
(an Erlang-4 model). T h efinalmodel considers more variable service
times (Exponential) and a shorter feedback delay. (This delay is still
Erlang-8 from a series of M / M / l queues at an offered load of 0.75.)
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Table 5.3 Further validation: model parameters
Model

Low-priority High-priority
Mean feedback
service:
service:
delay
mean, s.c.v. mean, s.c.v.

a.

5ms,0.25

15ms,0.25

0.5s

b.

2ms,0.25

18ms,0.25

0.5s

c.

8ms,0.25

12ms,0.25

0.5s

d.

5ms, 1.0

15ms, 1.0

0.25s

Results
T h e simulated m e a n delay characteristics from these models were
again compared with M / G / l priority analyses and flow model analyses.
In Figure 5.16, the mean round-trip delay characteristics in the
models are illustrated. Figures 5.17 and 5.18 show the m e a n delay
characteristics at the low and high-priority queues at the SSP.
The is generally very good agreement between the flow model results
and traffic synchronisation results, irrespective of the service time
conditions. Notable exceptions are the last points in graph (d) of
each figure, where both the M / G / l and simulation results exceed
the flow model value. In these cases, the stochastic queueing delays,
which are ignored b y the flow model, have a more significant effect
o n the m e a n delays than traffic synchronisation. There is evidence of
the flow model under-estimating the queueing delays at very high
offered loads in several of the other characteristics.

In several of the characteristics, particularly in Figure 5.18, there is
evidence of traffic synchronisation occurring at offered loads below
the theoretical m i n i m u m from the flow model. It appears that in
these cases, fluctuations in the arrival process lead to occasional
bursts a n d short-lived periods of oscillation, even if sustained oscillation does not occur. Clear evidence of this m a y be seen in
Figure 5.19, which displays part of the simulated queue length vs
time characteristic for system (c) at p = 0.7, where the theoretical
m i n i m u m offered load for oscillation is p = 0.83.
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a. th=15ms, tl=5ms, delta=0.5s

0.5
offered load
X sim. mean delay -

1.0

b. th=18ms, tl=2ms, delta=0.5s

0

0.5

offered load
M/G/1 priority mean -flow model mean

c. th=12ms, tl=8ms, delta=0.5s

0.5
offered load

d. th=15ms, tl=5ms, delta=0.25s

0.5
offered load

Figure 5.16 Further validations: round-trip delays

5.5.7 Comments
The flow model analysis performs best in systems where conditions
are such that strong oscillation occurs, i.e. where the feedback delay
is large and invariable.
Where conditions are less suitable for oscillation, the flow model still
provides a useful qualitative guide to system behaviour. The flow
model results and M/G/l priority results generally provide lower
and upper bounds for mean delays.
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a. th=15ms, tl=5ms, delta=0.5s

b. th=18ms, tl=2ms, delta=0.5s

0.5
offered load
X sim. mean delay -

0.5
offered load
M/G/1 priority mean

c. th=12ms, tl=8ms, delta=0.5s

0.5
offered load

1.0

1.0

flow model mean

d. th=15ms, tl=5ms, delta=0.25s

0.5
offered load

1.0

Figure 5.17 Further validations: mean delays at the SSP low-priority queue

T h e flow m o d e l analysis has two m a i n limitations:
• It produces results consistent with its assumption of a particular
oscillation m o d e at above a particular m i n i m u m offered load. This
m i n i m u m is consistent with predictions m a d e from a similar
m o d e l b y Erramilli and Forys [Erramilli 91a]. However it appears
than s o m e oscillatory behaviour m a y occur below this theoretical
m i n i m u m . It is not clear whether such behaviour is a result of
variations in the input traffic intensity, or whether it can occur in
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Figure 5.18 Further validations: mean delays at the SSP high-priority queue
flow models also. (The latter would imply that oscillation modes
different to that considered may be sustained at light loads.)
• Because the analysis assumes deterministic traffic, it fails to capture stochastic queueing effects. In particular, it can under-estimate queue lengths at very high offered loads.

5.6 Variations on the Traffic Synchronisation Model
Two extensions to the traffic synchronisation model and analysis are
discussed in a paper included as Appendix E [Lawrence 93b]. These
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Figure 5.19 Dynamic queue length characteristics, case (c), offered load 0.7
are illustrated in Figure 5.20. T h e analysis methodology and findings related to these extensions are not significantly different to the
basic analysis described above, so only a brief s u m m a r y is presented
here.
Non-Unity Response Probability
T h e model in Figure 5.20(a) represents the possibility that a low-priority message might not generate a response due to the nature of the
message or network overload. In this model, responses are generated
with a certain probability. Simulation and analysis results for this
model agree as accurately as for the basic model. The major effect of
non-unity response probabilities is to slightly increase the offered
loads above which strong traffic synchronisation appears, and
slightly reduce the amplitude of the oscillation.
Follow-on Requests
A n Intelligent Network service m a y require multiple transactions
between a n S S P and SCP. T h e model in Figure 5.20(b) represents
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No response to some requests

High priority service

Low priority service
a. Non-unity response probability

Repeat requests,
service time mean -c.

Ky
b. Repeat requests
Figure 5.20 Traffic synchronisation model: variations

this by allowing a follow-on transaction to occur immediately after
each transaction with a given probability. It is a s s u m e d that
processing for the follow-on transaction takes place in the high-priority queue, but that the follow-on requests are placed at the rear of
the q u e u e after processing the response that generates them. This
w a s found to disrupt traffic synchronisation to s o m e extent, but b y
n o m e a n s prevent it.

5.7 Conclusions
Traffic Synchronisation Mechanism
A simulation m o d e l in Chapter 4 indicated that traffic a n d buffer
occupancies in Intelligent Networks might display oscillatory behav-
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iour in a m a n n e r which standard queueing network analysis techniques fail to quantify. In this chapter, that behaviour was shown to
be due to traffic synchronisation.
Traffic synchronisation occurs in priority queues with delayed feedback from the low-priority server to the high priority queue. If the
high-priority service time is greater than the low-priority service
time, oscillation m a y occur. SSPs, depending on their implementation, m a y constitute such models: the delayed feedback results from
Intelligent Network requests being sent through the network, with
subsequent responses.
It w a s previously k n o w n that traffic synchronisation m a y occur even
in D / D / l systems with deterministic feedback. Simulation results
in this chapter show that, contrary to previous beliefs, it m a y occur
in such systems spontaneously, i.e. with no transient overload.
It w a s previously k n o w n that variability of the feedback delay
between low-priority service and the high-priority arrival was an
important determining factor of the severity of traffic synchronisation. Simulation results in this chapter show that delay autocorrelation is as important as delay variance. The observation-toobservation variability of the feedback delay, measured relative to
the m e a n , is what determines the severity of traffic synchronisation.
A statistical 'invariability coefficient,' which takes account of both
variance and autocorrelation, w a s proposed. This coefficient was
found to accurately rank the effects of the delay models used in simulations in this chapter, as well as those used by other authors.
Traffic Synchronisation in Intelligent Networks
Given knowledge of traffic synchronisation, the validity of the features in the simulation model in Chapter 4 which led to traffic synchronisation w a s re-examined.
T h e details of h o w Service Switching Function instances carry out
processing are implementation dependent. However there is good
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reason to believe that such processing will give effective priority to
processing of responses over processing of n e w requests. In particular, other authors have observed that such priorities lead to traffic
synchronisation in existing switches. Furthermore, priorities m a y
arise as an implicit side-effect of overload control mechanisms.
By considering the tasks required before sending an Intelligent Network request, and after receiving a response, it w a s demonstrated
that the service requirements after the response are likely to be
greater than those before sending the request.
The feedback delay invariability requirements were also considered.
Feedback delays in Intelligent Networks arise from a series of queueing processes, and such delays clearly do lead to 'invariable' delays
in the required sense.
Analysis
A n analysis technique which considers the nature of the oscillations
in traffic-synchronised systems w a s developed. The results from this
analysis are good where traffic synchronisation are strong. However
the analysis' assumption of deterministic arrivals, service and delays
limits its accuracy, especially at very high offered loads. It does,
however, approximately quantify effects which are ignored by standard queueing analysis techniques.
General Comments
T h e models in Chapter 4 and this chapter demonstrate that depending o n h o w networks are implemented, traffic synchronisation m a y
reasonably occur in Intelligent Networks. Precise quantification of
the effects of traffic synchronisation is difficult. However it is clear
that under certain conditions, delays in the network m a y significantly exceed those predicted by M / G / l priority queueing analyses.
This m a y constitute a reduction in effective network throughput, i.e.
throughput meeting the relevant delay specifications.
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Traffic synchronisation is difficult to accurately analyse in practice
because small variations in network conditions (equivalently, small
inaccuracies in network models) m a y lead to large variations in oscillatory behaviour and network performance. This unpredictability, as
m u c h as the performance degradation, indicates that it is more
desirable to prevent traffic synchronisation in Intelligent Network
than to attempt to accommodate it. Consequently the next chapter
examines prevention of traffic synchronisation by modification of the
service discipline at SSPs.

Preventing Traffic Synchronisation

6. Preventing Traffic
Synchronisation

6.1 Introduction
This chapter examines ways of preventing traffic synchronisation.
Traffic synchronisation is a consequence of service disciplines
involving priorities. Where these priorities are deliberately applied,
this is done to preserve system stability and throughput at overload.
O n e of the major contributions of this chapter is to examine the
trade-off between prevention of traffic synchronisation at normal
loads and maintaining performance at overload.
Section 6.2 introduces two readily apparent approaches to traffic
synchronisation control, including one suggested by other authors.
The performance of these schemes, at both normal loads and overloads, is investigated in Section 6.3.
Based on these investigations, the ideal service discipline in a priority/feedback system is defined. This scheme both prevents traffic
synchronisation at normal loads, and minimises transaction delays
at overload with no throughput penalty. A practical and simple
scheme for implementing this system is investigated in Section 6.4.
The findings of this chapter are summarised in Section 6.5.
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6.2 Approaches
Considering the traffic synchronisation mechanism described in
Chapter 5, two approaches to preventing or controlling traffic synchronisation at the Service Switching Function are apparent:
• Relaxing the priorities so that a complete lock-out of low priority
customers cannot occur.
• Spreading any departing bursts from the low-priority server with
additional delay, so that the burst does not cause a complete lockout of low priority customers.
Relaxing Priorities
Relaxing of priorities w a s considered by Erramilli and Forys
[Erramilli 91a]. Using their flow model, they restricted traffic synchronisation by placing a limit on the proportion of time which m a y
be spent serving high-priority customers. This ensures a m i n i m u m
amount of service of low-priority customers. The effect of this measure is to increase the offered load above which oscillation m a y occur,
and to reduce the amplitude of the oscillations. In particular, oscillations are completely prevented if customers m a y depart neither the
low-priority nor high-priority queue at a rate greater than the longterm capacity of the system. This is the rate i/(T,+Th), where tz and
xh are the low and high-priority servicetimes,respectively.
They note that because of their proposed control method, "the transient[s] in the high priority queue m a y be undesirably large and
extended," or in other words, that the system m a k e take excessive
time to recover from transient overloads, although oscillation will not
occur. This suggests possible undesirable effects with steady-state
overloads, which are investigated further in the next section.
In this chapter, this control method is investigated using a model
with the following service mechanism: if both the high and low-priority queues are non-empty, then a low priority customer m a y be
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served in preference to a high priority customer according to the priority leak' probability, Pp. The strict priority system previously considered corresponds to

Pp

= o. Where

Pp

= 0.5, no priorities are

applied. However it is important to note that pp = 0.5 does not correspond to a normal M / G / l queue, because the two customer 'classes'
are kept in separate buffers. This has the effect of ensuring that
each class is guaranteed at least half the m e a n service rate w h e n the
arrival rates for the classes differ, which would not normally occur if
the classes shared a c o m m o n buffer. This mechanism is essentially
that proposed by Erramilli and Forys, since it effectively limits the
proportion of service dedicated to the nominally high-priority customers. However this limit is applied in a probabilistic rather than
deterministic fashion.
Spacing Departures
In light of the knowledge that high delay variability prevents traffic
synchronisation, Erramilli and Forys noted that adding additional
r a n d o m delays could prevent traffic synchronisation. They noted
that this would be "elaborate" to implement [Erramilli 91a].
A related but more practical approach is to add delays in precisely
the m a n n e r which is guaranteed to prevent traffic synchronisation,
i.e. spacing low-priority departures to ensure that the departure rate
does not exceed the long-term capacity of the system. This can be
accomplished by adding a spacing buffer at the low-priority service
output, as illustrated in Figure 6.1. The following section considers
system performance with various spacer capacities.
In the simulation model used, service of a low priority customer will
not c o m m e n c e unless the there is free capacity in the spacer1. With
a small spacer capacity, this method is similar to another method
briefly commented on by Erramilli and Forys, namely directly
1. In the case of a zero-capacity spacer, service will not commence unless there has
been no low-priority departure for a duration at least as large as the spacing interval.
This is somewhat unrealistic, but it is considered as an extreme case for comparison.
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Spacer, capacity c ,
service time (xj+xh)
Figure 6.1 Message gapping at the Service Switching Function
restricting the service rate at the low priority queue. They noted that
this m a y cause the system to be idle w h e n the low-priority queue is
non-empty, thereby reducing system throughput. This is investigated with respect to spacers in the next section.

6.3 Performance
6.3.1 Models
The Switching Function model used in these simulations is shown in
Figure 6.2. In addition to the control mechanisms discussed above,
this model has two extensions to previous models, both related to
performance under overload. These are:
• Finite queue capacity. With overloads, it becomes important to
model the finite capacity of the message queues in order that the
simulated system remains stable and loss probabilities can be
measured.
• Non-transaction traffic. There will be traffic incoming to the Service
Switching Function which is not related to existing transactions,
and which m u s t be served at relatively high priority. Examples are
billing and other management-related messages, and services,
such as wake-up calls, which are initiated by the Service Control
Function. Such messages will become increasingly c o m m o n with
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High priority queue, capacity ch
mean service time -ch
Non-transaction
network traffic

^ Responses

transaction requesis.

Low priority queue, capacity c,
mean service time -c,

Figure 6.2 Extended Service Switching Function model

Intelligent Network capabilities beyond Capability Set-1. In particular, they will occur with services such as conference calls.
Since this traffic is likely to be less common than normal transactions, at normal loads it is reasonable to implicitly model it by
treating it as a constant background load to the S S P which is
included in the message service times. The previous models m a k e
this approximation. However at overloads, even small amounts of
this traffic m a y lead to loss of transaction traffic originating at the
SSP, as will be demonstrated below. It is thus important to explicitly model this traffic at overloads. (Explicit modelling of this traffic at normal loads is also considered briefly in Section 6.4.5.) It is
assumed that all high-priority traffic requires the s a m e service
time distribution, as indicated in Figure 6.2.
The parameters used in these simulation experiments are shown in
Table 6.1. T h e service time parameters are those used in most of the
systems w e have considered. (Several models with differing service
time parameters are considered in Section 6.4.) Capacities of 100
are a s s u m e d for the low and high-priority queues. These are large
enough to ensure negligible loss at normal loads, but contribute a
reasonable delay (about 2s) at overload.
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Table 6.1 Extended transaction processing model: parameters
Parameter

Value

Low priority queue capacity, cl

100

High priority queue capacity, ch

100

Low priority service time, -c.

SCV

Comments

5ms

0.2

Erlang-5

High priority service time, ih

15ms

0.2

Erlang-5

Feedback delay, 6

0.5s

0.125 SCP 8-queue model

Offered transaction traffic

varies

1

Offered non-transaction traffic

varies

1

0 if not otherwise specified

a. Leaky priorities: total delay
1.5

•

ieaK proDaDiiity. u.lr

b. Spacing: total delay

1.5
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Figure 6.3 Control schemes: performance at normal loads. Characteristics are from simulations unless otherwise stated. The confidence intervals are ± 5 % of the values
shown.

6.3.2 Normal Loads
Delay vs offered load characteristics for the network model with the
two control schemes are shown in Figure 6.3.
Figure 6.3(a) shows the effect of increasing leakiness' in the priorities. The corresponding flow model and M/G/l priority approximations are shown for reference. The characteristic for pp=0 (i. e. strict
priorities) is consistent with previous results.
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Relaxing the priorities has the expected effect of reducing the traffic
synchronisation-induced queueing delays. In the case where p p =0.5,
the simulated delays are not significantly different those of the
M / G / 1 priority analytical approximation, indicating that traffic synchronisation is not occurring.
Spacing messages to a rate equivalent to the SSP capacity, on the
other hand, introduces delay penalties at least as bad as those
caused by traffic synchronisation itself. The delays introduced by
spacing with a n infinite spacer are not significantly different from
those with no spacing at all, as illustrated in Figure 6.3(b). Using
smaller spacer capacities only worsens the situation, by reducing
the m a x i m u m throughput of the system—a finite spacer introduces
periods during which low-priority service is blocked (due to a full
buffer) despite a n absence of high-priority customers.

6.3.3 Overload
The results above indicate that removing priorities prevents traffic
synchronisation. This is a fairly obvious consequence of the traffic
synchronisation mechanism, and is consistent with previous results
[Erramilli 91a]. However the effects of this modification at overload
have not previously been considered.
Figure 6.4(a) shows throughput vs offered load characteristics for
systems with n o non-transaction traffic component. Apart from the
throughput restrictions in systems with spacers, all systems have
ideal throughput characteristics. Note that since the system is overloaded, loss of customers in the low-priority queue occurs. This is
not important, but it is important that no loss occurs in the high-priority queue in order that transaction throughput be maintained.
However different performance m a y be observed w h e n non-transaction traffic is considered. Figure 6.4(b) shows a transaction loss
probability vs non-transaction load characteristic for an overloaded
system, with a n offered transaction load of 2. The non-transaction
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a. Normalised throughput

b. Transaction loss prob, load=2

1.0
leak probability < 0.3
or message spacing
leak probability: 0.5

0.5

• + T 0.35

0 0l£
SSP offered load

4'

..o-i-t-°

0.5
1.
normalised non-transaction load

Figure 6.4 Control schemes: performance at overload. The confidence intervals in graph (a)
are ± 5 % of the values shown. In graph (b), a 'o' indicates a point where a confidence interval is unavailable (see Appendix C.3).
offered load is normalised so that if the transaction traffic and nontransaction traffic h a d the s a m e nominal 'offered load', the arrival
rate of the two traffic types would be the same. (A non-transaction
message actually contributes less load than a n transaction: a nontransaction customer is a s s u m e d to require a service time ih, and
the transaction customers a total of •cl+Th.) Transaction loss occurs
d u e to overflow of the high-priority message queue.
With n o priorities, i.e. pp = 0.5 (the best scheme from the viewpoint of
delay at normal load), any non-transaction traffic causes loss of
responses from transactions in progress, as well as the non-transaction traffic. This is expected: priorities protect the transactions in
progress from fluctuations in network traffic conditions. This loss
constitutes a loss of throughput, i.e. congestion collapse.
With strict priorities, with or without call gapping, no loss occurs at
reasonable non-transaction loads. (Loss will occur at very high nontransaction loads, w h e n the load saturates the system, but this is
not s h o w n in Figure 6.4(b).) Between the extremes of strict priorities
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[Pp = 0) and no priorities (Pp = 0.5), loss occurs only above a certain
threshold non-transaction load. This can be more clearly seen on the
surface plots in Figure 6.5, which are discussed below.
Note also that without priorities, i.e. where

Pp

= 0.5, a small but

noticeable transaction loss occurs even where there is no background load. Under these conditions, the high-priority queue
behaves roughly as an M / G / l / N queue at an offered load of unity.
Since N=100, the transactions see a loss probability of approximately 1/100 2 . Where priorities are applied, the returning transaction customers see a higher service rate, and the loss probability at
zero background load becomes negligible.

6.3.4 Leaky Priorities: Further Evaluation
It is instructive to examine the performance of relaxed priority
schemes using surface plots, as shown in Figure 6.5.
Figure 6.5(a) is equivalent to Figure 6.4(b), showing the transaction
loss probability vs leak probability and non-transaction load. From
this graph, it is readily apparent that for a given non-transaction
load, there is a leak probability below which negligible loss occurs.
Figure 6.5(b) shows an analytical approximation to graph (a). This
approximation is derived from a flow model of the priority
queue/feedback system in Appendix F, under the following assumptions:
• The system is sufficiently overloaded that the low-priority queue
is never empty.
• Transaction and non-transaction messages at the high-priority
queue experience the same loss probability.
This analysis derives the boundary of negligible loss region quite
well, and gives fair estimates of the loss probabilities within the loss
region.
2. The loss probability for an M / M / 1 / 1 0 0 queue at unity offered load is 1/101.
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a. Loss probability (simulation)

b. Loss probability (analytical)

1.0
0.5
non-trans, load

0.25
leak prob

c. Mean outstanding transactions (sim)

d. Leak prob for loss=0 (analytical)
loss occurs, but no
traffic synchronisation

0.25

I 0
E0.5
0.25
leak prob

traffic synchronisation
occurs, but no loss

1.0
0

0.5
non-trans, load

0
0.5
1.0
1.5
normalised non-transaction load

Figure 6.5 Relaxed priorities: response to non-transaction traffic at overload. Offered transaction load is 2 in all cases.

T h e loss region of the characteristic in Figure 6.5(a,b) is w h e r e the
high-priority buffer is often full (causing loss) a n d rarely empty. C o n sequently, traffic synchronisation is effectively prevented in this
region—periods in w h i c h a burst of low-priority customers m a y b e
served without interference from high-priority arrivals are rare. O n
the other h a n d , in the negligible loss region, the high-priority buffer
is rarely full a n d m o r e frequently empty. Consequently, traffic synchronisation m a y occur in the negligible loss region. S o m e evidence
for this m a y b e seen in Figure 6.5(c).
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b. Mean outstanding transactions (sim)

leak prob
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Figure 6.6 Relaxed priorities: simulation characteristics from Figure 6.5 repeated
transaction load of 5.
Traffic synchronisation tends to cause a marginal increase in the
n u m b e r of outstanding transactions at the SSP. Consequently at a
given non-transaction load, there is a slight tendency for the m e a n
n u m b e r of outstanding transactions to decrease as the leak probably
is increased and traffic synchronisation becomes less severe, u p to
the point at which the high-priority service becomes saturated and
the buffer tends to remain full. This can be seen as a shallow Valley'
at the base of the 'cliff in Figure 6.5(c).
Note that Figure 6.5 considers only one value of offered transaction
load, namely 2. O n c e the offered load is high enough that the lowpriority queue almost never empties, the characteristics shown
should not vary with further increase. T o confirm this, Figure 6.6
shows corresponding characteristics at a transaction load of 5. The
characteristics in Figure 6.6 are very similar those in Figure 6.5, as
expected.

6.3.5 Discussion
T h e ideal service disciplines in the Service switching Function model
at normal loads and at overload are somewhat contradictory. The
ideal behaviour is as follows:
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• At normal loads, the system should have no priorities, preventing
traffic synchronisation. This w a s recognised by Erramilli and
Forys [ErramiUi 91a].
• At overload, the system should have priorities, but only to the
extent sufficient to prevent loss at the current non-transaction
load. Ideally, the priority leak' probability should have the following value, derived in Appendix F and shown in Figure 6.5(d):

where pn is the offered non-transaction load as defined above.
Under these conditions, the system will the display neither traffic
synchronisation nor transaction loss.
The second requirement would be difficult to directly implement in
practice, requiring real-time estimation of the system load, which
might itself lead to instability. Also, neither condition is particularly
applicable at near-unity offered load; it is not clear that the second
condition will help deal with a transient overload at the high-priority
queue.
However a simple scheme which approximately implements the
above conditions, as well as acting to limit transients in the high-priority queue, is suggested in the next subsection.

6.4 Threshold-Based Prevention
6.4.1 Description
Consider the following observations:
• For traffic synchronisation to occur, the high priority buffer must
periodically empty.
. Transaction loss is caused by the buffer occasionally being overloaded.
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Threshold n
Above threshold:
strict priorities

Below threshold:
no priorities
High priority queue

Figure 6.7 Threshold-based traffic synchronisation prevention scheme
Ideally, at overload conditions, neither of these should occur. A s well
as b y dynamically changing the leak probability as described above,
this condition m a y b e satisfied using the following scheme:
Let a threshold be defined in the high-priority buffer. If the buffer
occupancy exceeds this threshold, strict priorities should b e introduced to reduce the occupancy rapidly. Below the threshold, n o priorities will b e applied: the 'high' and low' priority buffers should be
alternately served. This s c h e m e is illustrated in Figure 6.7.
Provided that the buffer is adequately dimensioned, and the threshold correctly set, this system is likely to achieve the ideal performance defined in Section 6.3.5. At light loads, a correctly set threshold
will never b e exceeded, and the system will default to a non-priority
system. At overload, strict priorities will ensure that the high-priority
buffer never overflows, a n d appropriate relaxation of these priorities
will ensure that it never empties. With transient overloads, excessive
delays at the high-priority queue will be prevented b y restricting flow
from low-priority service into the high priority buffer.
In effect, this system should o n average operate at the ideal priority
'leak' probability specified in Equation 6.1.
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Figure 6.8 Threshold scheme: performance at normal loads. Confidence intervals for graph (a)
are ± 5 % for all points except those at offered load 0.95.

6.4.2 Performance
Normal Loads
Apart from the u s e of the threshold scheme, the m o d e l used to
investigate the performance of this system is as used in Section 6.3,
with parameters s h o w n in Table 6.1. T h e threshold s c h e m e w a s
implemented as described above. W h e r e the high-priority q u e u e w a s
below the threshold, the low a n d high-priority queues were alternately served (provided both were non-empty), as alternate service of
the t w o buffers s e e m s m o r e likely in practice than r a n d o m selection
of a buffer.
This system w a s simulated at various load conditions with various
threshold levels. Figure 6.8 s h o w s system delay characteristics at
n o r m a l loads. S h o w n with a dashed line in graph (a) is a n analytical
result for a two-queue M / G / l alternating service system [ B o x m a 8 7 ,
Takagi 88]. This result is k n o w n to b e exact for the case w h e r e both
q u e u e s experience the s a m e arrival rate, i.e. w h e r e xb = o, w h i c h is
the case plotted. T h e simulation results should follow this line if the
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Figure 6.9 Threshold scheme: performance at overload. (Offered transaction load is
dence intervals for graph (b) are ± 5 % for all points.
threshold is adequately dimensioned, as this will ensure that the
system operates exclusively in the alternating service model.
The threshold=0 line corresponds to an unmodified system. Observe
from Figure 6.8(a) that increasing the threshold above 0 rapidly
reduces delays due to oscillations. The results with a threshold of 2 0
are not significantly different from the analytical results for the alternating service system.
T h e decrease in delay with increasing threshold can be more clearly
seen in graph (b), which plots delay vs threshold for two values of
offered load. 9 5 % confidence intervals are also shown. Clearly the
delays in this system drop to a m i n i m u m level at a threshold a little
less than 20.
Overloads
Performance of the system at overload is considered in Figure 6.12.
In these graphs, the offered transaction load is 2, i.e. a severe overload. G r a p h (a) is a surface plot of the loss probability as a function
of the non-transaction load for various threshold levels. T h e loss
probability is negligible for all values shown, which shows that the
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threshold-based service discipline works as intended. Note that loss
might occur if the threshold is set close to the capacity of the highpriority queue: the m a x i m u m threshold considered corresponded to
half the queue capacity.
Transaction delays at overload as a function of threshold level are
considered in Figure 6.9(b). Where xb = 0, the m i n i m u m delay
occurs at approximately the same threshold position as in the normal load results, namely approximately 20. The threshold position
corresponding to m i n i m u m delays tends to decrease as xb is
increased. This is further investigated below.

6.4.3 Threshold Design: Analysis
Consider the delay characteristics shown in Figure 6.8(b) and
Figure 6.9(b). In the case of Figure 6.8(b), there is a value of the
threshold beyond which no further decrease in delays occurs,
because traffic synchronisation no longer occurs. Figure 6.9(b) there
is a value of the threshold which gives the m i n i m u m delay for each
non-transaction load. At a non-transaction load of 0, these 'ideal'
thresholds are nearly identical. In this sub-section, a flow-model
based analysis is used to derive an approximation for these target
thresholds.
Definitions and Assumptions
The threshold scheme as defined above is applied. Namely, strict priorities are applied if the high priority queue length is greater than a
threshold n; and the 'high' and 'low' priority queues are alternately
served if the high priority queue length is less than n.
For this analysis, it is assumed that the queue capacities are both
large. In particular, it is assumed that
ch»n.

(Eqn 6.2)

For the purposes of this analysis the priority /feedback system is
modelled using a flow model as used previously. In particular, it is
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assumed that the system is characterised solely by the parameters
indicated in Figure 6.2 and Table 6.1.
It is also assumed that the background arrival rate is less than the
capacity of the system
kb<(l/-Zf). (Eqn 6.3)

A s s u m e for the purpose of analysis that there are large backlogs in
the low and high priority queues, and that the service time for the
high priority backlog is such that the feedback 'loop' empties while
the high priority queue length remains greater than the threshold n.
Furthermore, it is assumed that the system is overloaded to the
extent that the low-priority queue rarely empties.
These assumptions correspond to ideal conditions for commencem e n t of oscillation of traffic in this system.
Oscillation
In Figure 6.10, the effects of various threshold settings on the
behaviour of high-priority queue lengths following service of a large
backlog are illustrated.
Figure 6.10(a) illustrates the effect of a quite high threshold. U ptilla
time t0, the high priority queue is served to the exclusion of the low
priority queue due to strict priorities, and the high-priority queue
length drops relatively quickly. W h e n the threshold is crossed, service alternates between high-priority and low-priority customers, and
the high-priority queue length drops more slowly until thefirstof the
low-priority customers arrives after the feedback delay 6.
If there is no non-transaction traffic entering the high-priority
queue, i.e. in the case where xb = o, the flow model approximation to
the queue length would remain at its m i n i m u m level indefinitely,
since the system continues to alternately serve low and high-priority
customers. W h e r e xb>0, the queue length steadily rises to the
threshold, as illustrated. W h e n the queue length exceeds the thresh-
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n

Figure 6.10 Effects of threshold positioning

old, the high-priority q u e u e is served exclusively for the short time
until the q u e u e length dips below the threshold, creating a dynamic
equilibrium w h e r e q u e u e lengths remain close to the threshold.
U n d e r flow m o d e l assumptions, the q u e u e length remains exactly at
the threshold, as indicated.
It is undesirable to have a threshold set too high, as this leads to
excessive delays at overload, d u e to the q u e u e length 'sticking' to the
threshold as described above.
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Figure 6.10(b). At some time tlt where t1<t0+b, the high priority
queue length will reach zero, and the low priority queue may. be
served without interruption (apart from service of the occasional
non-transaction arrival at the high priority queue) creating a burst
until time t0+8, w h e n thefirstof the served low-priority customers
reaches the high priority queue. The queue length then proceeds to
rise slowly as described above, until the burst arrives at a time tx + 5.
This burst causes a sharp rise in the high-priority queue length.
However if the burst does not raise the queue length above the
threshold, the queue length will stabilise as in Figure 6.10(a).
However if the threshold is set too low, as in Figure 6.10(c), the burst
m a y raise the queue length well above the threshold. This leads to a
lock-out of the low-priority queue, and continuing oscillation. (The
threshold m a y tend to d a m p the oscillations compared to strict priorities, i.e. n = o, however.)
T h e ideal behaviour of a threshold system under overload conditions
is the critically d a m p e d case illustrated in Figure 6.11, where the
threshold is just high enough to d a m p oscillation completely in one
oscillation cycle, thus avoiding excessive delays due to a high
threshold, and avoiding excessive delays due to oscillation increasing the m e a n queue length.
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Analysis
Refer to Figure 6.11. During the period from t0 to (t0+b-te), high
priority and low priority customers are served alternately, giving a
high-priority service rate of i/(Tj+Th). Non-transaction customers
arrive at a rate xb, giving a nett rate of reduction of the high-priority
queue length of (i/(ij+xh) -xb). This leads to the definition for the
length of the low-priority burst,
te = 8 - —=-5 . (Eqn 6.4)

where n is the position of the threshold.
When the high priority queue length is less than the threshold but
greater than zero, low-priority customers are served at a rate
1/0^+Th) . During the burst, the service rate is (l - xbth) /\x. Hence
during the burst, the 'excess rate' of low-priority service above the
normal rate is given by
H l_Vh.._L- (Eqn6.5)
e

T

l

*i

T +T

I H

The queue length rises from 0 to n over the interval from (t0+8) to
(t0 + 28). The increase in queue length can be expressed as
n = Xbb + llete.

(Eqn 6.6)

Substituting Equations 6.4 and 6.5 into 6.6 and solving for n gives
the following expression for the ideal threshold setting:

(tj+xh)2

Note that xh>xt in a traffic-synchronised system, and hence the multiplier of xb in Equation 6.6 is negative. T h u s if xb is unknown, an
upper bound on the threshold can be derived by assuming xb = 0,
giving
n = 8Th/(T, + x h ) 2 .

(Eqn 6.8)
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Figure 6.12 Threshold scheme: transaction delays at overload. (Offered transaction load is 2.)

Comments
Equations 6.7 and 6.8 derive the target thresholds under the conditions w h i c h are ideal for oscillation. It is reasonable to a s s u m e that
the target thresholds will also have the desired effect, i.e. preventing
oscillation, under less dangerous conditions. This is investigated in
the next subsection.

6.4.4 Threshold Level Design: Validation
Figure 6.12(a) re-presents the information from Figure 6.9(b), i.e.
transaction delays at overload, as a function of the non-transaction
load a n d high-priority threshold. T h e steep slope in the surface plot
represents the increasing delays caused b y the high-priority queue
length staying near the threshold, as described above. T h e smaller
rise towards the origin represents the delays caused b y traffic synchronisation. In order to minimise delays at overload, the threshold
should correspond to the Valley' in Figure 6.12(a).
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The error bars in Figure 6.12(b) represent the thresholds at which
simulated delays differ insignificantly from the m i n i m u m delay, i.e.
those whose confidence intervals overlap the confidence interval of
the m i n i m u m point. They are not confidence intervals in the normal
sense: they are quite long because the delay characteristic is reasonably flat in the region of the m i n i m u m delays, rather than being
indicative of inaccuracy in the simulation. (The simulated delays are
evaluated to a confidence of ±5%.)
Because the 'error' bars in Figure 6.12(b) represent thresholds
where the delays are close to the minimum, they represent suitable
values of the threshold. The dotted line shows the analytical approximation for the ideal threshold. This approximation is quite accurate, as it occurs at a suitable point for each non-transaction load
considered (Note that the higher values of non-transaction load are
probably unrealistic in practice, but are shown to illustrate any
trends.)
To confirm that the analysis is also valid at more normal loads,
Figure 6.13 shows delays for the same system at a transaction load
of 0.8, with small values of non-transaction load explicitly modelled.
Round-trip delays including the low-priority queueing time are
shown, rather than transaction delays.
The rapid drop to a m i n i m u m delay with increasing thresholds is
consistent with that shown in Figure 6.8. The analytical values for
the ideal threshold are again within the suitable range.

6.4.5 Further Validation
The target threshold design formula described above was accurate
for the particular model on which it w a s tested. To verify that it is
accurate more generally, several more simulation experiments were
performed with a variety of parameters. These are shown in
Table 6.2.
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Figure 6.13 Threshold scheme: round-trip delays at transaction load of 0.8. Note that the viewpoint for graph (a) differs from previous graphs.

Table 6.2 Further validation: model parameters
Model

Offered
Mean
Low-priority High-priority
feedback transaction
service:
service:
load
mean, s.c.v. mean, s.c.v. delay

a.

2ms,0.5

18ms,0.5

0.4s

1.2

b.

7ms,0.33

13ms,0.33

0.25s

5.0

c.

5ms, 1.0

15ms, 1.0

1.0s

1.5

d.

2ms,0.5

18ms,0.5

0.4s

0.9

e.
f.

7ms,0.33

13ms,0.33

0.25s

0.5

5ms, 1.0

15ms, 1.0

1.0s

0.75

Six different cases are considered. Three of these are at overload a n d
three at n o r m a l loads. O n e of the three normal load cases, m o d e l (e),
involves a n offered load too low for traffic synchronisation to occur.
This w a s chosen deliberately to investigate whether the service
s c h e m e h a d a n y effect under these circumstances. Various service
time splits between low-priority a n d high-priority service were considered, as were different service time variances. Various feedback
delays were considered. T h e total service time w a s kept at 2 0 m s in
each case, b u t this does not restrict the generality of the results
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because the oscillation amplitude depends on the relative magnitude
of the feedback delays compared to the service times.
Figure 6.14 presents the results for the overloaded systems in a
m a n n e r similar to Figure 6.12, and Figure 6.15 shows the normal
load results similarly to Figure 6.13.
In most cases, the analytical approximation for the ideal threshold is
within the suitable range. The exception is model (a) in Figure 6.14,
where the analytical values for the target thresholds are marginally
low.
Model (a) is model with a high-priority service time an order of magnitude larger than the low-priority service time. This constitutes an
ideal condition for traffic synchronisation, and is perhaps unrealistic
in practice. The discrepancy with analysis probably arises from the
analytical assumption that the feedback delay is constant, with the
threshold being designed on this basis. The feedback delay is actually variable, and so there are occasions w h e n the delay is high
enough to permit traffic synchronisation despite the threshold.
In all the other cases, this does not lead to significant error, since the
consequent oscillations, if any, are weak due to the action of the
threshold. However in model (a), where the service time conditions
are ideal for oscillation, this is not the case: the analytical values for
the threshold are slightly too low.
In practice, the service time conditions in model (a) are probably
unlikely. However if similar conditions do occur, say if the high-priority service time is more than five times the low-priority service
time, the feedback delay should be slightly over-estimated.

6.4.6 Threshold Design: Practical Application
The analytical expression for a suitable threshold, is (Equation 6.7):
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Figure 6.14 Threshold scheme overload performance: further validation.
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Figure 6.15 Threshold scheme performance at normal loads: further validation.
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In order to use this expression in a real system, the following method
should be applied:
• Obtain values for the mean high and low priority service times, Tft
and Tf. If it is necessary to estimate these values, Th should be
slightly over-estimated and xt should be under-estimated.
• Obtain a 'worst-case', e.g. 'busy hour', estimate for the mean feedback delay. If ih» t,, inflate the estimate slightly.
• Obtain an estimate for the minimum expected non-transaction
load, xb. In m a n y cases, an approximation that xb = o would be
appropriate.
• The threshold, n, is then given by the equation above. The highpriority queue capacity, ch, should be somewhat greater than n.
c h >2n gave good results in the simulated systems.
A system designed according to these criteria will display little traffic
synchronisation, negligible transaction loss at overload and nearm i n i m u m transaction delays at both normal loads and overloads.
It m a y be appropriate to dynamically change the threshold based on
measurements of real system parameters, particularly the feedback
delay. If this is done, the system should be set u p to quickly increase
the threshold in the case of worsening parameters, but to decrease
the threshold slowly to ensure stability.

6.5 Conclusions
Control Approaches
Based on observations of the traffic synchronisation mechanism,
two potential methods for preventing oscillations were considered in
this chapter. O n e of these methods, adding additional delays to
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spread the departing bursts, w a s found to be unsuitable. Although it
completely prevented traffic synchronisation, the required additional
delays were at least as bad as those caused by traffic synchronisation itself. The other method, relaxing the priorities in the system,
w a s found to be more promising.
At normal loads, completely removing the priorities prevents traffic
synchronisation. However this leaves the system vulnerable at overloads: fluctuations in the high-priority queue lead to a small amount
of loss, and any amount of non-transaction traffic entering the highpriority buffer causes loss, as well as large delays due to the full
buffer.
Partially relaxing the priorities only partially reduces traffic synchronisation at normal loads. However at overload, a degree of priority
relaxation can be found which prevents both traffic synchronisation
and loss. A n analytical expression for this ideal priority leakage' was
derived.
T h u s the ideal service discipline in a priority/feedback system has
two somewhat contradictory requirements: no priorities at normal
loads, and priorities relaxed to a certain extent at overload.
Threshold-Based Control
The ideal service discipline can be approximately implemented using
a simple scheme, involving denning a threshold in the nominally
high-priority queue. If the queue length exceeds the threshold, strict
priorities should be applied. Below this threshold, the nominally
high and low-priority queues should be alternately served.
It was found that above a certain minimum value for the threshold,
this scheme prevented traffic synchronisation. N o transaction loss
occurred at overloads, though it might still occur if the high-priority
buffer were inadequately dimensioned: a capacity of at least twice
the threshold w a s found to be suitable. The m i n i m u m threshold constitutes an ideal value, because excessively high values lead to
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increased delay at overload. However its is desirable to err towards a
higher threshold, as this guarantees best performance at normal
loads.
A n analytical approximation to the ideal threshold was developed
and found to be quite accurate in general. Because the approximation is based on a flow model, it ignores stochastic effects which m a y
limit its accuracy in extreme cases. In particular, it m a y under-estimate the ideal threshold where the high-priority service times are
m u c h greater than the low-priority ones. However this under-estimate is only marginal, and the results are accurate for systems in
which the high and low priority service times are closer.
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7. Conclusions

7.1 Overview
This thesis has concentrated on development of analysis techniques
in three main areas:
• Systematic translation of Intelligent Network services into parameters for a queueing network model.
• Analysis of queueing network models to derive the required performance measures for Intelligent Network devices and services.
• Quantification of possible traffic synchronisation effects.
The work on traffic synchronisation has developed beyond invention
of analysis techniques to also consider aspects of switch design for
Intelligent Networks.
If switches are designed to prevent traffic synchronisation, the work
described in first two parts of the thesis constitutes a comprehensive
system for deriving the necessary performance measures from a
model of an Intelligent Network.
If, o n the other hand, traffic synchronisation is permitted to occur in
the network, work in the three parts of the thesis allows approximate
estimates of the worst-case network performance to be made.
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T h u s the work described in this thesis addresses the requirements
of performance analysis of Intelligent Networks in a substantially
complete fashion. However some additional research on certain
aspects m a y be valuable, and this is discussed in Section 7.5.
The approach and findings in the three areas covered in this thesis
are described in the following sections.

7.2 Analysing Services
Most of the ITU-Ts service definition work is concentrated at the
Distributed Functional Plane of the Intelligent Network Conceptual
Model. There is good reason for this: at this level, services m a y be
described fairly comprehensively without reference to any specific
network. Since it is reasonable to expect that service creation environments will work at this level, Distributed Functional Plane service representations are used as inputs for the service translation
mechanism described in Chapter 3.
The ITU-T Recommends that the specification and description language S D L be used to represent services at the distributed functional plane. However S D L is multi-threaded in approach: its intent
is to define the threads of control necessary in every device required
to implement a service. For analysing services, an approach representing a service as a single thread is more appropriate. A n informal
implementation of this approach is actually used extensively in the
ITU-Ts examples.
Formal representation of a "task" as a thread of "modules" of work
has been described by other authors. In Chapter 3, this methodology
is applied to network-independent service descriptions at the Distributed Functional Plane. A syntax for formal description of these
Task Control-Flow Graphs is described; this description format permits automated manipulation of these graphs.
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The problem of translating services from a network-independent representation through several intermediate stages to a model-specific
representation is conceptually straight-forward: it involves successive replacement of modules of work in higher-level service models
with threads describing the work in more detail. These replacements
m a y be formally defined using the task control-flow representation
syntax.
Two intermediate stages are useful in such translations. Thus four
different levels of representation are considered, all using task
control-flow graphs.
• Network-independent service descriptions at the Distributed
Functional Plane.
• Representation of services in a network with a particular Physical
Plane structure, but independently of the signalling network
structure.
• Representation of services in a network with a particular structure of the Physical Plane and the signalling network.
• Representation of services in a queueing network model of the
Intelligent Network structure.
Once translation to the lowest level has been completed, the service
time and arrival rate parameters for the queueing network m a y be
compiled given the traffic matrix for particular service or services.

7.3 Queueing Analysis
Since other authors have developed detailed models of SS7, developm e n t of models has concentrated on Intelligent Network devices. In
particular, models of SSPs and SCPs using priorities and multiple
servers have been developed.
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More extensive developments have been made on queueing network
model analysis techniques. Two major concerns about previous
analysis work on Intelligent Networks are that several of them do not
describe systematic summation of delay estimates for services from
delays at network elements, and those that do consider only the
mean. Distribution information such as 95th or 99th percentiles is
equally important, since delay specifications normally consist of limits on both the mean and a specified percentile. These are addressed
in Chapter 4.
No exact analytical techniques are applicable to the networks considered. A n approximate but comprehensive analysis method for
networks of GI/G/m queues developed by Whitt [Whitt 82a] was
modified to examine the validity of M/G/1 and M / M / 1 approximations, and extended to apply to M/G/l priority models.

It was found by comparison with simulations that use of an M/G
approximation did not significantly reduce accuracy of results compared to GI/G/1 analysis of the networks considered. M / M / l models were

found

to

be

excessively

approximate. A

simple

approximation for GI/G/m models as GI/G/1 models, which
matched departure processes of the real and approximate models,
was developed and found to be useful.
Whitt described an 'input by classes and routes' method which takes
as its input a restricted version of the queueing network level service
descriptions developed in Chapter 3. This method was used in the
analysis above, and extended to apply to M/G/l priority models. The
reverse process, namely summing delay estimates for service invocations from delays at queues (i.e. estimation of sojourn times) was
briefly described by Whitt. This method was implemented and
applied to variances as well as means.
A n approximation for conditional waiting times distributions at
queues, given that waiting occurs, has been developed by Whitt. It
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involves fitting arbitrary but sensible distributions to the first two
m o m e n t s of the waiting times. This method was extended to m a k e it
applicable to sojourn times, i.e. service set-up delays. In particular,
a sensible distribution was fitted to delays with variance-to-meansquared ratios less than 0.5. (Whitt approximated all such distributions by an Erlang-2 distribution with squared coefficient of variation 0.5, which is reasonable for the application he intended.) This
method w a s found to give good results in practice: there was generally close agreement between simulated results for 95th percentiles
and analytical predictions.

7.4 Traffic Synchronisation
Although the queueing analyses considered in Chapter 4 were generally quite accurate, a particular priority queueing model of an Intelligent Network displayed quite anomalous results: at moderately
heavy loads, certain queues had m e a n delays m u c h greater than
those predicted by M / G / l priority analyses. This w a s found to be
due to oscillatory behaviour of traffic in the model. This occurred
despite the model being seemingly innocuous: all external arrival
processes were Poisson, and Erlang or Exponential service distributions were used at all queues. In such models, traffic normally tends
to be approximately Poisson (as evidenced by the accuracy of M / G / 1
priority analyses at lighter loads), but this w a s not the case in the
model considered.
Oscillatory behaviour has been observed by other authors in priority
queues with delayed feedback from low-priority service to the highpriority queue. The network model, from the point of view of SSPs,
had this structure. This is disturbing as it shows that seemingly reasonable scheduling or overload control measures at SSPs using priorities m a y lead to poor network performance at reasonable loads. In
Chapter 5, the validity of this model w a s examined in detail based on
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knowledge of traffic synchronisation, derived both from other
authors and from n e w simulation experiments.
It was previously known that variability of the 'feedback' delay in
such models is a detennining factor as to whether traffic synchronisation m a y occur. Simulation results in Chapter 5 show that delay
autocorrelation is as important as variance: what is important is the
m e a n inter-observation variability. This is an important finding
which has not been identified by other authors. A statistical "invariability" coefficient w a s invented to measure the combined effects of
variance and autocorrelation. This coefficient was found to be a
quite consistent indicator of whether traffic synchronisation m a y
occur.
The feedback delay in an Intelligent Network results from a series of
queueing processes in the signalling network and SSP. It w a s found
that the delays from a series of queues have invariability coefficients
at a level which permits traffic synchronisation in other models.
Also in Chapter 5, a novel flow model-based analysis of the oscillation m o d e observed in simulations w a s carried out. This w a s found
to quite accurately predict m e a n queueing delays where traffic synchronisation is strong, and provide a generally conservative bound
otherwise. However the analysis ignores stochastic queueing effects,
which limits its accuracy at offered loads close to unity.

Performance analysis of traffic synchronised systems is difficult for
the s a m e reason that such systems are undesirable in practice: such
systems are unstable and sensitive to small changes in network conditions (or small modelling inaccuracies). Consequently, Chapter 6
addressed the prevention of traffic synchronisation.
T w o basic methods were considered: spacing of departures from low
priority service, and relaxation of priorities. Spacing w a s found to be
unsuitable because of the extra delay it introduces. Relaxation of
priorities seemed more promising. At normal loads, the ideal situa-
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tion is to have no priorities, while at overloads some degree of priority is required to prevent transaction loss and preserve throughput.
A n analytical result for the precise degree of priority required w a s
derived.
Despite this, it was found that a fixed-point relaxation of priorities
w a s unsuitable: it is not possible to both prevent traffic synchronisation at normal loads and maintain throughput at overloads with a
single degree of priority relaxation.
Direct implementation of the ideal priorities by measuring arrival
rates and delays would be difficult. However a simple scheme w a s
invented which effectively implements the ideal priorities. This
scheme involves definition of a threshold in the nominally highpriority queue. If the queue length is below this threshold, no priorities should be applied, and strict priorities should be applied if it is
exceeded.
If the threshold is dimensioned correctly, it should rarely be
exceeded at normal loads, ensuring that priorities are not applied
and traffic synchronisation occurs. At overloads, strict priorities are
applied where necessary to preserve throughput. A dimensioning
formula for the threshold w a s derived, using a flow model. The
dimensioning procedure is based on ensuring that oscillation cannot
occur in the system w h e n conditions are most suitable for it. In simulation models, this procedure w a s found to prevent traffic synchronisation and minimise delays under a wide variety of conditions.

7.5 Further Work
Although the analysis techniques described above meet the Intelligent Network analysis problem fairly comprehensively, there are
s o m e areas in which further development m a y be warranted. In general these involve extensions to, or more complete implementations
of, methods which have been already described.
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Service Translation

In Chapter 3, the requirements of the final step of translating a serv
ice into parameters for a queueing network model were described.
This step involves the translation of a queue-level service description
and traffic matrix into arrival rates and service times.
An implementation of this method due to Whitt [Whitt 82a] was used
in Chapter 4. This method w a s suitable for the service examples
considered, but it will not cope with all task flow models. In particular, it considers only strict linear sequences of 'modules' of work, and
not probabilistic execution of one of several modules, or concurrent
processing of several modules.
For analysis of more general Intelligent Network models, an implementation of a method coping with the full scope of the specification
syntax would be required. Such a method, applicable to M / G / l
models, is briefly described by C h u and Leung [Chu 87].
Network Analysis: Loss and Blocking
The service description syntax developed in Chapter 3 may be used
to represent loss and blocking at various points in a service. This is
described in Section 3.10.2. However analysis of finite queue models
which display loss and blocking is particularly difficult in Intelligent
Networks, due to the complex relationship between blocking probabilities and network loads.
Although there are queueing analysis techniques which are applicable the queueing networks similar to those considered in Chapter 4
[Akyildiz 89, Bocharov 87, B o x m a 81, Kouvatsos 89, Labetoulle 80,
Lawrence 92a], application is complicated by the fact that the blocking or loss probabilities experienced by a service effect the service
times and routing probabilities in a non-trivial manner. In fact, for
each n e w estimate of blocking probabilities, the final translation
from queue-level service descriptions to network parameters must
be re-performed.
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Implementation of such methods does not appear to have been considered in the literature. Clearly, either an iterative method or a gradient-based formulation would be required to derive a steady-state
solution for such networks.
Network Models
This thesis has concentrated on development of analysis methods
rather than network models. Although the queueing analysis methods have been tested in fairly complex models, there is scope for
comparison with simulation models which deliberately go beyond
the capabilities of the analysis method. For example, such models
could consider contention for resources such as conference bridges
or voice recognition systems, or modelling of complex service scheduling algorithms.
Self-similar Traffic
The queueing analyses in Chapter 4 have assumed that IN traffic is
not self-similar. For reasons described in Section 4.2.4, this
assumption m a y break d o w n if a significant proportion of service
invocations require multiple transactions. This has implications for
performance evaluation, namely that delay estimates (particularly
higher percentiles) m a y be rendered inaccurate.
Intelligent Network traffic will also interact with other signalling traffic, which is k n o w n to be self-similar [Duffy 94]. This m a y be less
important, as it seems that signalling network delays are less significant than those at Service Switching Points and Service Control
Points.
If it is found that IN traffic is self-similar to a significant extent, further development of performance evaluation will be required. There
appears to have been little work performed to date on queues with
self-similar arrival processes.
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Traffic Synchronisation Analysis
The flow model analysis for traffic-synchronised systems has concentrated on m e a n call set-up delays. Evaluating delay distributions
is more difficult, since the distribution is influenced by both oscillation and variations of the feedback delay in the system. In principle,
a conditional call delay distribution m a y be derived for a particular
feedback delay, and this m a y be convolved with the feedback delay
distribution to yield the call set-up delay distribution.
Accuracy of this analysis may be restricted due to the assumptions
in the flow model, i.e. ignoring various stochastic effects. This analysis w a s not pursued since the prevention of traffic synchronisation
will render it redundant. It is still relevant if performance bounds for
traffic synchronised systems are required.
Traffic Synchronisation Models
The examples in Chapters 5 and 6 assume that each S S P will commutate with only one SCP. In certain network implementations this
will not be the case: an S S P m a y communicate with one of several
SCPs. Whether this disrupts traffic synchronisation will depend on
the delay distributions of the various SSPs, the proportion of traffic
using each SCP, and consequently the invariability coefficient of the
resulting feedback delay. This m a y be difficult to calculate, so a simulation approach to investigation of performance of such systems
m a y be more appropriate.
Alternating Priority Queue Analysis
The mechanism suggested in Chapter 6 for prevention of traffic synchronisation at normal loads is to implement alternating service of
the nominally 'high priority' and low priority' buffers.
Analytical results for M / G / l queues with this service discipline are
k n o w n [Boxma 87, Takagi 88], and were used in Section 6.4.2.
These results are exact for balanced systems, e.g. two-queue sys-
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terns with the same arrival rates to each queue, and are good
approximations otherwise.
Complete application of such analysis techniques to IN models has
not been considered in this thesis. However such analysis is
straight-forward, requiring a simple modification of the method for
M / G / 1 priority queues described in Chapter 4.
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Service Representation Syntax: Definitions

Appendix A. Service
Representation Syntax:
Definitions

A.1 Outline
This appendix describes the service representation method based on
service control-flow graphs and descriptions. This representation
method is introduced in Section 3.4 and used in Chapters 3 and 4
and Appendix B. The intention is to describe the representation
method by illustration and example, rather than formally define it in
minute detail.
Section A.2 describes the various types of Modules, i.e. items of
work, used at various levels of service description. In Section A.3,
the various ways that modules m a y be grouped in threads are
described.
For definitions of the concepts and terminology used here, refer to
Sections 3.2 and 3.4.
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A.2 Modules
A.2.1 Outline
All module types used in this thesis are shown in Table A.1 and
described in the following subsections. The modules are grouped in
the table and following subsection according to where they were first
introduced. These groupings generally correspond to different levels
of service representation detail, i.e. Distributed Functional Plane
level, Physical Plane level, etc.

A.2.2 Distributed Functional Plane and General Modules (Section 3.4)
Specifying Devices
In general, the following definitions of modules are applicable at both
the Distributed Functional Plane and Physical Plane. Representations of the modules at the Physical Plane require specification of
which device the module is implemented in. It is assumed that some
numbering scheme applies to Physical Entities, and devices can be
specified by a number.
Although the Distributed Functional Plane is independent of an
physical network, it is still useful to specify the type of device on
which a module is implemented. For example, the first of the Functional Entity Action Modules shown in Table A 1 represents the following action:
process Trigger Detection Point: Request (f.e.a. type 2002) at the
Service Switching Function instance associated with the originating
party
The 'Service Switching Function instance associated with the originating party' is represented by the symbolic identifier "SSF_ORIG\ A
list of other possible identifiers is shown in Table A.2.
The identifiers resolve to particular functional entity instances (e. g.
the service control function in a particular service control point) for
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Table A.1 Module definitions
Module Type

Textual Description
Formal

E x a m p l e Graphical
Representation

Example Textual
Description

I
Functional Entity
Action

fea.{device, feajd)

Detect TDP-R -4*2002
(SSFJDRIG)

fea(SSF_ORIG,2002)

I
I
Detect TDP-R

d)

—[2002

fea( 1,2002)

I
Information Flow

inflsender; receiver, infjd),
infisender; receiver, infjd,
infjd,...)

I
Initial Detection Point
(1->4)

inf(l,4."Initial_DP")

I
I
Point of Initiation

poi{ccfjd,detection_point,
start)

POI (CCF ORIG)
(1:2)

poi(CCF_ORIG,2,l)

I

I
Point of Return

por{ccf_id,pointJn_calt\

Thread
(abbreviated
representation)

thr[threadjd,
parameter,parameter,...)

P O R (CCF ORIG)
(3)

por(CCF_ORIG,3)

I
thrpGet Number")
(CCF_ORIG,SCF_ORIG)

thr("Get_Number",
CCF_ORIG,SCF_ORIG)

I
N o Operation

no_op

Signalling message

ss7(source,destsize),
ss7(source,dest
sizejnean, size_scv),

no_op

I
ss7 (60)
(1->101)

ss7(l, 101,60)

I
Switching of a
signalling message

switch!
sp, source,dest, size),
switch(sp,source,dest
sizejnean, size_scv)

I
Switch (60)
(101)

switch(101,1,103,60)

I

I
Processing
requirement
at a server

proc [queue, mean, scv),
proc[queue,mean,scv,
delay_mean, delay_scv)

Proc(1)
(10,0.5)

proc(l, 1.0.0.5)

I

each invocation of a service. Different symbolic identifiers might
refer to the s a m e functional entity instance. For example, S C F _ O R I G
and S C F _ D E S T might refer to the s a m e service control point.
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Table A.2 Symbolic identifiers for functional entity instances
Symbolic identifier

Definition

CCF_ORIG

Originating call control function

CCF_DEST

Destination call control function

SSFJDRIG

Service switching function used by originating call control
function

SSF_DEST

Service switching function used by destination

SCF.ORIG

Service control function instance used by originating call
control function (if applicable)

SCF_DEST

Service control function instance used by destination call
control function (if applicable)

SRF_ORIG,
SRF_DEST

Specialised resource function instances

SDF_ORIG,
SDF_DEST

Service data function instances

In most services under capability set one, only one of the 'ORIG' or
' D E S T sets of identifiers will be required. However it is also possible,
particularly at higher capability sets, that further identifiers will be
required for definition of multi-party services. Hence Table A.2 is not
a n exhaustive list.
Functional Entity Actions
Functional entity actions are represented using the following format:
feaidevice, feajd)

(DefnA.1)

T h e feajd is a numerical code such as those identified in Q.1214
[ITU-T93b, Rec. Q. 1214], and used in Table A. 1. device could refer to
a particular Physical Plane device, or it could generically refer to a
functional entity as described above.
Information Flows
W h e n representing a n Information Flow, the sending and receiving
functional entity instances should be identified, as well as the type
of information flow, i.e.:
inflsender; receiver, infjd)

(De,n A-2)

Information flows are defined and tabulated in Q.1214, so the
n a m e s listed there are suitable as infjds. T h e operation n a m e s
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defined in Q.1218 are also suitable, since there is generally a one-to
one correspondence between information flows and operations. [ITUT93a, Recs Q.1214, Q.1218]. The sender and receiver m a y be Physical Entity numbers, or identifiers from Table A.2.
Several information flows along the same route may occur in
sequence as a result of a functional entity action (and several information flows m a y consequently be implemented by a single T C A P
message). It is useful to represent these concurrent information
flows by a single module:
inf(sender, receiver, infjd, infjd,...)

(Defn A.3)

Points of Initiation and Return
For background information, refer to the discussion on IN call set-up
in Section 3.2.6.
Points of initiation and return1 are represented as follows:
po\[ccfJd,detection_point,starQ
por[ccfJd,point_in_calD

(Defn A.4)
(Defn A.5)

The ccfjd will always refer to a Call Control Function (usually usin
the C C F _ O R I G

or C C F J T E R M identifiers defined above). The

detection_point of origination or pointJnjcaR of return are identified
using the n a m e s or numbers assigned in Q.1214 [ITU-T93a, Rec.
Q.1214]. The start parameter identifies the point in call to which
service w a s returned at the last Point of Return, if any, and otherwise is the originating or terminating "Null" state.
Shorthand Representation of Threads
Threads are groups of modules, and representation of them is
described in Section A.3. For conciseness, a sub-thread m a y be represented as a single module. This is described at the end of
Section A.3.
1 Strictly, the terms "Point of Initiation" and "Point of Return" apply at the Global
Functional Plane. However it is convenient to refer to the corresponding concepts at
the lower planes, i.e. "encountering a n armed Detection Point" and "returning control
to the basic call state model", using these terms also.
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'No Operation' Modules
The no operation module, *no_op' is used when there is a possibility
of nothing happening. Its use is explained in Section A.3.

A.2.3 Signalling Message-Related Modules (Section 3.6)
Signalling Messages
'ss7' modules represent SS7 messages of a specified size sent on the
link set from a specified source to a specified destination,
ss7(source,des£,size).

(Defn A.6)

Sometimes the size of a signalling messages is notfixed:for example,
a message m a y contain called number information which varies in
length for different invocations of a service. In these circumstances it
is useful to represent the size by two or more parameters, e.g. m e a n
and squared coefficient of variation, i.e.
ss7{source,dest,size_mean,size_scv).

(Defn A.7)

Switching Messages at a Signalling Point
'switch' modules represent transfer of a message at the signalling
point or signalling transfer point identified by the sp parameter,
switch(sp,source,dest,size).

(DefnA.8)

switch(sp,source,destsize_mean,size_scy)

(Defn A.9)

The source and dest parameters m a y not be necessary in m a n y
applications, so for brevity they are left out in the graphical representations shown in Table A. 1.

A.2.4 Processing Requirements at Queues (Section 3.7)
The processing requirement modules have the following format:
proc(queue,parameters...)

(De'" A-1 °)

where queue is the n u m b e r of the queueing system involved. Where
the parameters are m e a n and squared coefficient of variation, the
format is
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(Defn A.11)

It is often a useful modelling technique to follow a queueing system
with a delay block, i.e. an infinite server queue, to model propagation
delays, etc. Where this is done, a useful form for the processing
specification is
proc{queue,Tnean*scv,falayjrnean,falay_scv). (Defn A.12)

A.3 Grouping Modules
A thread is defined to be a grouping of one or more modules with a
well-defined entry point). A 'thread' m y consist of a number of definable sub-threads provided that a well-defined entry point is maintained. A sub-thread m a y be concisely represented by a single
module, as described later in this section.
A service will often be comprised of a strict sequential thread of modules. However more complex structures are possible. Task controlflow graphs for these structures are shown in Figure A.1. These diagrams are based on descriptions by C h u et al. [Chu 84, C h u 87,
C h u 91]. This section considers textual representation of these
structures, along with rules for equivalences among them.
Sequential Threads
The simplest thread structure is a strict sequence of modules as
shown in Figure A. 1(a). Sequencing is indicated by a c o m m a ,
thread = (rnodulel,rnodule2,...).

(Defn A.13)

The sequencing operator ',' is associative. For example
[{moa\u^l,Tnodule2),Trvodule3) & (rrwa\del,(rnodvJe2,module3\)
= (nwdidel,modide2,module3).

(EqnA.l)

Concurrent Threads
A thread m a y consist of two-or more sub threads executed concurrently, as shown in Figure A. 1(b). Although sequential sub-threads
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b. Concurrent sub-threads:
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c. Alternate sub-threads:
Or-Fork to Or-Join sub-graph

Figure A.1 Thread structures. Note that the sub-threads shown in graphs (b) and (c) need not
be sequential sub-threads: they may use any of the structures shown. (After
[Chu 84, Figs 3-5].)

are s h o w n , the sub-threads m a y have arbitrary structure. Concurrency is indicated using ampersands, i.e.
thread = (threadl &.thread28L...). (Defn A.14)

The concurrency operator, '&', is associative and commutative,
[{threadlMhread2)&thread3)

= [threcuilMthread2&thread3))
= {u\readl&tJiread2&thread3),

{threadl&thread2) = {thread2&threadl).

(Eqn A.2)
(Eqn A.3)

Alternate Sub-Threads
A thread m a y consist of two or m o r e sub-threads, only one of which
will be executed. This is illustrated in Figure A. 1(c). Each sub-thread
is assigned a probability, and these must sum to unity.
Such a structure may be used to model such things as alternate
actions depending on a user response, or alternate routes for signalling messages.
T h e notation for this is:
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thread = [pi • thjeadl+p2- thiead2+...),

(Defn A.15)

where the p expressions are numerical expressions satisfying
pt = 1 . (Eqn A.4)

?

It is useful to define a no-operation module to represent a probabi
of nothing happening, e. g.
thread = (pi • tlveadl+[l-pi)-nojop)

(Defn A.16)

The '+' operator is commutative,
[pt • t3veadl+p2- thjead2) = (p2* Qwad2+p1

• thread!)

(Eqn A.5)

and the '•' operator is distributive over'+',
iPi' (P2* tfvead2+p3' thiead3)+p4- tlvead4)
= (tPi *P$' u\iead2+{pi *p$ • thjead3+p4tivead4)

(Eqn A.6)

(where '*' represents arithmetic multiplication).
Loops
Chu

et al. allow looping structures of the form shown in

Figure A.2(a). The loop is repeated with a probability defined from
the m e a n n u m b e r of executions of the loop.
These looping structures m a y also be presented in the fully
expanded form shown hi Figure A2(b). This representation is more
realistic, as a represents a finite bound on the number of times a
loop m a y be executed. It is also more flexible in that a different probability for repeating the loop can be assigned for each repetition.
Shorthand Representation of Threads
For conciseness, a thread m a y be represented as a single module:
thr[ihreadjd^parameter,parcwieter,...):=thread

(Defn A.17)

The threadjd is a unique identifier for the thread, and the parameters are the unbound functional entity instance identifiers and other
parameters used in the thread definition.
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thread

(1-Pi)
thread
thread

-T

T\P|
t>Pi)

PD

thread

a. Loop structure

b. Expansion using Or-forks

Figure A.2 Representing Loops
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Appendix B. Service Definition
and Translation Examples

B.1 Credit Card Phone Service (Chapter 3)
B.1.1 Outline
This appendix contains detailed control-flow descriptions, translation tables, and miscellaneous other details for the Credit Card
Phone service defined in Section 3.4 and expanded upon throughout
Chapter 3. T h e structure of this section mirrors the layout in
Chapter 3.

B.1.2 Distributed Functional Plane Definition (Section 3.4)
The control-flow description for the credit card phone service, at the
Distributed Functional Plane Level, is shown in Listing B.l. This definition is largely a direct transcription of the control-flow diagram of
the service, Figure 3.19. S o m e addition structuring is introduced in
the textual description. In particular, each alternative sub-thread
after the two Or-forks is defined as a module.
In this listing, a parameter B A D _ P I N _ M A X is used to specify the
m a x i m u m n u m b e r of incorrect PIN entries before the call is terminated. T w o probability variables are used in the service definition.
'prinvalid",bad_PIN_count),' as used at point ©, is the probability
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Listing B.1 Credit card phone service control-flow description, Distributed Functional Plane
// Credit Card Phone Service definition: define the "Credit_Phone" thread to
// represent the entire service
thr("Credit_Phone",BAD_PINJMAX,CCF_ORIG,SSRF_ORIG,SCF ORIG,SDF_ORIG):=

(
// Begin: bad_PIN_count= 0
poi(CCF_ORIG, 1 ,"O_Null"),fea(SSRF_ORIG,2002),
inf(SSRF_ORIG,SCF_ORIG,"Initial_DP"), fea(SCF_ORIG,9001),

1.

// Everything after the initial call request might be repeated,
// so a sub-thread is defined:
thr("Credit_Phone_Loop",BAD_PIN_MAX,CCF_ORIG,SSRF_ORIG,
®
SCF_ORIG,SDF_ORIG)

)
thrrCredit_Phone_Loop",BAD_PINJMAX,CCF_ORIG,SSRF_ORIG,SCF_ORIG,
SDF_ORIG):=

(
// This sub-thread implements most of the first part of the control flow
// diagram
thrCGet_PIN&Check",CCF_ORIG,SSRF_ORIG,SCF_ORIG,SDF_ORIG)
// There are now two alternative sub-threads dependent on PIN validity
// (the definition of pCInvalid") will be dependent on customer behaviour)
®
pflnvalid" ,bad_PIN_count) •
thr("InvafidJVctions">(BAD_PIN_MAX,CCF_ORIG,SSRF_ORIG,
SCF_ORIG,SDF_ORIG)
+(l-prinvaUd",bad_PIN_count)) •
thr("ValicLActions",CCF_ORIG,SSRF_ORIG,SCF_ORIG)

)
rhrrinvalid^Actions",BAD_PIN_MAX,CCF_ORIG,SSRF_ORIG,SCF_ORIG
,SDF_ORIG):=

(
// Increment bad call counter and test
fea(SCF_ORIG,901 l),fea(SCF_ORIG,9031),
// The next threads are dependent on the bad call count
9
PrLimit",bad_PIN_count,BAD_PIN_MAX)thrrRetry_PIN",BAD_PINJ\4AX,CCF_ORIG,SSRF_ORIG,SCF_ORIG,
SDF_ORIG)
+(l-prLimir,bad PIN_count,BAD_PIN_MAX))•
thrrinvalid_Terminate",CCF_ORIG.SSRF_ORIG,SCF_ORIG)

)
thr("Get_PIN&Check-,CCF_ORIG,SSRF_ORIG,SCF_ORIG,SDF_ORIG-):=

(
// First section of control flow diagram: establish SSF/SRF connection and
// Get PIN
fea(SCF_ORIG,9l21), fea(SCF_ORIG,9122),
2
infTSCF_ORIG sSRF_ORIG,,'Connect_to_Res","Prompt&CoUect_Information),
fea(SSRF ORIG.2121), fea(SSRF_ORIG,3121), fea(SSRF_ORIG,3122).
3.
inflSSRF_ORIG,SCF_ORIG,"SRF_Report"), fea(SCF_ORIG,9081)
// Query for validity
4.
infiSCF_OPJG,SDF_ORlG,"Queiy"), fea{SDF_ORIG,4081),
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Listing B.1 Credit card phone service control-flow description, Distributed Functional Plane
5. inf(SDF_ORIG,SCF_ORIG,"Query_Result"), fea(SCF_ORIG,9083)

thr(" Retry_PIN" ,BAD_PIN_MAX,CCF_ORIG,SSRF_ORIG,SCF_ORIG.SDF_ORIG) :=

(
// Play "Retry PIN" announcement
fea(SCF_ORIG,9122),
infISCF_ORIG,SSRF_ORIG,"Play^Announcemenr), fea(SSRF_ORIG.3122),
inf(SSRF_ORIG,SCF_ORIG,"SRF_Report"),

6.
7.

// Retry main loop
thr("Credit_Phone_Loop",BAD_PIN_MAX,CCF_ORIG,SSRF_ORIG,
SCF_ORIG,SDF_ORIG)

)
thr("Invalid_Terminate",CCF_ORIG,SSRF_ORIG,SCF_ORIG):=

(
// Play "PIN wrong: terminated" message
// and terminate SSF/SRF connection
fea(SCF_ORIG,9122),fea(SCF_ORIG,9123),
inf(SCF_ORIG,SSRF_ORlG,"PlayJ\nnouncement", "Disconn_FwcLConn"),
fea(SSRF_ORIG,3122), fea(SSRF_ORIG,2122), fea(SSRF_ORIG,3123),
inf[SSRF_ORIG,SCF_ORIG,"SRF_Report"), fea(SCF_ORIG,9003),

8.
9.

// Terminate call
10.
inf(SCF_ORIG,SSRF_ORIG, "Release.Call"), fea(SSRF_ORIG,20014)
por(CCF_ORIG,l)

)
thrrValidJVctions",CCF_ORIG,SSRF_ORIG,SCF_ORIG):=

(

11
12

// Play call success message
// and terminate SSF/SRF connection
fea(SCF_ORIG,9122),fea(SCF_ORIG,9123),
inf(SCF_ORIG,SSRF_ORIG,"PlayJuinouncement", "Disconn_Fwd_Conn),
fea(SSRF_ORIG,3122), fea(SSRF_ORIG,2122), fea(SSRF_ORIG,3123),
inf(SSRF_ORIG,SCF_ORIG,"SRF_Report"),
fea(SCF_ORIG,9021).fea(SCF_ORIG,9003),

// Send charging information to SSF and proceed with call normally
13
inf(SCF_ORlG,SSRF_ORIG, "Furnish_ChargeJnfo","CollectJnfo"),
fea(SSRF_ORIG,2021), fea(SSRF_ORIG,20011),
por(CCF_ORIG,2)

that a customer incorrectly enters his/her PIN for the call. A definition of this variable relies on an appropriate model of customer

behaviour. Such a model is likely to depend on the number of previ

ous bad PIN entries. It is assumed that the 'bad_PIN_counf is main

tained on a call-by-call basis, and is a module of Call Instance D

maintained by the service logic. (If the 'bad_PlN_count' is in fac
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maintained for a customer beyond call completions, it will be taken
account of b y the Service Data Function w h e n checking PIN validity.)
The ,prLimit'',bad_PIN_count)' variable, as used at point ®, has the
following definition:
p("Limit",bad_PIN_count,BAD_PINJS4AX)
r

(Defn B.1)

_ I 0, bad_PIN_count<BAD_PIN_MAX
[ 1,
otherwise
Given the straight-forward definition of'p("Limit")', the service definitions in Listing B.l and Figure 3.19 could be expanded to remove
the conditional expressions using it if the value of B A D _ P I N _ M A X is
known.

(Such

an

expansion

is illustrated in Figure A.2

in

Appendix A3.)

B.1.3 Connections Resulting From the Service (Section 3.5)
T h e approximation for representing services with connections s h o w n
in Figure 3.22(b) and discussed in Section 3.5.3 can be represented
textually as follows:
thr("Credit_Phone_With_connections")
= thr("Credit_Phone"),(p("Connection") •thr("Connection",CCF_ORIG,CCF_DEST)
+ (l-p("Connection")) -no_op),
<De,n B"2)
where 'thr(Xredit_Phone7 is defined in Listing B.l. 'pCConnectionT
is defined as follows. Let pt represent the probability that the ith PIN
entry attempt is invalid, i. e. •prinvalid-,bad_PIN_count)' as discussed above. Using the service definition and Definition B.l for
'prLimitw,bad_PIN_count, B A D _ P I N _ M A X ) ' gives
MAX/'

1-1 ^

p("Connection\MAX) = (1 - p ^ + Y ' (1 -Pt) l\Pj
._
n V
1=2^

(Eqn B.1)

1-1 J
J=l

where 'MAX' represents «BAD_PIN_MAX'.
For example, consider the parameter values s h o w n in Table B. 1. It is
a s s u m e d that a customer w h o fails on the first attempt at entering
his or her PIN is likely to succeed on the second attempt, but any
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person w h o fails o n the first two attempts is unlikely to succeed
later. Hence two or three is a reasonable value for BAD_PIN_MAX.
Table B.1 Additional parameters for service expansion example
Parameter

Value

BAD_PIN_MAX

3

p("Invalid",l)

0.4

p("Invalid",2)

0.2

p("Invalid",3)

0.7

Substituting the values in Table B. 1 into Equation B. 1 gives
p("Connection") = 0.944 (Eqn B.2)

B.1.4 Signalling Message Routes and Sizes (Section 3.6)
Routing Substitutions
When replacing Information Flows with detailed descriptions of signalling requirements, several different substitutions are possible,
depending on the origin and destination in the network. A routing
specification for the example network in Figure 3.23 is shown in
Table B.2.
T h e 'Information_Flow_r thread in thefirstsubstitution applies to
information flows from one of the physical entities in the lower part
of the network model in Figure 3.23 to one of the physical entities in
the upper part. Such information flows correspond to signalling
messages which travel through signalling transfer points '101' or
'102' with equal probability, then through '103' or '104' with equal
probability. 'Information_Flow_2' deals with messages flowing in the
reverse direction. lnformation_Flow_3' applies to messages between
two physical entities in the upper half of the network diagram. Such
messages transverse only one STP: either '103' or '104'.
Message Sizes
Message sizes for Intelligent Network messages are implementationspecific. For a particular implementation, a specification of signal-
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Table B.2 Example network: routing Substitution Table
Information Flow

Substitution

inf(x=[ 1,2,3],
thr("Information_Flow_r,x;y,t):=
y=[l 1,12,211,*)
0.25-(ss7k,101,t),switch(101.xl03,t),ss7(101,103.t),
switch(103,101,y,t),ss7(103,y,t)) +
0.25-(ss7^101,t),switch(101,x,104,t),ss7(101,104,t),
switch(104,101,y,t),ss7(104,y,t)) +
0.25-(ss7fcl02,t),switch(102,x,103,t),ss7(102,103,t).
switch(103,102,y,f),ss7(103,y,t)) +
0.25- (ss7fc, 102,t),switch(102,x 104,t),ss7(102,104, t),
switch(102,104,y,t),ss7(104,y,t))
)
inf(*=[l 1,12,21],
y=[l,2,3],*)

thr("Information_Flow 2",x,y,t):=
(
0.25-(ss7fcl03,t),switch(103,x;101,t),ss7(103,101.t),
switch(101,103,y,t),ss7(101,y,t)) +
0.25- (ss7fc 103,t),switch(103,x 102,t),ss7(103,102,t),
switch(l02,103,y,f ).ss7(102.y,t)) +
0.25-(ss7fcl04,t),switch(104,xl01,t),ss7(104,101,t),
switch(101.104,y,t),ss7(101,y,f)) +
0.25- (ss7fc 104,t),switch(104,x 102,t),ss7(104,102,f),
switch(102,104,y,t),ss7(102,y,t))
)

inf(x=[l 1,12,21],
thr("Information_Flow_3",x, y, t) :=
y=[ll,12,21],*) (
0.5-(ss7fcl03,t),switch(103,xy,t).ss7(103.y,t))+
0.5-(ss7()cl04,t),switch(104,x,y,t),ss7(104,y,t))
)
•: Don't care
f: Value from message size substitution table

ling message lengths based on information flow types must be made.
rules to handle the case where several information flows are implemented by a single packet should also be defined.
A very simple example of a message size definition table is shown in
Table B.3. This table represents an approximation that all Intelligent
Network messages are the same size, unless they implement more
than one information flow. A complete table for a real Intelligent Network implementation would list different message sizes for each
information flow. Message sizes m a y also be variable. Representation of message size m e a n s and variances is considered in
Appendix A.2.3. .
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Table B.3 Example network: message size substitution table
Information Flow Message Size
(Octets)
inflV,*,*)

110

inffW)

60

*: Don't care

Listing B.2 Example network: signalling information expansion
thr("InvandJTerrninate",CCF_ORIG,SSRF_ORIG,SCF_ORIG):=

(
// Play "PIN wrong: terminated" message
// and terminate SSF/SRF connection
fea(SCF_ORIG,9122),fea(SCF_ORIG,9123),
inf(SCF_ORIG,SSRF_ORIG,"PlayJumouncement", "Disconn_Fwd_Conn"),
fea(SSRF_ORIG,3122), fea(SSRF_ORIG,2122), fea(SSRF_ORIG,3123),
infl.SSRF_ORIG,SCF_ORIG,"SRF_Report"), fea(SCF_ORIG,9003).

8.
9.

// Terminate call
10.
inf(SCF_ORIG,SSRF_ORIG, "Release.CalT), fea(SSRF_ORIG,20014)
por(CCF_ORIG,l)

thr rinvalid_Terminate_Expanded" ,1,1,11):=

(
// Play "PIN wrong: terminated" message
// and terminate SSF/SRF connection
fea(ll,9122),fea(l 1,9123),
// The first information flow is from the Service Control Function to the
// Service Switching Function, has a payload size of 110 octets (from
// Table B.3), and uses the second definitionfromTable B.2.
thrf*Information_Flow_2", 11,1,110),
fea(l,3122), fea(l,2122), fea(l,3123),
// The second information flow is from the Service Switching Function to
// Service Control Function and has a payload size of 60 octets
thr("Information_Flow_l", 1,11,60),
fea( 11,9003),
// Terminate call
// The final information flow is from the Service Control Function to the
// Service Switching Function once more
thrririformation_Flow_2", 11,1,60),
fea(l,20014)
por(l.l)

Example: Signalling Information Substitution
An example of substituting signalling network information is shown
in Listing B.2. In the top part of Listing B.2, a sub-thread of the
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service definition in Listing B.l is repeated for easy reference. In the
lower part, this thread is expanded for a particular Service Switching
Point (number 1 from Figure 3.23) and Service Control Point
(number 11). The definitions from Tables B.2 and B.3 are used as
explained in the comments in the listing.
If desired, the Tnformation_Flow' threads in Listing B.2 could be
completely expanded according to the definitions in Table B.2.

B.1.5 Queueing Network Models (Section 3.7)
Connection Matrix
T h e connection matrix for the network of Figure 3.25 is shown in
Table B.4. The (£j)th element of the connection matrix is T if a connection from node i to node j exists, and '0' otherwise. Table B.4
clearly illustrates the connection matrices tend to be sparse and
highly structured. Consequently, they m a y be manipulated at little
computational cost.
Example Service Requirement Translation Tables: Outline
Tables B.5-B.9 fist translations for the credit card phone service
example introduced in Section 3.4 and expanded with signalling
information as described in Section 3.6. These tables embody information from the network model illustrated in Figure 3.25 and from
models of the processing time requirements of the physical entities.
Functional Entity Actions
T h e functional entity action translations are represented in two
parts. Table B.5 represents the substitution of a single queueing station for each physical entity in the formation of the network model,
with the subsequent change in numbering schemes.
In this example w e assume that all instances of a particular functional entity are implemented on physical entities of the same type:
both service control function instances are in service control points
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Table B.4 Connection matrix for queueing network model in Figure 3.25.
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Table B.5 Functional entity actions: queue specification
Service
Specification Specification

F. E.A

fea(l,*)

proc(l, *,...)

fea(2,*)

proc(2,*,...)

fea(3,*)

proc(3,*,...)

fea(ll,*)

proc(40,*,...)

fea(21,*)

proc(41,*,...)

fea(12,*)

proc(42,*,...)

•: Don't care
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of the s a m e type, all three service switching function instances are
in combined service switching points/intelligent peripherals of the
same type, and so forth. Consequently the translations between
functional entity actions and service requirements in Table B.6 are
independent of the identifiers of the physical entities on which the
functional entity actions are implemented. In general this would not
be the case, and a more complex table listing service requirements
for functional entity actions on specific physical entities would be
required.
It is assumed that equipment manufacturers will specify processing
time requirements for each functional entity action on their equipment, or information from which the processing time requirements
can be derived or approximated. Example specifications, with variance figures, are shown in Table B.6. The numbers identifying the
functional entity actions are those used in ITU-T Recommendation
Q.1214 and Figure 3.18.
One interesting feature shown in Table B.6 is the representation of a
functional entity action involving an indeterminate period of user
interaction. The functional entity action numbered '3122' involves
playing an announcement, and optionally collecting information, by
an intelligent peripheral. This functional entity action will involve a
delay unrelated to processing requirements as the announcement is
played, and optionally while the customer response is pending. This
is represented by modelling a large and variable delay independent
of the processing requirements, using the representation method of
Definition A. 12. The concept of distinguishing between delays
caused by network load and those resulting from customer-network
interaction w a s introduced by Hoang [Hoang 88,90], and discussed
in Section 2.3. The post-processing delay of this functional entity
action is a good example of a delay which should be considered separately to processing delays.
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Table B.6 Functional entity actions: parameter specification
F. E.A.
Service
Specification Specification

Comment

Service Switching Function:
fea(*,2002)

proc(*,20,0.5)

Detect Trigger Detection Point

fea(*,2021)

proc(*, 10,0.2)

Process Furnish Charging Info.

fea(*,2121)

proc(*,40,0.7)

Process Request (Connect to Resource)

fea(*,2122)

proc(*,40,0.7)

Process Request (Disconnect)

fea(*,20011)

proc(*,30,1.0)

Process Collectjnfo

fea(*,20014)

proc(*,30,1.0)

Process Release Call

Specialised Resource Function:
fea(*,3121)

proc(*,50,0.5)

fea(*,3122)

proc(*. 100,0.5,5000,1.0) Prompt&Coliect / Play Announcement

fea(*,3123)

proc(*,50,0.5)

Process Connect Request

Process Request (Disconnect)

Service Data Function:
fea(*,4081)

proc(*,200,0.5)

Screen & respond

Service Control Function:
fea(*,9001)

proc(*,20,0.5)

Process Request (Connect)

fea(*,[9003,
9021,9081,
9121,9122])

proc(*, 10,0.7)

Functional entity actions resulting in
messages

fea(*,[9011,
9031,9083])

proc(*,5,0.2)

Functional entity actions not resulting in
messages

fea(*,9123)

proc(*,20,0.5)

Initiate Disconnect

•: Don't care
Delays are in milliseconds.

Signalling Messages and Switching
Translation of S S 7 messages is considered in Tables B.7 and B.8. In
Table B.7, signalling messages on links numbered as shown in
Figure 3.23 are translated to service requests on queues numbered
as shown in Figure 3.25. The propagation delay information shown
in Figure 3.25 is incorporated as well.
In this example, it is assumed that all links operate at 64kb/s.
Hence the service time representing message transition is (l/8)ms
per octet, as listed in Table B.8.
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Table B.7 S S 7 messages: queue and propagation delay specification
SS7
Specification

Service
Specification

SS7
Specification

Service
Specification

887(1.101,*)

proc(4,*,*,2,0)

ss7(102,104,*)

proc(24,*,*,10,0)

887(101.1,*)

proc(5,*,*,2,0)

ss7(104.102,»)

proc(25,*,*,10,0)

ss7(2,101,*)

proc(6,*,*,5,0)

ss7(104,ll,*)

proc(28,*,*,1.0)

ss7(101,2,*)

proc(7,*,*,5,0)

ss7(l 1,104.*)

proc(29,*,*,l,0)

ss7(2,102,*)

proc(8,*,*,5,0)

ss7(103,12,*)

proc(30,*,*,3,0)

ss7(102,2,*)

proc(9,*,*,5,0)

ss7(12,103,*)

proc(31,*.*,3.0)

ss7(3,102,»)

proc(10,*,*,4,0)

ss7(103,ll.*)

proc(32,*,M,0)

ss7(102,3,*)

proc(ll,*,*,4,0)

ss7(l 1,103,*)

proc(33,*,*,l,0)

ss7(l,102,*)

proc(12,*,*,2,0)

ss7(103,21,*)

proc(34,*,*,l,0)

ss7(102.1,*)

proc(13,*.*,2,0)

ss7(21,103,*)

proc(35,*,*,l,0)

ss7(3,101.*)

proc(14.*,*,4,0)

ss7(104,21,*)

proc(36,*,M,0)

ss7(101,3,*)

proc(15,*,*,4,0)

ss7(21,104,*)

proc(37,*,*,l,0)

ss7(101,103,*) proc(18,*,*,10,0) ss7(104,12,*)

proc(38,*,*,3,0)

ss7(103,101,*) proc(19,*,*,10,0) ss7(12,104,*)

proc(39,*,*.3,0)

ss7(101,104,*) proc(20,*,M0,0) ss7(101,102,*)

proc(43,*,*,l,0)

ss7(104,101,*) proc(21,*,*,10,0) ss7(102,101,*)

proc(44,*,*,l,0)

ss7(103,102,*) proc(22,*,*,10,0) ss7(103,104,*)

proc(45,*,*,l,0)

ss7(102,103,*) proc(23,*,*,10,0) ss7(104,103,*)

proc(46,*,M,0)

*: Don't care
Delays are In milliseconds.

Table B.8 S S 7 messages: service time specification
SS7
Service
Specification Specification
ss7(*,*,n)

proc(*,(n/8),0,*,*)

•: Don't care
Delays are In milliseconds.

Table B.9 S T P switching: queue and service time specifications
S T P switching
specification

Service
Specification

switchdOl,*,*,*)

proc(16,*,*)

switch(102,*,*,*)

proc(17,*,*)

switch(103.*,*,*)

proc(26,*,*)

switch(104,*,*,«)

proc(27,*,*)

switch(*,*,*,n)

proc(*,(10+n/20),0.2)

•: Don't care
Delays are In milliseconds.
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Listing B.3 Credit Card Phone Service: queue level definition for calls from S S P1
// Credit Card Phone Service definition: define the "Credit_Phone" thread to
// represent the entire service
// thr("Credit_Phone_Queue_Lever,BAD_PIN_MAX=3,CCF_ORIG=l,SSRF ORIG=l
// SCF_ORIG=l l,SDF_ORIG=21)
thr("CreditJPhone_Queue_Lever,3,1,1,11,21):=

(
// Begin: bad_PIN_count= 0
poi(l,l,"0_NulT),
// Translation of first functional entity action, 'fea(SSRF_ORIG,2002)',
// according to Tables B.5, and B.6.
proc(l,20,0.5)
// Information flows are represented by a sub-threads defined later.
// This one replaces the 'inf(SSRF_ORIG,SCF_ORIG,"Initial_DP")' module
// using the information from Tables B.2 and B.3:
1•
thrrinformation_Flow_l_Queue_Lever, 1,11,60),
// Second functional entity action, 4fea(SCF_ORIG,9001)*:
proc(40,20,0.5),
// Everything after the initial call request might be repeated,
// so a sub-thread is defined:
®
thr("Credit_Phone_Loop_Queue_Lever,3,1,1,11,21)

)
// thr("Credit_Phone_Loop_Queue_Lever,BAD_PIN_MAX=3.CCF_ORIG=l,
// SSRF_ORIG=l,SCF_ORIG=ll,SDF_ORIG=21)
thr("Credit_Phone_Loop_Queue_Lever,3,l,1,11,21):=

(
// This sub-thread implements most of thefirstpart of the control flow
// diagram
tfirf Get_PIN&CheclU3ueue_Lever, 1.1.11.21)
// There are now two alternatives sub-threads dependent on PIN validity
// (the definition of p("Invalid") is given in Table B.l)
®
p("Invalid",bad_PIN_count)thr("InvalicLActions_Queue_Lever,3,1,1,11,21)
+(l-prinvalid",badJPIN_count)) •
thr("Vali<LActions_9ueue_Lever, 1,1,11))

)
//thr("InvaUdj\ctions_Queue_Lever,BAD_PIN_MAX=3.CCF_ORIG=l,
// SSRF_ORIG= 1 ,SCF_ORIG= 11 ,SDF_ORIG=21)
thrrinvalid^Actions_9ueue_Lever,3,1,1,11,21):=

(
// Increment bad call counter and test:
// translations of: fea(SCF_ORIG,9011),fea(SCF_ORIG,9031)
proc(40,5.0.2),proc(40,5,0.2),
// The next threads are dependent on the bad call count
// fpfLimitT is defined in Definition B.l)
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Listing B.3 Credit Card Phone Service: queue level definition for calls from S S P 1
® p("Limit",bad_PIN_count,3)thr("Retry_PIN_Queue_Lever,3,1,1,11 21)
+(l-p("Limit",bad_PIN_count,3)) •
thr("Invalid_Terminate_Queue_Lever, 1,1,11)

//thrrGet_PIN&ChecliL.Queue_Lever,CCF_ORIG=l,SSRF ORIG=l,SCF ORIG=ll
//SDF_ORIG=21)
~
'
thr("Get_PIN&Check_Queue_Lever, 1,1,11,21):=

// First section of controlflowdiagram: establish SSF/SRF connection and
//Get PIN
// Translations of: fea(SCF_ORIG,9121), fea(SCF_ORIG,9122):
proc(40,10,0.7), proc(40,10,0.7),
// Information flow: "Connect_to_Res","Prompt&CollectJnformation":
2.
thr("Information_Flow_2_Queue_Lever, 11,1,110).
// Various functional entity actions at the originating SSP/IP
proc(l, 10,0.2), proc(l,50,0.5), procd, 100,0,5,5000,1.0)
// Report back to SCP, and subsequent processing:
3.
thrf"Information_Flow_l_Queue_Lever,l, 11,60),
proc(40,10,0.7),
// Send query message to SDP, process request, send response
4.
thrf Irrformation_Flow_3_Queue_Lever, 11,21,60),
proc(41,200,0.5),
5.
thr("InformationwFlow_3_Queue_Lever,21,11,60),
proc(40,10,0.7),

//thrf"Retry_PIN_Queue_Lever,BAD_PIN_MAX=3,CCF_ORIG=l,
// SSRF_ORIG= 1 ,SCF_ORIG= 11 ,SDF_ORIG=21)
thr("Retry_PIN_9ueue_Lever,3,1,1,11,21):=

(
// Play "Retry PIN" announcement, get results
proc(40,10,0.7),
thrf"Information_Flow_2_Queue_Lever, 11,1,60),
proc(l, 100,0.5,5000,1.0),
thr("Information_Flow_l_Queue_Lever,l,11,60),

6.
7.

// Retry main loop
thrf CreditJ>hone_Loop_Queue_Level",3,1,1,11,21)

thr("Invalid_Terminate_Queue_Lever, 1,1,11):=

(

8.

// Play "PIN wrong: terminated" message
// and terminate S S F / S R F connection
proc(40,10,0.7), proc(40,20,0.5),
thr("Information_Flow_2_Queue_Lever, 11,1,110),
proc(l, 100,0.5,5000,1.0), proc(1.40,0.7), procd, 100.0.5),
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Listing B.3 Credit Card P h o n e Service: queue level definition for calls from S S P 1
thr("Informatiori_Flow_l_Queue_Lever, 1,11 60)
proc(40,10,0.7),
// Terminate call
10.
thrnnformation_Flow_2_Queue_Lever. 11,1,110),
procd,30,1.0),
pord.l)
)
thr("Valid_Actions_Queue_Lever, 1,1,11):=
(
// Play call success message
// and terminate S S F / S R F connection
proc(40,10,0.7),proc(40,20,0.5),
thr("InformationJFlow_2_Queue_Lever. 11,1,110),
procd, 100,0.5,5000,1.0), proc(l,40,0.7), procd, 100,0.5),
trui"InformationJPlow_l_Queue_Lever, 1,11,60),
proc(40,10,0.7), proc(40,10,0.7),
// Send charging information to SSF and proceed with call normally
thrf"Information_Flow_2_9ueue_Lever, 11,1,110),
proc(l, 10,0.2), proc(l,30,1.0),
por(l,2)

// Definitions for "Information Flow" threads follow. These definitions embody
// the substitutions in Tables B.2, B.3, and B.7-B.9
thr("Information_Flow_l_Queue_Lever,l,ll,SIZE):=
(
0.25 •(
proc(4,(SIZE/8),0,2,0),proc(16,(10+(SIZE/20),0.2)),
proc(18,(SIZE/8),0,10,0),proc(26,(10+(SIZE/20),0.2)),
proc(32,(SIZE/8),0,1,0)
) + 0.25-(
proc(4,(SIZE/8),0,2,0),proc(16,(10+(SIZE/20),0.2)),
proc(20,(SIZE/8),0,10,0), proc(27,(10+(SIZE/20),0.2)),
proc(28,(SIZE/8),l,0)
) + 0.25-(
proc(12,(SIZE/8),0,2,0),proc(17,(10+(SIZE/20),0.2)),
proc(23,(SIZE/8),0,10,0),proc(26,(10+(SIZE/20),0.2)),
proc(32,(SIZE/8),0,l,0)
) + 0.25-(
proc(12,(SIZE/8),0,2,0),proc(17,(10+(SIZE/20),0.2)),
prc>c(24,(SIZE/8),0,10,0),proc(27,(10+(SIZE/20),0.2)),
proc(28,(SIZE/8),l,0)
)
)
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Listing B.3 Credit Card Phone Service: queue level definition for calls from SSP 1
thr("Information_Flow_2_Queue_Lever, 11,1 ,SIZE):=

(
0.25 •(
proc(33,(SIZE/8),0,l,0),proc(26,(10+(SIZE/20),0.2)),
procd9.(SIZE/8),0,10,0),proc(16,d0+(SIZE/20),0.2)),
proc(5,(SIZE/8),0,2,0)
) + 0.25-(
proc(33,(SIZE/8),0,l,0),proc(26,(10+(SIZE/20),0.2)),
proc(22,(SIZE/8),0,10,0), proc(17,(10+(SIZE/20),0.2)),
proc(13,(SlZE/8),2,0)
) + 0.25-(
proc(29, (SIZE/8),0,1,0),proc(27, (10+(SIZE/20),0.2)),
proc(21,(SI2E/8),0,10,0),proc(16,(10+(SIZE/20),0.2)),
proc(5,(SIZE/8),0,2,0)
) + 0.25-(
proc(29,(SIZE/8),0,l,0),proc(27,(10+(SIZE/20),0.2)).
proc(25,(SIZE/8),0,10,0),proc(17,(10+(SIZE/20),0.2)),
proc(13,(SIZE/8),0,2,0)

)
)
thr("Infonnatiori_Flow_3_Queue_Lever, 11,21 ,SIZE):=

(
0.5-(
proc(33,(SIZE/8),0,1,0),proc(26,(10+(SIZE/20),0.2)),
proc(34,(SIZE/8),0,l,0),
) + 0.5-(
proc(20,(SIZE/8),O,l,O),proc(27,(lO+(SIZE/2O),O.2)),
proc(36,(SIZE/8),0,l,0),

)
)
thr("Information_Flow_3_Queue_Lever,21,11 ,SIZE):=

(
0.5-(
proc(35,(SIZE/8),0,l,0),proc(26,(10+(SIZE/20),0.2)),
proc(32,(SIZE/8),0,1,0),
) + 0.5-(
proc(37,(SI2E/8),0,1.0),proc(27,(10+(SIZE/20),0.2)),
proc(28,(SIZE/8),0,10,0),

)
)

In Table B.9, signalling transfer point numbers and queue numbers
are linked in a similar m a n n e r to the physical entity numbers in
Table B.5. It is assumed for this example that the processing time
requirement for switching a signalling message at a signalling transfer point consists of a fixed component of 10ms, with a n additional
small, variable component.
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Example Queue-Level Definition
Listing B.3 shows a a queue-level definition for the credit phone
service example introduced in Section 3.4. This listing considers
services invoked from the service switching point/intelligent peripheral numbered '1* in Figure 3.25.
In Listing B.3, the thread structure and information flow numbering
introduced in the service definition in Figure 3.18 is retained. Four
n e w threads containing the queue-level definitions of information
flows are defined towards the end of Listing B.3. These threads are
specific instances of the information flow definitions from Tables B.2
and B.3, translated to the queue level according to Tables B.7-B.9.
Throughout the rest of Listing B.3, functional entity actions are
translated into service requests according to Tables B.5 and B.6.

B.2 Connection Pseudo-Service (Section 3.5.3)
B.2.1 introduction
A s mentioned in Section 3.5.3, definition of a pseudo-service representing the signalling load for establishing a connection requires an
a m o u n t of network-specific information. In this appendix, w e give an
example of such a definition. Several simplifying assumptions are
m a d e in order to m a k e the definitions easy to follow. In each case
these assumptions are explained, as is accurate modelling without
making the assumption.
For the purpose of illustration, w e consider the simple network illustrated in Figure B.l. In this network, all signalling messages
traverse one STP.
Given this network structure, there are two possible types of connection: a connection where the origin and destination are the same
Call Control Function instance, and a connection with a distinct origin and destination requiring signalling through the STP. In this
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Figure B.1 Example network for Connection thread definition

Table B.10 Connection thread substitutions
Definition

Substitution

thrf Connection", JCX)
a

thr( Connection",x,y)

thr("Connection_r,x,.x)*
thrfConnection_2",x,u)*

x.y:Distinct Call Control Function Instances
$: A full expansion of these threads Is shown In Listings B.4
and B.5.

example, the former is represented by a thread "Connection. 1" and
the latter by "Connection_2'', as shown in Table B. 10.

B.2.2 Additional Notation
In order to define the connection threads, some notation must be
introduced.
Processing at the Call Control Function is represented by 'bcp' (for
"basic call process") modules. The nature of the processing required
m a y be indicated by specifying what states in the Intelligent Network
Basic Call State Machine are traversed (for example see [ITU-T93a,
Rec. Q.1214]):
bcp[ccfjdstate_start,state_end),

(Defn B.3)

where ccfjd identifies the call control function instance concerned,
and state_start and state_end identify the Basic Call State Machine
states where the Call Control Function starts and finishes processing.
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W h e r e the Call Control Function must wait for a user action, such
as call answering, this is represented by
wait(ccfjd,state_start,state_end). (Defn B.4)

where ccfjd identifies the call control function instance which is
waiting, and state_start and statejend indirectly identify what the
call control function is waiting for. For example,
wait(cc/_id,TJVlerting,T_Active)

indicates waiting for the called party to answer, which would lead to
a transition from the Terminating Alerting state (i.e. phone ringing)
to the Terminating Active state.

B.2.3 Connection Thread Definitions
These example expansions assume for simplicity that every call commenced is answered. A more realistic definition representing the
possibility of the call being abandoned or the called line being busy
could be defined with use of the probability assignment notation
defined in Section A.3. It is also assumed that the caller hangs up
rather than the called party. It is straightforward to represent the
possibility of the converse occurring, but again this would complicate the example.
Listing B.4 defines the "Connection_l" thread which applies, according to Table B.10, w h e n the originating and terminating lines are at
the s a m e Call Control Function instance. This commented listing is
self-explanatory. Note the use of the representation of concurrent
events using the '&' notation. In particular it is assumed that both
the originating and terminating call state machines simultaneously
go to their Active states w h e n the call is answered and to their Null
states w h e n the call terminates.
W h e r e the originating and terminating lines are at different Call
Control Function instances, call set-up signalling occurs. For the
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Listing B.4 Connection thread expansion: origin and destination at same CCF instance
// 2? ^iT°T ^^ WhCre ** «Wnath« and terminating
// call control function instances are the same.
r
thr("Connection_ 1 \CCF_ORIG,CCF_ORIG) :=
// First the originating basic call state machine proceeds from the Null
// state to Routing SAlerting.
bcp(CCF_ORIG.O_NuU,RoutingfirAlerting),
// The terminating basic call process proceeds to alerting
bcp(CCF_ORIG,T_Null,T_Alerting)
// After some delay, the called party answers. The originating and
// terminating basic call state machines go active concurrently since no
// signalling is required
wait(CCF_ORIG,TJUerting,T_active),
bcp(CCF_ORIG,TJMterting,T_Active)
&bcp(CCF_ORIG,Routing&Alerting,O^Active)
//Assume for illustration that the caller hangs up first. Both basic call state
// machines go null concurrently.
wait(CCF_ORIG,O^Active,0_Null),
(

bcp(CCF_ORIG,OJVctive.O_NuU)&bcp(CCF_ORIG,TActive,T_Null)

example network shown in Figure B.l, the "Connection_2" thread
defined in Listing B.5 applies.
Listing B.5, uses ISUP call set-up messages but ignores Acknowledgement messages for simplicity. If desired, these could be represented after the
bcp(CCF_DEST,T_NuU,TJUerting)

line, concurrently with the rest of the definition. Message lengths are
taken from [Willmann 90].
There are two differences between the sequence of call state model
transitions in 'Connection. 1' and 'Connection_2\ both related to signalling. In the Connection. 1 thread, both originating and terminating call state machines go from Alerting to Active simultaneously. In
Connection_2, the terminating end goes Activefirstwhile an Answer
message is sent back to the originating end. A similar sequence of
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Listing B.5 Connection thread expansion: origin and destination differ
// Call set-up signalling occurs where the originating and terminating call control
// function instances are separate
thrfCormecuon_2",CCF_ORIG,CCF_DEST,STP) =

(
bcp(CCF_ORIG,0_NuU,Routing&Alerting),
// Assume for simplicity that every connection requires an Initial Address
//Message of size 59...
switch(CCF_ORIG,CCF_ORIG,STP,59),ss7(CCF_ORIG,STP,59),
switch(STP,CCF_ORIG,CCF_DEST,59),ss7(STP,CCF_DEST,59),
switch(CCFJDEST,STP,CCF_DEST,59),
bcp(CCF_DEST,T_Null,TJUerting),
wait(CCF_DEST,TJMertmg,T_active),
// (note that the originating end goes Active after the terminating end)

(
bcp(CCF_DEST,TJUterting,TJtetive),

&(
// ...an Answer message of size 15...
switch(CCFJDEST,CCF_DEST,STP, 15),ss7(CCF_DEST,STP, 15),
switch(STP,CCF_DEST,CCF_ORIG, 15),ss7(STP,CCF_ORIG, 15),
switch(CCF_ORIG,STP,CCF_ORIG, 15),
bcp(CCFJ}RIG,Routing&Alerting.O_Active),

)
),
// (assume caller hangs up: the originating basic call state machine goes
// Null, sending call termination messages as it goes
wait(CCF_ORIG,OJVctive,0_NuU),

(
bcp(CCF_ORIG.O^Active,0_NuU),

&(
//...a Release message of size 19...
switch(CCF_ORIG.CCF_ORIG,STP, 19),ss7(CCF_ORIG,STP, 19),
switch(STP,CCF_DEST,CCF_DEST,19),ss7(STP.CCF_DEST,19),
switch(CCF_DEST,STP,CCF_DEST, 19),
// (the terminating call state machine goes Null,
// while sending out a release complete message

(
bcp(CCF_DFvST.T_Active,T_Null),

&(
// ...and a Release Complete message of size 14.
switch(CCF_DEST,CCF_DEST,STP, 14),
ss7(CCF_DEST,STP, 14),
switch(STP,CCF_DEST,CCF_ORIG, 14),
ss7(STP,CCF_ORIG, 14),
switch(CCF_ORIG,STP,CCF_ORIG, 14)

)
)
)
)
)
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events takes place w h e n the call is released, although two messages,
Release a n d Release Complete, are involved in this case.

B.3 N u m b e r Translation Service (Chapter 4)
B.3.1 Formal Service Definition
The distributed functional plane textual definition of the service is
s h o w n in Listing B.6. This definition is a direct transcription of the
information flow diagram s h o w n in Figure 4.2.
Listing B.6 Translation service: distributed functional plane textual definition
thr("Translation_Service",CCF_ORIG,SSF ORIG,SCF_ORIG,SDF_ORIG):=

(

1

// Point of initiation at Detection Point 3
poi(CCF_ORIG,3,l),
fea(SSF_ORIG, 2002),
inf(SSF_ORIG, SCF_ORIG, "InitiaLDP"),

// Receive information flow at SCF and formulate request to SDF
fea(SCF_ORIG, 9001), fea(SCF_ORIG, 9111),
2
inftSCF_ORIG, SDF_ORIG, "Query"),
// Look up and respond
fea(SDF_ORIG, 4111),
3
infiSDF_ORIG, SCF_ORIG, "Query_Response"),
// Process response at SCF and pass new number back to SCF
fea(SCF_ORIG, 9112), fea(SCF_ORIG, 9003),
4
infTSCF_ORIG, SSF_ORIG, "Select-Route"),
fea(SSF_ORIG, 20011),
por(CCF_ORIG,4)

B.3.2 Translations
The translation between Functional Entity Action modules and
processing requirement specifications is shown in Table B.ll. This
translation table has two parts: thefirsttranslates node numbering
to queue numbering (with numbering schemes as illustrated in
Figure 4.1) a n d the second translates Functional Entity Action identifiers to m e a n s and squared coefficients of variation of processing
requirements. There is only one S C P in the example network, and
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both SSPs are assumed to be of the same model. Hence no reference
to particular nodes needs to be m a d e in the second part of the table.
Table B.11 Functional entity action translations
F. E. A.

Service
Specification

Comment

Specification
fea(l,*)

proc(l,*,...)

Service Switching Point 1

fea(2,*)

proc(6,*,...)

Service Switching Point 2

fea(3,9***)

proc(12,*,...)

Service Control Function

fea(3,4***)

proc(13,*,...)

Service Data Function

Service Switching Function:
fea(*,2002)

proc(*,5,0.2)

Detect trigger detection pointrequest

fea(*,20011)

proc(*. 15,0.25)

Process Proceed

Service Data Function:
fea(*,4111)

proc(*,300,0.125) Process request (translate)

Service Control Function:
fea(x,9001),fea(x,9111) proc(*,2.5,0.1)

Process request (initial D P ) ,
Process request (initiate translate)

fea(x,9112),fea(x,9003) proc(*,2.5,0.1)

Process information.
Initiate request (Select Route)

•: Don't care
jcAny particular functional entity.
Delays are In milliseconds.

Translation of Information Flows into signalling messages and
switching actions is considered in Tables B.12 and B.13. Information flows between either SSP and the SCP, or vice-versa, result in a
signalling message through the STP, as indicated in thefirstentry in
Table B.12. Since the Service Control Function and Service Data
Function are located in the same physical entity (the SCP), no signalling message need be sent to communicate between them, hence
the *no_op' entries in the table. Processing related to inter-processor
communications is assumed to be lumped with the processing
requirements for the relevant functional entity actions.
The signalling message sizes are identified in Table B.13. The transaction messages from the S S P to the S C P are assumed to be 60
octets long, with a small degree of variability. (This size is comparable to the

size of Initial Address

Messages

under

ISUP
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Table B.12 Routing substitutions
Information Flow

Substitution

infl*=d,2,3],y=d,2,3],*) thr("Information_Flow",xy,t.t):=

(
switch(jc;x,4,f,t),ss7(x;4,f,t),
switch(4,x,y,t,t).ss7(4,y,t,t),switch(y,4,y,t,t)

)
infi3.4,*)

no_op*

infH,3,*)

no_op*

*: Don't care
t". Values from message size substitution table (Table B.13).
t: See text

[Willmann 90].) The response message is assumed to have a size of
4 0 octets, again with a small degree of variability. As mentioned
above, the "Query" and "QueryJResponse" information flows to and
from the Service Data Function do not result in signalling messages.
Table B.13 Message size substitutions
Information Flow

Message Size
(Octets: m e a n , s.c.v.)

irrf(*,*,"Initial_DP")

60,0.05

infl*, *, "SelectJRoute")

40,0.05

infiV.rQuery", "Query_Response"D
*: Don't care
i: See text

Translation of signalling messages into processing requirements is
considered in Table B.14. Thefirstpart of the table translates each
source and destination node number pair into a n u m b e r of a queue
representing the signalling link concerned (see Figure 4.1). Propagation delays for the links concerned, either 1 m s or 5 m s , are identified
also. T h e last entry in the table specifies the service times at the
queues, which are equal to (message length in bits)/(64kb/s), or
equivalently (length in octets)/(8 octets per millisecond).
The translation table for SS7 switching actions, Table B.15, is similar in structure to Table B.14. Thefirstpart of the table translates
node n u m b e r s to queue numbers, and the second part of the table
translates message sizes to processing requirements. The service
time at the STP, node 4, is greater than for outgoing and incoming
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Table B.14 SS7 message substitutions
SS7
Specification

Service
Specification

ss7(l,4,V)

proc(3,*,*,5,0)

ss7(4,l,V)

proc(5,*,*,5,0)

ss7(2.4,*,*)

proc(8,*,*,5,0)

ss7(4,2,*,*)

proc(9,*,*,5,0)

ss7(3,4V)

proc(14,*,*,l,0)

ss7(4,3,*,»)

proc(10,*,*,l,0)

ss7(*,*,n,c)

proc(*,(n/8),c,*,*)

*: Don't care
a-Message length in octets.
c s.c.v. of message length.
Delays are In milliseconds.

messages at the signalling points as discussed in Section 4.2.2. It is
assumed that the variability of service times at the STP and signalling points s w a m p s the variability in message lengths provided that
the message length variability is small.
Table B.15 Switching substitutions
Switching
specification

Service
Specification

switchd,*,*,*,*)

proc(2,*,*)

switch(2,*,*,*,*)

proc(7,*,*)

switch(3,*,*.*,*)

procd 1,*,*)

switchd 1,2,3], **,n,c) proc(*,(1.5+n/50),0.1)
switch(4,*,*,n,c))

proc(4,(6+n/12),0.2)

•: Don't care
c A n y s.c.v. value & 0.05
Delays are In milliseconds.

B.3.3 Processing Requirement Definition
Using the translations in Tables B.l 1-B.15, the textual definition of
the N u m b e r Translation service given in Listing B.6 can be translated into a description of processing requirements at queues. A n
example of such a translation for N u m b e r Translation service invocations from S S P 1 is given in Listing B.7.
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Listing B.7 Translation service: example queue-level definition
// Example expansion: CCF_ORIG=l, SSF_ORIG=l, SCF_ORIG=3, SDF_ORIG=3
thr("Translation_Service", 1,1,3,3):=

(
// Point of initiation at Detection Point 3
poi(l,3,l),
proc(l,5,0.2),
// Send message to SCF
1
proc(2,2.7,0. l),proc(3,7.5,0.05,5,0), proc(4,11,0.2),
proc(10,7.5,0.05,l,0),proc(ll,2.7,0.1),
// Receive information flow at SCF and formulate request to SDF
proc(12,2.5,0.1),
2
// Look u p and respond
proc(13,200,0.125),
3
// Process response at S C F and pass n e w number back to S S F
proc(12,2.5,0.1),
4
proc(ll,2.3,0.1),proc(14,5,0.05,l,0), proc(4,9.3.0.2),
proc(5,5,0.05,5,0),proc(2,2.3,0.1),
procd, 15,0.25),
por(l,4)
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Appendix C. Analysis
Techniques for Simulation
Results

C.1 Means and Confidence Intervals
Method Overview
Confidence intervals on the m e a n simulation results in this dissertation were calculated using a method suggested by Pawlikowski [Pawlikowski 90]. This method is based on iurining a single simulation
until the confidence interval on the m e a n of the statistic(s) of interest
has converged to within a certain resolution. A flow chart for this
method is shown in Figure C.l.
Essentially, the method consists of collecting a number of batches of
values (between 100 and 200), and calculating the m e a n of each
batch. The variance of the batch means is then estimated using a
method robust to correlations between the batch means. The confidence interval is then estimated based on this variance. If the confidence interval is too wide, more values are gathered.
Initially, batches of 1 value are used to calculate the confidence
interval. W h e n the n u m b e r of batches reaches 200, the batch size is
doubled. Only the m e a n s of each batch are stored: w h e n the batch
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Start

collect observations until the
initial transient has passed,
then discard them

batch size=1

collect more batches of
observations and calculate the
m e a n of each batch

double the batch size:
concatenate successive pairs of
batches by averaging their means

determine variance of batch
means, and hence the
confidence interval

Figure C.1 Simplified flow chart for confidence
[Pawlikowski 90, Fig. 5])

interval generation

method

(after

size is doubled, the 'batch size' of the stored data is doubled b y averaging successive pairs of stored batch means.
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Calculating Variances
Variances are calculated using a spectral method developed by
Heidelburger and Welch [Heidelburger 81]. This method uses the fact
the variance of a covariance stationary sequence is proportional to
the spectral density at zero frequency. This value is estimated by fitting a polynomial to the logarithm of the periodogram. Use of either a
quadratic or a cubic fit is suggested: Pawlikowski suggests using a
quadratic fit [Pawlikowski 90], but Heidelburger and Welch state
that
T o achieve an approximately unbiased estimate of p(0) [the spectral density at zero frequency] under the widest range of conditions, a large d [degree of polynoimal]...should be used."
[Heidelburger 81].
Consequently a cubic spectral fit w a s used for the simulations
described in this dissertation.
This estimation method requires only that the data to which it
applies is stationary, and can be reasonably modelled as a covariance stationary process. It is, in particular, robust to autocorrelation
in the input data.
It is reasonable to assume that the batch means from the oscillatorysystems in this thesis tend towards covariance stationarity w h e n the
batch sizes become large enough to average over several oscillation
periods. In practice in oscillatory systems, it w a s found that large
confidence intervals were calculated until the batch sizes were larger
than the oscillation period, and so this method seems quite robust.
Initial Transients
T h e method for detecting initial transients suggested by Pawlikowski
is tofirstapply a heuristic test based on the n u m b e r of times in a
certain duration that the statistic crosses its running m e a n , then
apply a statistical test for stationarity developed by Schruben. (See
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[Pawlikowski 90] for details.) These methods were found to be
unsuitable in the presence of oscillatory data.
Consequently, the length of the initial transient period was deliberately over-estimated. This over-estimate was based on the observation that the systems which display traffic synchronisation all were
regularly oscillating after a duration equivalent to no more than five
times the oscillation period. Consequently, the initial transient was
deemed to be over after a number of samples equal to at least ten
times the oscillation period.
Stopping Conditions
A mean is deemed to have converged to the required accuracy if the
confidence interval has narrowed to within a certain percentage of
the current estimate of the mean. The simulations in this dissertation used 9 5 % confidence intervals, and a threshold of 5 % of the
mean. The simulation were stopped w h e n all statistics of interest
had converged, or w h e n a specified number of observations of the
statistic had occurred (typically 250 000). The latter condition was
prevented excessive simulation execution times: it corresponded to
run times of 3-9 hours per point in the most complex cases.

C.2 Distribution Quantiles
Evaluation
Exact evaluation of a quantile of the distribution of a set of data, e.g.
the 95th percentile, requires a complete record of all samples,
whereas evaluation of the m o m e n t s requires only a few statistics,
e.g. the s u m of the data and the number of points in order to calculate the m e a n . The simulations described in the dissertation collected u p to 500 000 samples of several statistics, for each of ten or
more points in each of several characteristics. Complete collection of
all these samples w a s consequently impractical. However if some
information about the range of the data is available, quantiles can be
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Figure C.2 Estimating a distribution quantile from a histogram
evaluated to a specified accuracy with more reasonable storage
requirements.
For example, in many of the simulations it was known that the 95th
percentiles of the delays of interest were almost certain to lie
between Os and 10s, and it w a s desired to evaluate them to an accuracy of 1ms. A histogram with a bin width of 1ms, and bins ranging
from 0 to 10s, was then calculated during the simulation: whenever
a sample w a s calculated, the counter for the bin in which it would lie
w a s incremented by one. If any value above 10s occurred, the '10s'
bin w a s incremented. At simulation completion, any quantiles which
lay in the range [0,10]s could then be calculated to a precision of
lms. This method is illustrated in Figure C.2.
Confidence Intervals
It is possible to modify the batch means method for evaluating confidence intervals on the mean, as described in Appendix C.1, to
instead examine confidence intervals on the quantiles. Instead of
evaluating the m e a n s of batches of increasing size, a specified quantile of each batch could instead be evaluated. However this would
entail storing histograms with potentially thousands of bins for each
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of 2 0 0 batches for each of several statistics in the simulation. The
m e m o r y requirements for this were considered impractical.
An alternative method of evaluating confidence intervals on quantiles (or any other statistic) is to m a k e several independent simulation runs, and collect several independent values of the statistic.
This is at odds with the systematic method used for running simulations, namely running a single simulation until the confidence intervals in the m e a n convergences to within a certain accuracy.

C.3 Loss Probabilities
Confidence intervals on loss probabilities could feasibly be directly
evaluated by an extension of the method for m e a n values described
above. Batch loss probabilities m a y be evaluated in a similar manner
to batch means: the number of losses experienced by each batch of
arrivals m a y be recorded, and aggregation of two batches constitutes
s u m m i n g the n u m b e r of losses in the batches.
However an indirect method based on measuring mean time intervals w a s found to be more convenient: the loss probability m a y be
expressed as
_ E [inter-arrival time]
1

~ E[time between losses] '

where the confidence intervals on the inter-arrival and inter-loss
times m a y be directly calculated.
In many of the simulations, losses were relatively rare events compared to arrivals. Consequently, requiringtightconfidence intervals
on the inter-loss times would often lead to excessively long simulation runs. This w a s not considered necessary, since the exact loss
probabilities were not as important as evaluating whether or not loss
w a s occurring. However in some cases, this lead to simulations stopping before enough values were available to evaluate confidence
intervals o n the inter-loss times.
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Appendix D. Autocorrelation of
M/M/1 Queue Delays

D.1 Outline
This appendix contains a derivation of the autocorrelation at lag one
of the delays (waiting time plus service time) at an M / M / 1 queue.
This result is quoted in Equation 5.4 in Section 5.4.4. The derivation
is fairly straight-forward, but the result is not widely known: it has
not been published in any paper or book encountered by the author.

D.2 Derivation
Definitions
A s s u m e the M / M / l queue has arrival rate x, service rate \i, and utilisation p = x/(i, where 0 < p < l. A s s u m e that arrivals occur at times
tv tp tj,..., and that the delay experienced by the nth arrival is Tn.
Consider two successive arrivals at times tt and t,+1, experiencing
delays Tt and Ti+1 respectively. Let At = tt+1 - tr
Approach
T h e approach here is to calculate the conditional distribution of
T

, given that Tt = xt, where %t is some particular value. Given the
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equilibrium distribution of T(, the equilibrium value of cov [TpTl+1]
can be calculated (where cov[»] is the covariance function). Hence
the autocorrelation function at lag 1 of the queue delays, r[, is calculated.
Conditional Distribution of Ti+1

Let T, = x(, and note that by definition, At is exponentially distribu
with m e a n l/x.
If the queue empties between tt and ti+ x, Ti+l is just the service
time, i.e.
\Le~^,
x>0
0,
otherwise

fT (*)|
1+1

lT( = T(,AtiT(

Otherwise, T (+1 includes a residual part

(T ( -AO

(EqnD.1)

of TV

-Jl(T- (T(-At))

IT
1+1

\ie

W|

, t>(t ( -At)
otherwise

0,

lT ( =T„At<T (

(EqnD.2)

Expanding out the condition on At gives the complete conditional
distribution of T(+x,
^.^l

=f/ T (x)j
+ ifr
J

«•>

U(x-(xrx))fAt(x) dx

(T>l

U(x)/At(x)dx

lT( = ,(.At,x,

(EqnD-3)

where I/O is the unit step function and the equilibrium distribution
of At is

/*« =

Xe~XX,
x*0
0,
otherwise

(EqnD.4)

Substituting Equations D.l, D.2, and D.4 into D.3 and evaluating
yields
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-|i(T-(t(-X))

= f^ e

T .(
^)|
IT.
1+1

lT

( = ^<

_Xx

l7(T-(i r x))Xe

_n,

-XT,

dx+|ie"* U ( T ) C

'

(EqnD.5)

0

Assuming the queue is in equilibrium, Tt has distribution
[Kleinrock 75]:
/ T (T t ) =u(l-p)c" , t ( 1 ' P > , , ,T^O.

(EqnD.6)

By evaluating

T

/T(+ , < t+1) = J/T, W T

, <Tt+1) L

I +

dT

i

it may be shown that T(+1 has the same unconditional distribution.
Covariance and Autocorrelation
By definition,
OOOO

E[T { T { + 1 ] = fh | T 1 + / T | (T | >/ T | + I (t t + 1 )|
dx ( dx (+1 .
,=T(
oo

(EqnD.7)

Substituting Equations D.5 and D.6 into D.7 gives
T

" -11(1-p)T, -XX -|i(t(+l- (Tn-X)) . . j

E T T

tt

f + i]

= J

J

J

vui^

1

Xe

-^

^e

dx
* « w^w...
*
£

t+1

Xn=0X=0Tn+1=(T„-X)
-fl(l-p)x, -Xt, -Jix(+1

+ J J V: tt T+ti+ ^1 »Hl-P)e
(1-P)e
oo
oo

e

^e

d

V* x t + i

(Eqn 0.8)

When evaluated, Equation D.8 yields
2
prTT
i
|l 1^1-p

1+2P-P

and hence
cov[T t T (+1 ] =E[TtTt+1]

_l+2p-p 1
p(2-p)
%2(l-p2)' (EqnD.10)

-E[Tt]E[Tt+l]

(EqnD.9)
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which leads directly to
T

C0V T T

t P i+ll
r

l

=

Of,

= p(2-p) (EqnD.11)

where of. = i/[n2[i-p2JJ is the variance of the equilibrium waiting
time.
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Appendix E. Paper: Variations
on the Traffic Synchronisation
Model

E.1 Introduction
This appendix contains a paper concerned with extensions to the
basic traffic synchronisation model and analysis described in
Chapter 5 [Lawrence 93b]. The work was not included in the body of
the dissertation as the analysis methodology is nearly identical to
that used in Section 5.5. However the major conclusions are summarised in Section 5.6.
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QUANTIFYING TRAFFIC SYNCHRONISATION IN
SIGNALLING NETWORKS
Jeremy Lawrence, Gary Anido, Hugh Bradlow
Switched Networks Research Centre
University of Wollongong, N S W 2522
Email: jeremy@smc.uow.edu.au

Abstract
Traffic synchronisation is a phenomenon where traffic flows and buffer occupancies in networks
with multiple service priorities and feedback m a y exhibit oscillatory behaviour which is largely
independent of the nature of the offered traffic. Our previous investigations have shown that traffic synchronisation is likely to occur in database transaction traffic in signalling networks, and
that a simple flow model-based analysis characterises traffic synchronisation well in m a n y circumstances. Here w e extend our previous models and analyses to consider a database system
where a response or acknowledgement m a y not be received for each request, and systems in
which a response m a y immediately lead to a n e w request.
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Traffic Synchronisation

'Traffic synchronisation' refers to the tendency of internal traffic streams and queues of ser
requests in certain systems to exhibit oscillatory behaviour which is largely independent of the
nature of the offered traffic. It occurs in networks satisfying the following conditions [1]:

• A server in the network effectively gives priority to one class of service request over anoth

• Completion of service of a low-priority service request may give rise to a high-priority serv
ice request after s o m e delay.
•

The service time for a high-priority request is larger than that for a low-priority request.

An example of the simplest queueing system satisfying these requirements is shown in
Figure l(i). If a backlog of low-priority requests arises in a system satisfying these requirements,
this backlog will be relatively quickly served, givingriseto a burst of high-priority requests after
a delay. This burst of high-priority requests will be relatively slowly served, potentially leading
to a further low-priority backlog. This process then repeats, leading to oscillation.
Forys and others identified traffic synchronisation as the cause of anomalous results in load
testing of trunk exchanges [2], and analysed the various oscillation modes which m a y occur in a
flow model of a queueing system of the form of Figure l(i) [1,3]. Our preliminary simulation
investigations [4] produced results generally consistent with those from En-amilli and Forys'
analysis. In particular w e found that D/D/l systems of the form of Figure l(i) with deterministic
'feedback' delays (i. e. the delay between the low-priority server output and high-priority queue
input) could be sent into sustained oscillation by momentary overloads in the arrival process.
However w e also found that certain D/D/l priority/feedback systems would spontaneously oscillate without any transient overload.
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Network 'Feedback' delay, m e a n 6
y

>_.

High priority service,
m e a n time T.

Network

TTVl
IN requests,
m e a n rate X

*. IN responses

'Low priority service,
m e a n time T.

ky
i. Basic S S P model

N o response to s o m e requests

Repeat requests,
service time m e a n T.

ii. Enhanced model

Response probability q

Feedback delay, m e a n 5
Repeat request
.^probability r
Mean high priority
service time xh
Mean mid priority
service time T

Arrival rate X

Mean low priority
service time T,
iii. Analytical approximation

Figure 1. Service Switching Function models

In our investigations, w e also considered the effect of variability in the feedback delay. W e found
that provided the delay is strongly autocorrelated (i. e. with a normalised autocovariance coefficient at lag one greater than about 0.99), systems with variable feedback delays can display oscillatory behaviour similar to that in systems with deterministic feedback delays [4].
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1.2 Database Transactions and Signalling Networks

In [4], we showed that database transaction processing in signalling networks, such as those in
Intelligent Network services, m a y be modelled by a priority queue/feedback system of the form
of Figure l(i). T h e server represents a switch such as a Service Switching Point in an Intelligent
Network, which queries a database across the network.
It is reasonable to assume that such switches will give processing related to completing calls
progress higher priority than initiation of n e w calls. Hence in our model, n e w IN requests will
enter the low priority queue. After some initial processing of a request, the switch will dispatch a
query message, and receive a response (to be processed at high priority) after some delay. It is
reasonable to expect that the amount of processing required after receipt of a response from the
network will exceed that required initially: call set-ups are likely to be required upon receipt of a
response, whereas the initial processing entails only the recognition of an IN trigger and the
sending of a message based on this. Thus this model satisfies the requirements w efistabove, and
traffic synchronisation is possible.
In order to confirm that the delays in signalling networks are sufficiently autocorrelated to
traffic synchronisation, w e performed simulation experiments using a detailed model of a portion
of a signalling network [5]. This w a s a queueing model representing all the major sources of
delay (and delay variability) in a signalling network supporting IN transactions. These experiments confirmed that traffic synchronisation is likely to occur in database transaction traffic.
We have also developed analytical results which accurately quantify traffic synchronisation
effects in a model of the form of Figure l(i) where the feedback delays are deterministic, and
which provide a conservative bound otherwise [5].
In this paper w efirstdescribe extensions to our model to represent database systems where a
response or acknowledgement m a y not be received for each request, and systems in which a
response m a y immediately lead to a n e w request. W e then develop an approximate analytical
description for the behaviour of this model, andfinallycompare the analytical results with results
obtained from simulations of the extended model.

2. EXTENDED MODEL
In our earlier model (Figure l(i)) w e assumed that each transaction consists of one request message from the S S P and one response from a database within the network. However in some cases,
a transaction m a y consist of two or more requests and responses immediately following each
other, with subsequent correlations in traffic. Also a response m a y not be generated for each
request, either because of the nature of the transaction or due to overload at the database.
Switches are likely to perform processing related to requests-after-responses at the same priority
as that for responses from the network, by scheduling additional processing for outgoing requests
at the tail of the queue of pending high-priority requests. This, and the dropping of packets in the
network is illustrated in Figure l(ii).
Our traffic synchronisation analysis methodology is based on analysing the fundamental oscillation m o d e in a flow model of the queueing system concerned. The system of Figure l(ii) is difficult to represent directly as a flow model, so w e use the approximation shown in
Figure l(iii) for analysis. The feedback of customers from the high-priority server to the tail of
the high-priority queue is represented approximately by feeding the customers into a separate
mid-priority queue. This is likely to be valid due to the bursty nature of high-priority traffic in a
traffic-synchronised system: customers fed back to the tail of the queue are likely to be served at
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Figure 2. Oscillations: rates and timing

the tail of a burst, and hence they see an effectively lower priority than the bul
(which arrive during the bursts).
3. A N A L Y S I S
3.1 Oscillation Mechanism and Timing

In analysing the extended network model, we use an approach similar to that we use
two-priority model [5]. The network shown in Figure l(iii) is analysed using aflowmodel characterised solely by the mean parameters indicated.

Figure 2 shows the low priority departure rate and high priority service rate in t
chronisation model shown in Figure l(iii), for two periods of the fundamental oscillation mode.
From the point of view of requests departing from the Service Switching Function, there are four
distinct phases in the oscillation period, tf:

a. The server processes customers in the mid-priority queue, which are requests fo
sages arising from previous arrivals. The customers depart at the mid-priority service rate
(l/xm), since no high-priority customers arrive during thistime.This phase lasts for a duration *a.
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a. The server serves the backlog of low priority customers which had arrived during the service
of the last high-priority burst and subsequent mid-priority messages. (In addition, the server
must serve the customers which arrive during the service of the backlog.) The customers
depart at the low-priority service rate, (i/x7). This phase lasts for a duration ta.
b. From the completion of phase (a) until the arrival of the first of the previous
backlog customers at the high priority queue (after the feedback delay, 6), customers depart
the low priority queue at their arrival rate X. This phase lasts for a duration tb = (6 -1- - ta).
c. No customers are served in the low-priority queue while the customers served in
(a) and (b) arrive at the high priority queue and are served. Hence no requests are sent, for a
duration tc. Note that for this oscillation mechanism to be stable, the aggregate service time
at the high-priority server for the customers served at the low-priority server during phases
(£), (a) and (b) must be greater than the duration in which these customers arrive at the highpriority server. This is equivalent to the condition tc £ 6.
The number of customers served during tc is (t/xh) , and a proportion r of these is
the mid-priority queue. Hence
r
a

T

2m r
c

K hJ

(D

The number of low-priority customers to arrive during phases (c), (i) and (a) is X (tc + ta + ta).
Using (1), this gives
_ *Tf(l+r(yV)*c
1-Xx,
The number of customers to arrive at the high priority server during phase (c) is
q (ra/tm + tjxt + (6 - ra - tj X). After some manipulation, this gives
qzh{{\/xrX)ta + bX)
f

c~

l-gr(l-T^)

Solving (2) and (3) simultaneously gives
5

? ( ^+rTm)^2
{\-z{k){\-qr-qzhX)

t.
a=
t

(4)

_ bq%^ (5)
c

\-qr- qihX

Given X = P/(T, + q(xh + rxm)/(l- qr)), equations (4) and (5) agree with our previou
the case where q = 1 and r = 0 [5]. Substituting the condition for stability of this oscillation
mode, tc s 6, into (5) yields

„>LlfE. * (6)
a
or equivalently,

2T,
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Cc + 'a)
to, (*, + **)

Figure 3. Queueing times seen by low-priority arrivals
(l-qr)xl + qrxm + qxh

P>

2qTh

(7)

for sustained oscillation. From (6) and (7), w e see that the required arrival rate for traffic synchronisation decreases with increasing probability of repeat messages (r) , but repeat messages
have little effect on the m i n i m u m offered load for oscillation where xl«xm. Decreasing the
response probability (q) increases both the minimum arrival rate and offered load for oscillation. A m i n i m u m value of q for the existence of this oscillation m o d e is calculated later, and
shown in equation (12).
The oscillation period is given by
t

/

-

o(l-^)
1 - qr - qXfX

(8)

Note that the oscillation period is generally a non-integer multiple of the feedback delay, and varies slightly with the offered traffic.
32 Queueing Times
Figure 3 illustrates the variation in queueing times seen by low-priority arrivals. A customer
arriving at the beginning of phase (c) must wait for a duration (tc + r 2 ), i. e. until the beginning of
phase (a), for the low-priority server to begin service once more. Customers continually arrive at
rate X, so a customer arriving at the end of phase (&) must wait for a backlog of X (tc + ta) customers to be served before it m a y be served. B y the beginning of phase (b), the backlog of customers has been served, so by the flow model assumptions all arriving customers in phase (b)
enter service without delay. Averaging over the oscillation period gives the mean low priority
queueing delay,
Et, = [(/c + /a)2 + Xx/(rc

+

ra) (tc + h + ta))/2tf. (9)

The queueing times experienced by mid-priority arrivals is illustrated in Figure 4. All a
occur in phase (c), at a rate (r/xh). A n arrival at the beginning of phase (c) must wait until the
end of phase (c) before being served, and its delay will be tc. The last arrival will be served last
in phase (S), and its delay is consequently t&. Averaging between these bounds gives
Et = (t +t.)/2. (10)
v
m
c a'
In order to calculate the high-priority queueing delay, w e define three additional phases in the
oscillation period:
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Figure 4. Queueing times seen by mid-priority arrivals
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Figure 5. Queueing times seen by high-priority arrivals
§L. A proportion p of the customers which departed the mid-priority queue during phase (S)
arrive at the high priority queue, after delay 6. These customers represent a proportion
qr/ (l + qr) of the total to arrive during an oscillation period.
a', p of the customers which departed the low priority queue during phase (a) arrive. These represent a portion (tc + th + tj / ((1 + qr) tf) of the customers.

b'. p of the customers which departed the low priority queue during phase (b) arrive.
resent the remaining portion, tb/ ((1 + qr) tf), of the customers.

The durations of phases (£), (a'), and (b') are equal to those of (a), (a) and (b) re
The delay characteristic for the high-priority arrivals is illustrated in Figure 5. Thefirstcustomer
to arrive in phase (&') begins service immediately. B y the end of phase (§'), qrt/th have arrived
and rtcxm/i\ have been served, so the queueing time seen by an arrival at the end of the phase is
rte (q - xm/xh). During phase (a'), qta/xl arrive and t/xh are serviced, so the queueingtimeseen
by an arrival at the end of the phase is (rtc (q - xm/^h) + ta (qxh/x, - 1)). The queueingtimeseen
the end of phase (b') is (rc - 6), which is thetimeremaining until the end of phase (c), since the
high-priority arrival rate is zero from then until the beginning of the next phase (&').
Given the arrival proportions mentioned above, the mean queueing time seen by a high-priority
arrival is
Ja(^h-\)
h

httt-V
+

2-i[(l+qr) 2(l+qr)tf

+

rte(qTh-zm)i(2

+ qr)tf-tJ

(11)

2xh(l+qr)tf

Equation (11) leads to a further condition for stability of this oscillation mode, na
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(12)

to ensure that the first and third terms in (11) are non-negative.
Equations (9-11) agree with our previous results for the case where q = l and r = o [5].
3.3 Application to performance evaluation
Equations (1-12) are functions of the feedback delay 5, as well as the system parameters,
i.e. arrival and service rates. The feedback delay is operating point dependent, but our previous
investigations have shown that it is not significantly affected by traffic synchronisation. Consequently, a preliminary M/G/l priority queue analysis m a y be used to calculate a sufficiently accurate value of 6 for equations (1-12).

4. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

In Figure 6 we show simulation and analytical results for several values of response probabi
and repeat message probability in the detailed signalling network simulation model introduced in
[5], with i, = 5ms , xm = 7ms , xm = 15ms , and 8« 800ms with a fixed component of 600ms
due to propagation delays (this is consistent with a global IN using satellite-based links)
and a variable component of approximately 200ms due to queueing effects in the signalling For
brevity, w e will not describe the model in detail here. O n the graphs in Figure 6 w e show 3 sets
of characteristics: simulation results and M/G/l queueing network analyses of the full model,
and the flow-model based analytical results derived in this paper.

In Figure 6(i) we show results for the case where q = 1.0 and r = 0.0 , where our previous an
ysis is valid. Note that at higher utilisations, M/G/l queue results significantly underestimate the
simulated delays, but the flow model results agree well (note that the flow model results are only
valid above a m i n i m u m offered load, as discussed above). Where the response probability is
decreased, as shown in Figure 6(iii,iv) these conclusions continue to hold: our flow model results
again quantify the system performance well where M/G/l network results underestimate the system delays.

Where repeat messages are immediately created, it appears that the insertion-at-tail mechani
tends to disrupt traffic synchronisation. Hence the our flow model results, which assume a stricter
three-priority mechanism, provide an upper bound in these cases. For example, Figure 6(ii)
shows the low-priority m e a n delay vs offered load characteristic for r = 0.33 (or equivalently a
m e a n of 1.5 requests and responses per transaction). Note that our model assumes immediate
generation of a n e w request following a response. If there is a variable delay between receipt of a
response and generation of a n e w request, e. g. due to collection of digits, the consequent disruption of traffic synchronisation is likely to be lessened.
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Appendix F. Relaxed Priorities:
Loss Probabilities

F.1 Outline
This appendix contains the calculation of the transaction loss probabilities in an overload priority queue/feedback system. The derived
expression is used and plotted in Section 6.3.

F.2 Calculation
Consider the system shown in Figure F.1.A flow model is used and
the following assumptions are made:
1. The system is sufficiently overloaded that both queues are never
empty.
2. Transaction and non-transaction messages at the high-priority
queue experience the same blocking probability, pj.
B y the definition of priority leak probability, pp low-priority customers are served for every (l -pp) high-priority customers. Hence
X1 =X2p/(l-pp)

(Eqn F.1)
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Priority leak probability p
Block probabilityp
Low priority queue

Figure F.1 Flows at overload

where X-^ a n d x2 are the low a n d high-priority service departure
rates, as illustrated in Figure F.1. T h e high-priority departure rate
m a y also b e given b y
X2= (l-Pl)(X1+Xn) (Eqn F.2)

w h e r e xn is the non-transaction offered load as illustrated.
The average service time per departure is given by (xh+ (X1/x2)xl) ,
w h e r e xx a n d xh are the low and high-priority service times. Since the
system is over-utilised, customers depart the system at the service
rate, i. e.
X2 = l/(xh+ ( V X 2 > T i > •

(EqnF.3)

Substituting Equation F.1 into Equation F.2 and Equation F.3 a n d
equating the results yields
=

Pl~

(2x+(xrxh)pn)pp-x
(X+(xrTh)pn)Pp

+ xhpn

(Eqn F.4)

+ XhPn

where x = T,+xh, a n d pn = xnx.
Solving Equation F.4 for Pl = 0 gives the characteristic s h o w n in
Figure 6.5(d),
PD = (TP^ h )/(Pn(V T h) + 2 x )

(Eqn FS)

Equation F.4 gives negative results where assumption (1) is invalid
to the extent that the high-priority queue m a y b e empty. N o high-
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priority loss m a y occur in the flow model under these conditions, so
the loss probability is
p{ = max(p p 0)

where p, is as given in Equation F.4.

(Eqn F.6)

